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FOREWORD 
This repor t  was prepared by McDonnel 1-Douglas Astronautics Company-West , 
under Contract NAS 3-13306. The contract  i s  administered by the National 
Aeronautics and Snace Administration, Lewis Research Center, Chemical and 
Nuclear Rocket Procurement Section,  Cleveland, Ohio. The NASA Project  
Manager f o r  the contract  i s  Mr. E .  A. Edelman. This i s  the Final Report on 
the con t rac t ,  and i t  summarizes the technical e f f o r t  from 1 July 1969 t o  
31 July  1970. 

ABSTRACT 
A coniprehensi ve analytical and experimental program i s  described that  resulted 
in an advanced computerized analytical technique for  predicting the performance 
of a fluori  ne-hydrogen Main Tank Injection ( M T I )  pressurization sys tern f o r  the 
fu l l  range of LH2 - fueled space vehicles. The accuracy of the analysis was 
verified by a ser ies  of 1 7  t e s t s  of a ful l -scale  MTI pressure control system 
3 in a 1000 f t  (28.3 M ~ )  flight-weight LH2 tank. Prepressurization, constant- 
pressure hold, and L H 2  expulsion a t  controlled tank pressure were demonstrated 
over a wide range of ullage volumes, flowrates, tank pressures, and in jec tor  
conf i gurati ons , wi t h  reasonable ul lage gas and tank wall temperatures and 
e f f i c i en t  fluorine usage. 
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SUMMARY 
A comprehensive program was performed t o  ana ly t i ca l ly  and experimentally 
determine the appl icabi 1  i  t y  of f l  uorine-hydropen P4ai n Tank Inject ion (LITI) t o  
large-scale L H 2  - fueled space vehicles.  A comnuterized analyt ica l  technique 
was developed t o  predict  the performance of a  large-scale ,  f l igh t - type  MTI 
pressure control system. The analyt i  cal model included orovisions f o r  heat  
t ransfer ,  in jec tan t  j e t  penetrat ion,  and ullage gas mixing. A 1 arge s ca l e  MTI 
control sys tern was designed, f abr ica ted ,  and tested in a  1000 f t 3  (28.3 P13) 
f l ight-weight  L H 2  tank. The 17 t e s t s  were performed a t  ul lage volumes from 
106 f t 3  ( 3 P13) t o  950 f t 3  (26.9 b13), with both s t ra ight-pipe  and d i f fuse r -  
type i n j ec to r s ,  and a t  varied L H 2  outflow and GF2 in jec t ion f lowrates.  Pre- 
pressur iza t ion,  constant-pressure hold, and L H 2  exnulsion a t  control led tank 
3  2 3  2 pressures of 43 psia (296 x 10 N/M ) and 25 psia (172 x 10 N / M  ) were 
demonstrated. The analysis  accurately predicted GF2 usage, ul lage gas and 
tank wall temperatures, and L H 2  quan t i t i e s  evaporated. The analysis  was used 
to  predic t  the performance of an MTI pressure control system f o r  a  Centaur 
vehicle configuration and mission speci f ied  by NASA. The study revealed t h a t  
MTI could now be e f fec t ive ly  applied to  a  space vehicle and t ha t  subs tan t ia l  
pressurizat ion system performance benef i ts  would be realized.  
x i x  
INTRODUCTION 
For cryogenic vehicles , par t i  cul a r ly  those t h a t  requi re mu1 t i  burn operati  on, 
the tank pressurizat ion system can contribute s ign i f i can t ly  t o  the weight, 
complexity, and cost  of the propulsion feed system. A tank pressur iza t ion 
concept termed main tank in jec t ion  (MTI) has been suggested as a means t o  
reduce weight and increase system s impl ic i ty .  MTI i s  a technique in which a 
hypergolic reactant  i s  in jected i n to  a propellant  tank,  and the r e su l t an t  heat 
re lease  pressurizes the tank. When control lable ,  such a technique promises 
considerable performance and cost  improvement, especia l ly  f o r  an advanced 
hydrogen-fueled upper s tage .  
From July 1966 through Apri 1 1968, McDonnel 1 Doug1 as Astronautics Company-Wes t 
(MDAc-W) conducted an MTI pressurizat ion research program under NASA Contract 
NAS 3-7963 t o  determi ne, analyt ica l  ly and experimental ly  , the feas i  bi 1 i ty  , 
l imi ta t ions  , and operating charac te r i s t i c s  of a propel 1 ant  tank pressur iza t ion 
system tha t  uses the heat generated by the in ject ion of f luor ine  ( F 2 )  i n t o  a 
l iquid  hydrogen ( L H 2 )  tank t o  produce pressurizing gas by hydrogen propel lant  
vaporization. This program was conducted in two phases : ( 1 )  small-scale 
phenomenological tes  t i  ng in  gl ass apparatus and ( 2 )  medi um-scal e (105-gal 1 on 
(. 398 M ~ ) )  feas ibi  1 i ty  t e s t i ng  with L H 2  exnulsi on. 
The i ni t i  a1 phase was an experimental investigation (encompassing a compre- 
hensi ve s e r i e s  of 131 t e s t s )  of two general problem areas pecul i a r  t o  the 
Hz-F2  propellants  f o r  MTI: ( 1 )  the e f f e c t  t ha t  a number of c r i t i c a l  physical 
and chemical variables have on the hypergolici ty of Fp  in jec ted i n to  an L H 2  
tank and ( 2 )  the charac te r i s t i c s  and behavior of the reaction products as they 
f reeze  in  an L H 2  tank. The Lt i2  pressurizat ion t e s t s  were performed i n  small 
(5-in.  ( . I27  M )  - diameter by 10-in. (.254 M ) )  g lass Dewars, with pressure 
and temperature measurements and Fastax motion pictures ( a t  4,000 pic tures /sec)  
used t o  record each t e s t ,  
The resul ts  o f  t h i s  i n i t i a l  e f fo r t  led t o  t h e  conclusion t h a t  112 and F2 are  
generally hypergol i c under the eondi t ions t ha t  are normal l y  present when MPI 
i s  used t o  pressurize a LH2 tank; however, under cer ta in  condi t ions ,  i t  was 
found t ha t  the presence of about 1 percenflvolume) oxygen in the i n j ec t an t  F2 
caused react i  on i  nhi bi t i  on, whi ch was fo1 1 owed by F2 freeni  ng and, sometimes, 
des t ruct ive  detonation. An increased i  n jectant  t o t a l  enthal py (warming) was 
required t o  overcome t h i s  inh ib i t ion  and enable ign i t ion  before the  i n j ec t an t  
coul d freeze.  
Despite the  problems of i n j ec t an t  freezing and detonation,  the f e a s ib i  1 i  ty  and 
p r ac t i c a l i t y  of t h i s  pressurizat ion technique were demonstrated i n  the small - 
sca le  gl assware t e s t s  t o  the extent  t ha t  medium-scale MTI pressur iza t ion t e s t s  
could be confidently undertaken. 
The second phase of the NAS 3-7963 program included fu l l - sca le  i n j e c t o r  design, 
3 fabr ica t ion ,  and t es t ing  in  a 105-gallon (.398 M ) , high-pressure, heavy-weight 
L H 2  dewar tank. A s e r i e s  of 21 t e s t s  were performed with fu l l - s ca l e  in jec to rs  
3 in  the 105-gal lon ( .398 M ) LH2 tank t o  demonstrate the feas i  bi l i  t y  of the 
- 
pressur izat ion technique, t o  define tank-pressure control l imi t s  , and t o  deter-  
mine pressuri zation character is  t i  cs of three i n j ec to r  confi gurati  ons : (1 ) ul l  age/ 
simple (US), (2 )  submerged/aspirated (SA), and (3 )  submerged/simple (SS). The 
t e s t s  were performed with tank expulsion pressures from 10 (6.9 x lo4)  t o  
170 psig (117.2 x lo4 N/M'),  F p  flowrates from 0.001 (.00045) t o  0.01 lb/sec 
(.0045 Kg/sec), and ullage f rac t ions  from 8 t o  97 percent f o r  mult iple pre- 
pressur iza t ion and expulsion cycles. 
The following r e su l t s  were noted: 
1. The US in j ec to r  exhibited r e l i ab l e  igni t ion and e f f i c i e n t  pressur iza t ion 
through hydrogen vaporization and ul l  age heating. The submerged i  njec- 
to r s  (SS and SA) showed less  e f f i c i e n t  pressurizat ion than the US mode, 
and these submerged in jec to rs  were suscept ib le  t o  occasional i n j ec t an t  
freezing and detonation. 
2.  The pressurizat ion data were approximately correlated t o  simp1 e pres- 
sur iza t ion models, and i n j ec to r  design requirements were es tabl ished.  
The f e a s i b i l i t y  and overall  control labi l i  ty of the MTI pressur iza t ion 
technique was demonstrated. 
The deta i led  resu l t s  of the NAS 3-7963 program can be found in  References 1 , 
2 ,  and 3. The success of the medium-scale MTI t e s t s  indicated the  need f o r  
an analyt ica l  method t o  predic t  PITI performance f o r  any s ize  of LH2-fueled 
space vehic le ,  and t o  demonstrate a fu l l - sca le  f l  ight-type MTS. pressur izat ion 
sys tem. 
This report  describes a  program to  analytical  ly  and experimental ly  determine 
the app l icab i l i ty  of a  MTI pressurizat ion system to  the f u l l  range of ex i s t i  tig 
and potential  hydrogen-fueled vehicles. The program consisted of f i v e  major 
t a sks ,  as follows: 
Task I  - Pre tes t  Analysis and Experiment Design 
The objective of t h i s  task was t o  develop a  computerized analyt ica l  
technique f o r  predict ing the performance and behavior of a  MTI pres- 
su r iza t ion  system using ullage in ject ion of ambient GF i n to  a  LH2 
tank. The analyt ica l  procedure was t o  be of a  level o  f sophis t i ca t ion  
s imi la r  t o  the analyses of Roudebush (Reference 4) o r  Epstein (Refer- 
ence 5 )  and was t o  be used t o  es tabl ish  the t e s t  plan and p red ic t  sys- 
tem performance f o r  a  t e s t  program using a  large f l ight-weight  LH2 tank. 
Task 11 - MTI Svstem Desicrn 
The object ive  of t h i s  task was t o  design a  large sca le  t e s t  system; 
including a  1000 f t 3  (28.3 ~ 3 )  Thor propellant tank and i n s t a l l a t i o n ,  
the MTI control system and i n j ec to r s ,  the instrumentation and data  
acquis i t ion system, and the de ta i l ed  t e s t  plan. The MTI control 
system/injector design task included design, f abr ica t ion ,  and hot  
f i r i n g  operational checkout t e s t s  of the MTI control system/injectors . 
Task I11 - MTI Svstem Fabrication and Tes t i  n u  
The objective of t h i s  task was to  fabr ica te  and i n s t a l l  the MTI i n j ec t i on  
system, t e s t  tank, instrumentation, and a l l  auxi l iary  systems in  the t e s t  
f a c i l i t y  a t  the MDAC Sacramento Test Center, and perform a  s e r i e s  of 
pressur iza t ion and expulsion t e s t s .  
Task IV - Data Evaluation and MTI Analytical Modeling 
The object ive  of t h i s  task was t o  evaluate and cor re la te  the t e s t  r e su l t s  
with the developed theoret ica l  MTI model and revise  the model as required. 
The modified MTI analysis  was then used t o  predic t  the performance of an 
MTI pressurizat ion system fo r  a  vehicle and mission speci f ied  by NASA. 
The objective of t h i s  task was t o  prepare and submit reports  as required 
by NASA. 
A1 though the work was performed in  the f i ve  tasks described above, t h i s  report  
i s  organized t o  logical ly show the analyti  ca1 study resul t s  , the experimental 
invest igat ion design and r e su l t s s ,  and the resu l t s  of the space vehicle per- 
formance predict ions . 
ANALYTICAL STUDY 
The ob jec t ive  of the ana ly t i ca l  study was t o  develop a general a n a l y t i c a l  
model f o r  predic t ing  the  performance and behavior of MTI p ressu r i za t ion  of a  
LH2 tank using u l lage  i n j e c t i o n  of GF2. The r e s u l t i n g  computerized ana ly t i ca l  
technique i s  designated as H819, MTI Pressur iza t ion  Computer Program. 
BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
Bas i  c  Assumptions and Capabi 1 i  t i e s  
The most important c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  of t h i s  pressur iza t ion  analys is  i s  i t s  one- 
dimensional qua1 i  t y  . Spati a1 vari  a t ions  i n  the  sys tem vari  abl es can occur 
only along the  ve r t i ca l  tank axis  ; t he re  a re  no r ad ia l  o r  c i rcumferent ia l  
va r i a t ions  . There i s  no s p a t i  a1 va r i a t ion  i n  ul 1 age pressure ; f l u i d  momentum 
and viscous processes are  ignored. These aspects  of the  model a r e  common t o  
many pressur i  z a t i  on analyses and have been compared extensi  vely w i  th  experi - 
mental da ta  and found t o  be va l id  (References 4 and 6 ) .  Buoyancy fo rces  due 
t o  the  local  g rav i t a t iona l  f i e l d  tend t o  produce a s t a b l e  thermal s t r a t i f i c a -  
t i o n  i n  the  gas and l i q u i d ,  r e s u l t i n g  in  a  temperature d i s t r i b u t i o n  which i s  
e s sen t i  a1 l y  one-di mensi onal . A1 though nonuniform radi a1 temperature di s  t r i  - 
butions wi l l  obviously occur l o c a l l y  in the  flame region f o r  MTI, t h i s  flame 
region i s  believed t o  be small compared t o  the u l lage  volume, and does not  
i  nval i d a t e  the  one-di mensi onal assumption f o r  the  heat  t r a n s f e r  processes.  
The thermal system f o r  t h i s  pressuri  za t ion  analys ts  cons i s t s  of f o u r  components: 
t h e  tank w a l l ,  i n t e rna l  hardware ( ins t rumenta t ion ,  e t c . )  , propel 1 a n t  1 i q u i d ,  
and u l l age  gas. Any s i z e  and configurat ion may be spec i f i ed  f o r  t h e  tankage. 
The propel lant  i s  a  pure single-component l i qu id  and the  u l lage  gas i s  pure 
p rope l l an t  vapor. Real var iable  proper t ies  a re  used t o  describe the  thermo- 
dynamic behavior of a1 1 mater ia ls  . The temperature-speci f i  c  enthal  py re1 a t i  on- 
sh ips  a re  given f o r  the  wa l l ,  hardware, l i q u i d ,  and gas, The gas conductivi ty 
and v i s c o s i t y  are  a l s o  given f o r  use i n  convective heat t r a n s f e r  c o e f f i c i e n t  
formul as .  
The tank i s  pressur ized  by means of hea t  input  t o  the  u l l age  from t h e  
i n j e c t a n t  r e a c t i o n ;  t h i s  hea t  input  may vary a r b i t r a r i l y  with time. The 
propel 1 an t  outflow may a l s o  vary arbi  t r a r i  ly  with time, Heat i s  t r a n s f e r r e d  
from the  u l l  age gas t o  the  cooler  sur faces  of t h e  tank wall , hardware, and 
l i q u i d .  The hea t  t r a n s f e r r e d  t o  the  l i q u i d  r e s u l t s  i n  r a i s i n g  the  l i q u i d  
temperature and/or vaporizing l i q u i d .  All hea t  t r a n s f e r  r a t e s  may vary with 
time and the  wall and hardware r a t e s  may a l s o  vary with loca t ion  ( a x i a l l y ) .  
The hea t  i n p u t ,  p ropel lan t  outf low, vapor iza t ion ,  and a1 1 hea t  t r a n s f e r  r a t e s  
may be spec i f i ed  by i n t e r n a l  ca l cu la t ions  o r  by input  t ab le s  ( f o r  parametr ic  
computations) . 
With the  hea t  input  and p rope l l an t  outflow r a t e s  s p e c i f i e d ,  t he  computer pro- 
gram ca lcu la t e s  the  temperature d i s t r i b u t i o n s  i n  t h e  wall , hardware, 1  iquid  
and gas ,  as we1 1 as the  1 i  qui d vaporizat ion r a t e  and tank pressure ,  a1 1 o f  
which vary with time during t h e  so lu t ion .  These da ta  may be output  from the  
program as f requent ly  as des i r ed .  
Fi ni t e  Di f f e rence  Approxi mati ons 
There a re  two general approaches t o  the  f i n i t e  d i f f e r e n c e  so lu t ion  f o r  a  one- 
dimensional tank p r e s s u r i z a t i  on ana lys is  : f i  xed poin t  methods ( a s  i  n Refer- 
ences 4 and 7 )  and volume node methods ( a s  i n  References 5 and 8 ) .  The node 
method has severa l  important advantages f o r  use with advanced p res su r i za t ion  
analyses (Reference 8) and f o r  the  MTI appl i  c a t i  on i n  p a r t i  cul a r .  General l y  , 
i t  provides t h e  f l e x i  bi 1  i  t y  and ve r sa t i  1  i  t y  f o r  descr ib ing  the  hea t  t r a n s f e r  
and thermodynamic processes whi ch a r e  absolu te ly  necessary f o r  t he  development 
of an e f f e c t i v e  MTI ana lys i s .  
The computations a r e  based on a  f i n i t e  d i f f e rence  representa t ion  of t h e  
physical sys tem. The tank wall , i n t e r n a l  hardware, propel 1 a n t ,  and u l l  age 
a r e  each divided by horizontal  planes i n t o  a  number of nodes, as  shown 
schemati cal  l y  , i n  Figure 1 , with the  p rope r t i e s  within each node bei ng uniform. 
The gas and l iqu id  a re  divided i n t o  nodes whose thickness and loca t ion  can vary 
with time, The tank wall and hardware nodes a r e  of equal ax ia l  th ickness  and 
are  s t a t i o n a r y .  The s i z e  and number of these  nodes i s  s u f f i c i e n t  t o  give an 
adequate s t e p  funct ion approximation t o  the  continuous,  ax ia l  v a r i a t i o n  of t he  
system vari ab'les . Gas and ' l iquid nodes may be subdivided o r  combined as 
required t o  meet so1 u t i  on accuracy c r i  t e r i  a .  The ul1 age p a r t i  a1 mi xi ng model 
Figure 1 Finite Difference Node System 
f i t s  d i r ec t l y  i n to  t h i s  approximation of the physical system; the completely 
mixed zone i s  represented by the upper, s-ingle, large gas node. 
The volume of each l iquid  and gas node i s  bounded by the top and bottom node 
boundary planes and by the so l id  surface of the tank wall and the in te rna l  
hardware. Heat t r an s f e r  takes place between each gas node and the s o l i d  
surfaces with which i t  i s  in  contact .  The physically simultaneous processes 
of heat t r an s f e r  and pressure change are assumed t o  take place sequen t ia l ly  
as i sobar ic  heat t r an s f e r  and i  sentropi  c  pressure change. The numeri cal sol  u -  
t ion  i s  obtained by calcula t ing the change in the s t a t e  of each node in  the 
system during each successive time s t ep  throughout the t o t a l  solut ion time 
span. The s t a t e  of each node i s  determined from equil ibrium, conservation 
re la t ionships .  
Ul 1  age Mi xi ng 
A key fea tu re  of the  MTI analysis i s  the ul lage mi xi ng model ; i t  r e l a t e s  
d i r ec t l y  t o  the  heat input process from the GF2/GH2 react ion,  and a l so  t o  the 
heat  and mass t r an s f e r  occurring a t  the gas-l iquid in te r face .  The bas is  f o r  
t h i s  model i s  t h a t  the i n j ec t an t  gas inflow in t e r ac t s  with the ullage gas in  
the  region near the i n j e c t o r ,  causing ag i ta t ion  and mixing. This gas mixing 
resul t s  in  a  region of nearly uniform temperature in  the top par t  of the  tank 
ullage.  Nonuniformi t i e s  do ex i s t  d i r e c t l y  in the in jec tan t  flow path ,  
pa r t i cu la r ly  with the MTI flame; however, i n  the v ic in i ty  of the wall and 
hardware heat  t r an s f e r  surfaces away from the flame, a  mixed ullage region of 
nearly uniform temperature i s  obtained. The va l id i ty  of t h i s  model was 
es tabl ished i n i t i a l l y  by experimental data from GH2/LH2 pressur izat ion t e s t s  
(Reference 9 )  and was ver i f ied  subsequently by the MTI t e s t s  conducted during 
t h i s  invest igat ion.  
The extent  of the mixed ullage region i s  determined by the in jec tan t  f lowrate ,  
the i n j ec to r  configuration and the ullage conditions. The GF2 enters  the 
ullage with a  downward velocity and momentum. Since the flame reaction causes 
t h i s  flow to  have a  high temperature and low density re1 a t ive  t o  the surrounding 
ul lage ,  the downward flow i s  retarded and decelerated by buoyancy fo rces .  The 
j e t  velocity a lso  decays due t o  turbulent  mixing with the surrounding gas, 
These processes cause the in jec tan t  flow t o  be decelerated t o  a  zero velocity 
and turned i n to  a reverse flow pattern a t  some point in the ul lage ,  This 
zero velocity point i s  "cie l imi t of the region of d i  r e c t  in te rac t ion  of the 
in jec tan t  flow with the ullage dnci I's re la ted  t o  the depth of the resul titig 
mixed ullage region. A model f o r  predict ing t h i s  j e t  penetrat ion depth from 
the analysis of buoyancy and turbulent  mi xi ng processes has been es tabl ished.  
The l im i t  of the downward flow path of the in jec tan t  i s  necessari ly a l so  the 
l im i t  of the heat source region from the MTI flame. Therefore, a l l  heat  
released from the G F 2 / G H 2  reaction goes i n to  the mixed ullage region,  the 
1 arge upper node shown in  Figure 1 , except f o r  t ha t  which i s  t r ans fe r red  t o  
the l iqu id  a t  the gas-liquid in te r face .  
The dominant mode of heat t r ans fe r  a t  the gas-liquid in te r face  r e su l t s  from 
d i r e c t  impingement of the i n j ec t an t  flow upon the l iquid  surface.  This flow 
impingement causes penetration and disruption of the 1 iquid sur face ,  increased 
surface  area exposure and f l u id  ag i t a t ion .  The net  r e s u l t  i s  a high r a t e  of 
convective heat t r ans fe r .  This impingement condition can only occur when the 
i n j ec t an t  flow completely penetrates the ul lage ,  otherwise t h i s  i n t e r f ace  
mechanism i s  inoperative.  
When the  ullage i s  only par t i  a l l y  mixed, the remaining gas below the mixed 
zone undergoes thermal s t r a t i f i c a t i o n  in the usual manner as shown in  Figure 1 .  
Overall Computer Program Computations 
An overall  flow chart  f o r  program H819 i s  shown in  Figure 2.  The sequence of 
computations occurring durjng a s ing le  time s tep  i s  described in  Figure 3. 
The descript ion of the program computations and the l i s t  of equations given 
below follow the general order of the flow chart  in  Fipure 3. 
Program Operating Modes 
A number of options are  provided throughout the program to  t a i l o r  the computa- 
t ion  t o  a variety of requi rements . Two principal operating modes a re  avai 1 - 
able :  the f luor ine  in ject ion mass flowrate history i s  speci f ied  by input and 
the resu l t ing  tank pressure hist0r.y solution i s  calculated ( i n j e c t an t  supply 
mode) ; o r ,  the tank pressure his tory  is speci f ied  by input and the  required 
fluor-ine in jec t ion  mass flowrate i?istc:-y i s  calcu ' l  ated ( i n j e c t a n t  demand mode). 
A pressure switch option i s  a l so  avail able i n  which the upper and lower l imi ts  
INPUT 
INITIALIZE 
PR l NTOUT 
TIME STEP LOOP 
CALCULATIONS 
Figurr? 2, Program H849 Flow Chal-t 
F---T~ CONVEC ION 
CALCULATE 
M I X E D  NODE 
I hllXlNG ZONE ENTHALPY I 
li-zq CONVECTION 
F i u u r e  "3, .I inie S t e p  Loop F l o w  Chart  
PROPCRTIE 3 
LIQUID I NODE 
Figure 3 ( C s n t q d ) ,  Tim Step L m p  Ftow Char t  
of the desired operating pressure band are specified and the fluorine flow i s  
switched on/off t o  maintain the pressure within t h a t  band. This option 
resembles the specified pressure history input, b u t  the program actually 
operates in the injectant supply mode with the fluorine flow being controlled 
internally rather than by input. The fluorine flowrate during the swi tch-on 
periods may be specified e i ther  by the input history tables or by pressure 
bot t le  blowdown equations. 
Tank Confi guration 
The tank configuration i s  specified by input tables which give the net cross 
section area (tank cross section minus hardware cross section) , wall ci rcum- 
ference, wall thickness , hardware circumference and hardware thickness a t  each 
input axial location. From th is  input table ,  a working table i s  generated by 
interpolation for  use in the program computations. This table has i t s  values 
a t  evenly spaced vertical node locations indexed from tank top t o  bottom and 
includes the accumulated tank volume, the wall and hardware effect ive heat 
t ransfer  circumferences and the i r  respective node masses. The effect ive heat 
t ransfer  circumference accounts fo r  the s lan t  height of the solid surface a t  
each node location; i t  i s  the actual tank wall or hardware area exposed to  
the ullage between the boundaries of the node, divided by the vertical  distance 
between these boundaries. The exposed wall and hardware areas are  multiplied 
by the i r  respective thicknesses t o  give the node masses. In the program 
cal cul ations , the wall area i s  obtained by mu1 t iplyi  ng the heat t ransfer  ci r- 
cumference by the vertical height of the node. 
Ini t i  a1 Conditions 
A t  the s t a r t  of the computation i t  i s  necessary to  define the i n i t i a l  s t a t e  
of the system. The tank pressure and liquid level are input and the tempera- 
ture  distributions in the ullage gas, l iquid,  tank wall and internal hardware 
are specified by input tables. The node i n i t i a l  properties are determined 
from these by l inear  interpolation. 
Notation for  Equations 
I n  the fol lowing equations, the index numbers of the gas, wal l  and 'I iquid 
nodes are noted by subscrs'pb -i i, j , and k ,  respectively. A vari ab4 e value 
a t  the s t a r t  of a time s tep ,  before i t  i s  modified by any computations, i s  
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and the i n j ec to r  i n l e t  velocity f o r  a  cross section area AJ i s  
where the f ac to r  1.25 gives the cen te r l ine  velocity f o r  a  f u l l y  developed 
turbulent  pipe flow. Figure 4 shows d e t a i l s  of the in jec tan t  flow and flame 
s t ruc tu re .  
The j e t  penetration depth i s  determined by both buoyancy and turbulent  j e t  
mixing e f f ec t s .  The basic equation f o r  the deceleration of the j e t  cen te r l ine  
veloci ty  due t o  buoyancy i s  
Since the ullage may be a t  near LH2 temperatures i n i t i a l l y ,  a  compressi bi 1  i  ty  
f a c to r  i s  included i n  the equation f o r  P, b u t  the warmer j e t  i s  assumed t o  be 
a  pe r fec t  gas; Equation (5 )  becomes 
where T .  i s  the temperature and M .  i s  the molecular weight on the cen te r l ine  J J 
of the  j e t ,  which vary with dis tance  X i n  the flame s t ruc tu re .  The var ia t ion 
in  velocity due t o  turbulent  j e t  mixing must a lso  be speci f ied .  A l i t e r a t u r e  
search was conducted t o  f ind applicable analyses and data on the s t r uc tu r e  of 
turbulent  j e t s  and flames. Two analyses were found which were considered 
appropriate f o r  nonreacti ng j e t s .  
Kleinstein (Reference 10) has developed an analysis o f  axi a1 ly symmetric com- 
press ible  turbulent  f ree  j e t s  which r e su l t s  in a  simple equation f o r  the 
a x i a l  decay rates and compares very well w i t h  experimental d a t a ,  The 
Figure 4, I n j e c t a n t  F l o w  and Flame Structure 
c e n t e r l i n e  v e l o c i t y ,  temperature and mass concentrat ion of  t he  j e t  f l u i d  
( Y  . / Y  . ) r e spec t ive ly  a r e  given by t h e  s ingqe equation 
J J o  
where k = 0.074, 0.102, and 0.104, respect ively ,  2 9.46, 6.86, 
and 6.73, respectively.  The l imi t s  on the l a t t e r  term i'ndikate the  extent  of 
the i n i t i a l  core lengths. 
Experiments have shown tha t  the radi a1 d i s t r ibu t ions  of vel oci ty and tempera- 
t u r e  in a variable density j e t  a re  s imi la r  except near the j e t  e x i t .  Laufer 
(Reference 11) has derived equations which are  valid f o r  t h i s  s e l  f-preservi  ng 
region. The j e t  center l ine  velocity i s  given by 
and the temperature by 
where 
i s  the "momentum diameter" and Xo i s  the "v i r tua l  origin" of the s imi la r  j e t .  
Figure 5 from Reference 11  shows the comparison of t h i s  analysis  with experi- 
mental data.  
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Figure 5 .  Comparison o f  L a u f e r k  Amiysis  w i t h  Experimental  Data 
Kleinstei n ' s  equations were considered preferable since they are valid fo r  the 
ent i re  j e t  length s ta r t ing  from the core l imit .  baufer? equations were 
derived for  the self-preserving region of the j e t  and were not intended for  
use in the region close t o  the j e t  exi t .  
In deriving the f inal  form of the j e t  penetration equations and programming 
the associated computer subroutines, i t  was desirable to  obtain a closed form 
solution for  the penetration depth. A numerical integration was used in the 
preliminary stage of th is  investigation because the added f lexi  b i  1 i t.y was 
necessary. In the f inal  version of the computer program, an exp l i c i t  equation 
for  the centerline velocity decay would be both convenient and less  costly 
in machine time. Judged on this  cri  terion, Kleinstein's equations were found 
to be less sui table  than Laufer's sihce integration of the former produced a 
cumbersome resul t .  After further study of these two analyses and comparisons 
with experimental data,  i t  was concluded that  the accuracy of Laufer's equa- 
tions i s  equal to  that  of Kleinstei n 's  except for  a very small region near the 
j e t  ex i t .  Since the j e t  penetration regularly extends to  lengths on the order 
of a hundred jet-exi t diameters , the re1 atively small inaccuracies in a region 
extending only a few j e t  diameters from the ex i t  will have an insignif icant  
effect  on the calculated resu l t .  Therefore, i t  i s  sat isfactory t o  use the 
simpl e r  equations of Laufer. 
Laufer's equations fo r  the j e t  center1 ine functions are of the form K ~ ( x  - x 0 ) - ' ,  
where K i s  a constant, 6 i s  the momentum diameter, X i s  the distance from the 
j e t  ex i t  and Xo i s  the distance to  the virtual origin. For the low subsonic 
jet-exi t velocities encountered in this  application, the value of Xo was found 
to vary in a range from -0.5d to  0.5d where d i s  the j e t  ex i t  diameter. Since 
X i s  often on the order of 100d, th is  variation in X o  i s  insignif icant ,  there- 
fore ,  Xo i s  s e t  equal t o  i t s  average value of zero. This approximation fur ther  
simpl i f i  es the use of Laufer's equations. 
The physical environment encountered by the j e t  in tank pressurization cannot 
be defined as easily as i t  i s  in the analysis and experimental work described 
by Laufer. The j e t  i s  flowing i n  a f i n i t e  ullage volume with possible reverse 
flow; the j e t  flow i s  against an adverse pressure gradient which decelerates 
the j e t ;  and the u l l a g e  w h i c h  i s  assumed t o  be quiescent i s  subjected t o  the 
general turbulent motion of ullage mixing. These factors are n o t  amenable t o  
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Solving Equation ( 1 4 )  f o r  the point a t  which U j  = 0 gives the j e t  penetration 
l imi t .  This analysis  was added t o  the Tank Pressurizat ion Computer Program 
and cases were run f o r  the experimental conditions reported in  Reference 9. 
I t  was found t ha t  mu1 t ip ly ing  the constants in Equations (8) and ( 9 )  by 1.2 
t o  give values of 23.0 and 19.1, respect ively ,  resul ted  in excel l e n t  agreement 
with the  experimental data f o r  the j e t  penetration depth shown i n  Figure 6. 
With t h i s  modification in  the  equations,  the pressurant mass was calculated 
as a function of expulsion time f o r  the 1 ,  3/4 and 1/2-inch (.0254, .019 and 
.0127 M )  diameter s t ra ight-pipe  in jec to rs  and i s  compared in  Figure 7 with the 
experimental data from Reference 9. These r e su l t s  are an excel 1 e n t  veri f i  ca- 
t ion  of the p a r t i a l l y  mixed ullage model. The deviations between calculated 
and experimental data a re  probably influenced by in te r face  heat and mass 
t r ans fe r .  
For the react ing MTI j e t ,  Equation ( 9 )  must be replaced by the cen te r l ine  
var ia t ion of temperature within and downstream from the flame. The j e t  
center l ine  veloci ty  equation f o r  the  react ing MTI j e t  i s  assumed t o  be the 
same as f o r  the nonreacting j e t :  
where X c  i s  the velocity core length. The temperature equation i s  modified 
by using the flame length XF as the  e f fec t ive  temperature core length:  
In the flame region, a  l i nea r  increase in center l ine  temperature i s  assumed 
and T . remai ns equal t o  T in  the vel oci ty core region ( X  s X c )  a 
J $0  
EXPERIMENTAL (REFERENCE 9) 
- CALCULATED 
200  3 0 0  
EXPULSION TIME - S'EC. 
EXPULSION TIME - SEC 
Figure 7. Pressarrant Gas Added to Tank During Expulsion of Propellant 
Laufer (Reference 11 ) derives an equation For the centerl  i  ne mass concentra- 
t ion of t h e  j e t  f l u - i d  wh ich  i s  of t h e  same form as t h e  temperahur equation, 
Assuming t h i s  i s  t rue  a lso  f o r  the MTI j e t  gives 
where Y . i s  the  mass f rac t ion  of H F ,  equal t o  one a t  the maximum temperature 
J 
point and zero in  the surrounding medium and a t  the j e t  e x i t .  The j e t  center-  
l i n e  molecular weight i s  then given by 
where M i s  molecular weight. 
In a l l  regions of the j e t  flow, the  center l ine  veloci ty-squared decrement from 
location X I  t o  X 2  due to  turbulent  mixing with the surrounding ul lage  i s  given 
by 
The centerl  i  ne vel oci ty-squared decrement due t o  buoyancy forces on the ho t ,  
downward flowing j e t  i s  found by combining and in tegrat ing the  above equations 
giving three d i f f e r en t  equations f o r  the three regions of the j e t  s t r uc tu r e :  
the velocity core,  the flame zone, and beyond the flame zone. 
V e l o c i t y  core zone (X 4 XC) : 
Flame zone (Xc < X 5 XF) : 
B = -  
'Hz [ T ~ o  ( ' F ~  - 'HF) + 'HF ('Jm - 'Jo)] 
z ' (XF - xc )  
'F2 "HF u u 
Beyond t h e  f l a m e  zone ( X  > XF): 
The t o t a l  c e n t e r l i n e  v e l o c i  ty -squared decrement i s  t h e  sum o f  t h e  m i x i ng  and 
buoyancy c o n t r i b u t i o n s  
To complete t h i s  d e r i v a t i o n ,  the  f l ame l e n g t h  XF must be de f ined .  
The pho tograph ic  da ta  f r om  t h e  NAS 3-7963 t e s t s  were rev iewed i n  c o n j u n c t i o n  
w i t h  t h e  t e s t  o s c i l l o g r a p h  data.  Most o f  t h e  h i g h  speed mot ion  p i c t u r e s  o f  
t h e  u l l a g e  t e s t s  showed no d e t a i  1  s  o f  t he  H2-F2 f lame. The camera was aimed, 
due t o  geomet r i ca l  cons ide ra t i ons ,  a t  a  p o i n t  below where t he  f l ame  cou ld  
pene t ra te ,  excep t  f o r  h i g h  p ressure  i n j e c t i o n  t e s t s .  Even i n  most o f  these 
t e s t s ,  t h e  gross ove r  exposure o f  t h e  f i  l m  caused by t h e  i n t e n s e  b r i gh tness  
o f  t he  f l  ame ob l  i t e r a t e d  a1 1  d e t a i  1. However, i n  t h e  case o f  t e s t  number 11 , 
good mot ion  p i c t u r e s  were ob ta ined ,  and t h e  extreme t i p  o f  t h e  f l ame  cou ld  be 
seen d u r i n g  t h e  l a t t e r  p a r t  o f  t h e  p r e p r e s s u r i z a t i o n  and i n i t i a l  p a r t  o f  t h e  
expu ls ion .  
I n  appearance, t h e  f lame was q u i t e  b r i g h t  and f l i c k e r e d  a t  t h e  edge o f  v i s i -  
b i l i t y .  T h i s  a l lowed t h e  l e n g t h  o f  t h e  f lame t o  be determined f a i r l y  accu ra te l y .  
By r e c o n s t r u c t i n g  t he  geometry o f  t h e  camera angle,  t e s t  tank  and i n j e c t o r  
dimensions, e t c . ,  i t  was found t h a t  t h e  f lame f i r s t  became v i s i b l e  a t  15.6 
inches ( .  396 M) ( o r  87 nozz le  d iamete rs )  and t h e  maximum e x t e n t  o f  t h e  f l ame 
was a t  19.25 inches ( .49 M) ( o r  107 nozz le  d iamete rs ) .  The f l i c k e r i n g  
appearance o f  t h e  f lame c l e a r l y  i n d i c a t e d  t h a t  i t  was n o t  a  l am ina r  d i f f u s i o n  
f lame o f  s t a b l e  con tour ,  b u t  r a t h e r ,  a  t u r b u l e n t  f lame. The t r a n s i t i o n  f r om  
d i f f u s i o n  f lames t o  t u r b u l e n t  f lames occurs a t  Reynolds numbers f r o m  2000 t o  
10,000, depending on t h e  combus t a n t s  . Our i n j e c t i o n  Reynolds number o f  36,600 
i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  t r a n s i t i o n  t o  a  t u r b u l e n t  f lame shou ld  have occur red .  
Ana l ys i s  o f  t he  f l o w  c o n d i t i o n s  f o r  t h e  MTI j e t  i n d i c a t e d  t h a t  t h e  v e l o c i t y  
core,  ca1 c u l  a ted  f r om t h e  modi f i e d  equa t ion  ( 5 )  , was about 30 d i  ameters long ;  
t h e  f lame thus extended an average o f  67 diameters beyond t h e  v e l o c i t y  co re .  
The growth o f  t he  t a t a l  l eng th  o f  t h e  f lame f ron i  87 t o  107 d iameters  was 
a t t r i b u t e d  t o  t h e  growth o f  the  v e l o c i t y  core as t he  u l l a g e  heated up. It i s  
known (Reference 12) t h a t  t he  l e n g t h  o f  t u r b u l e n t  f lames does n o t  va r y  
app rec i ab l y  w i t h  i n j e c t a n t  v e l o c i t y ;  t h e r e f o r e ,  a cons tan t  l e n g t h  o f  67 diame- 
t e r s  beyond t he  v e l o c i t y  core was chosen f o r  t h e  f lame, g i v i n g  t h e  d e f i  n i  L ions  
b o t h  measured f r om t h e  j e t  e x i t .  These v a r i a b l e s  a re  s u b s t i t u t e d  i n t o  t h e  
f o r e g o i n g  j e t  p e n e t r a t i o n  equat ions.  
Equa t ion  ( 2 6 )  i s  eva lua ted  t o  f i n d  t h e  l o c a t i o n  X2 a t  which u  = 0, which i s  j 
t h e  1  i m i  t o f  j e t  pene t ra t i on .  The va lues o f  t h e  u l l  age compress ib i  1  i ty f a c t o r  
and temperature ( Zu and Tu) w i l l  be d i f f e r e n t  f o r  each gas node o f  t h e  com- 
p u t e r  program model so t h a t  t h e  1  i m i  t s  X1 and X2 cannot extend beyond t h e  
l i m i t s  o f  a  s i n g l e  gas node i n  t h e  e v a l u a t i o n  o f  t h i s  equat ion.  A t  t h e  j e t  
e x i t  , l o c a t e d  a  d i s t a n c e  X f r om  t h e  t ank  t o p  i n  t h e  i node (usua l  l y  i = 1  ) , P P  P  
The f i r s t  v e l o c i t y  decay c a l c u l a t i o n  i s  
and subsequent ly  
f o r  each inc rement  i n  i. I n  each e v a l u a t i o n ,  ZuTu i s  s e t  equal t o  ZiTi f o r  
t h a t  node. The gas node c o n t a i n i n g  t h e  l o c a t i o n  o f  t h e  p e n e t r a t i o n  l i m i t  
'mi x i s  i d e n t i f i e d  by  t h e  cond i t i ons  
A b i s e c t i o n  i t e r a t i o n  technique i s  then  used w i t h i n  t h i s  node (i = imix )  t o  
determine two X - 1  oca t ions  which s a t i s f y  
where U: 2 0 a t  X1 , U: 5 0 a t  X q  and r i s  a specified error  1 imi t .  The 
penetration depth i s  the average of X1 and X 2 .  
The penetration depth i s  the maximum possible extent of the mixed ullage 
region. If  the ullage mixing process i s  completely e f fec t ive ,  the mixing 
depth Xmi will equal the penetration depth. This requires tha t  the gas 
velocity in the j e t  flow f i e ld  be dissipated in random turbulent mixing in 
the affected ullage region. However, i f  a recirculating flow f i e l d  i s  induced 
in the ullage by the injectant  flow, permitting some heated gas from the 
reaction zone to  reach upper levels of the ullage without complete mixing, 
then some degree of temperature s t r a t i f i ca t ion  will resul t .  This e f fec t  i s  
represented by a mixing fraction factor f m  which i s  a measure of the effective- 
ness of the ullage mixing. The ullage mixing depth i s  given by 
where X I  and X2 are defined by Equation (33) .  
The gas node containing X m i x  i s  divided a t  that  point into two separate nodes. 
A1 1 nodes located above X m i x  are combined into a single upper mixed ull  age 
node and i t s  mass and specif ic  enthalpy are determined: 
The gas node i n d i c e s  a re  then  ad jus ted  w i t h  i = imax becoming i = 7 and 
so f o r t h .  
In.iectant Reaction Heati na 
The hea t  addition r a t e  may be determined i n  three ways depending on the 
operating mode. The f luor ine  inflow r a t e  GF* may be read from input tables 
or  calculated from a  pressure bo t t l e  blowdown equation ( i n i t i a l  conditions 
input)  and mu1 t ip1 ied by the G F 2 / G H 2  heat of reaction HR t o  give 
o r ,  i f  the pressure his tory  i s  i n p u t  and the  f luor ine  flow i s  calcula ted,  the  
heating r a t e  from the  previous time s t e p  i s  used as an est imate 
The f i r s t  intermediate spec i f i c  enthalpy of the mixed ullage node a f t e r  heat 
addi t i  on i s  
and the i ntermedi a t e  temperature i s  determined by in terpola t ion from the  gas 
speci f i  c  enthal py tab1 es 
Gas-Wall Heat Transfer 
The gas and l iquid  are  divided i n to  nodes whose thickness and location can 
vary w i t h  time. The tank wall and in ternal  hardware nodes are  of equal axial 
thickness and are  s ta t ionary.  The gas and l iquid  node boundaries do not  
general ly  coincide with the wall and hardware node boundaries. (This d i s -  
cussion will  r e f e r  t o  gas-wall heat t r ans f e r ,  b u t  the treatment with hardware 
nodes i s  the same.) One gas node can exchange heat with more than one wall 
node, o r  with only a part  of one wall node, and vice versa. The heat t r ans f e r  
equat ion i s  
where the subscript i ident i f ies  the gas node and j the wall node. Aw,i i s  
the wall area a t  which the i and j nodes are i n  contact; Aw,i = 0 when 
the nodes are n o t  in contact. 
The heat t r an s f e r  coe f f i c i en t ,  h i  j ,  i s  based on the experimental r e su l t s  
described in t ha t  sect ion.  In the tank ul lage ,  f r e e  convection i s  always 
present ,  and the turbulent  heat t r an s f e r  coef f i c ien t  f o r  f r e e  convection t o  
a ve r t i ca l  f l a t  p la te  i s  found from 
--  h f r d  - 0.13 ( G R  . P R ) ~ ~ ~  
K 
(taken from Reference 13.) In the mixed zone of the  ul lage ,  while in jec t ion  
occurs, forced convection heat t r an s f e r  i s  a l so  present ,  and i s  evaluated 
from 
(taken from Reference 14.) The heat t r an s f e r  coeff ic ients  are assumed t o  be 
addi t i  ve : 
In the f r e e  convection equation the character is  t i  c  dimension d ,  appearing 
i n  the Grashof number, cancels ou t ,  b u t  the forced convection coe f f i c i en t  i s  
a  function of dq1l5 .  This i s  a  very weak function,  with 1000 percent change 
in  d resul t i  ng in only a 58 percent change in  h f o ,  thus the charac te r i s  t i  c  
dimension i s  a r b i t r a r i l y  s e t  a t  one foot .  This dimension i s  not pa r t i cu la r ly  
re la ted  t o  tank s i z e ,  b u t  ra ther  t o  the probable s i z e  of c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  
turbulent  eddies in the ullage. 
The veloci ty  appearing in  the Reynolds number i s  evaluated as 
as i s  described below in the section on Experimental resul ts ,  
2 8 
The t o t a l  heat  t rans fe r  t o  a s i n g l e  w a l l  node i s  
and f rom a  s i n g l e  gas node, 
j 
The s p e c i f i c  en tha lp ies  o f  the gas and w a l l  nodes are  known p r i o r  t o  t he  heat  
t r a n s f e r ,  and are  ca l cu la ted  a f t e r  heat  t r a n s f e r  as 
The in te rmed ia te  gas node temperatures (before pressure change) and t h e  new 
w a l l  node temperatures are found f rom the  s p e c i f i c  enthalpy tab les .  
Gas-Li qu i  d  I n t e r f a c e  Heat and Mass Trans fer  
The dominant mode o f  i n t e r f a c e  heat t rans fe r  i s  due t o  d i r e c t  impingement o f  
t h e  i n j e c t a n t  f l ow  on the  l i q u i d  surface. While o ther  secondary mechanisms o f  
i n t e r f a c e  t r a n s f e r  may be i n  e f f e c t  under o t h e r  cond i t ions ,  on ly  t h i s  dominant 
mode i s  p resen t l y  t r e a t e d  i n  the  ana lys is .  
When the  i n j e c t a n t  j e t  f l ow  reaches the  l i q u i d  sur face and has n o t  decayed t o  
a  zero c e n t e r l i n e  v e l o c i t y ,  the  j e t  w i l l  then cont inue i t s  downward f l o w ,  
pene t ra t i ng  i n t o  the l i q u i d ,  u n t i l  the  zero v e l o c i t y  cond i t i on  i s  reached. 
The pet-tetration depth i n t o  the l i q u i d  i s  ca l cu la ted  i n  the same manner as 
t h e  u l l a g e  pene t ra t i on  depth, a f t e r  making the s u b s t i t u t i o n  o f  WH P/RpL,k f o r  
? ZuTu i n  Equations (19) through (21).  This change replaces the  u l  age gas node 
dens i t y  w i t h  the  l i q u i d  node dens i ty .  The r e s u l t i n g  l i q u i d  pene t ra t i on  depth 
XL i s  measured from the l i q u i d  surface. 
The degree of agitation experienced by the liquid and the gas a t  the interface 
as well as the v a r i a t i o n  i n  the exposed l i q u i d  surface area are a71 related t o  
the velocity of the j e t  a t  the liquid surface and hence to  the depth of pene- 
t ra t ion of the gas j e t  into the l iquid.  Therefore, the overall gas-liquid 
heat t ransfer  rate i s  expressed as a function of X L .  Correlations with 
experimental data fo r  1 iquid hydrogen pressurization have indicated the form 
where 4 i s  the heat transfer ra te  from the ullage gas to the interface and K g 
i s  empirically determined. (See the section on Computer Analysis of Experi- 
mental Results.) The heat transfer ra te  from the interface to  the l iquid i s  
a  fraction of 4 
!3 
The difference between what i s  transferred to  and from the interface resul ts  
in vaporization of liquid a t  the interface 
The interface temperature i s  determined from a saturation temperature table 
as a  function of the tank pressure; the liquid heat of vaporization H v a p  and 
the 1 iquid and gas saturation specif ic  enthalpies are determined from tables 
as a  function of the interface temperature. The ra te  of liquid vaporization 
i s  given by 
The heat transferred from the interface to the liquid i s  distributed in a  
restr ic ted region below the interface of depth X l  i m  equal t o  X L .  
A uniform distribution of the interface transfer heating within this  region 
i s  assumed, with the heat transferred t o  each node given by 
fo r  X k t l  SXlim and 
f o r  X k t l  >XI m. The l iquid node specif ic  enthalpy i s  
and the second intermediate specif ic  enthalpy of the single mixed ullage node 
i s 
The gas node and the affected liquid nodes are checked against the respective 
saturation specif ic  enthal pies to  correct any supersaturation conditions which 
may have occurred. If  a node i s  super-saturated, suff ic ient  mass i s  condensed 
or evaporated from the node such that  the la tent  heat involved will bring the 
remaining node mass to  a saturated condition. This mass transfer i s  added to 
tha t  from Equation (53).  The transferred mass i s  distributed in the same pro- 
portional manner as described above for  the transferred heat. The f ina l  l iquid 
node temperatures are determined by interpolation from the 1 iquid speci f i  c 
enthalpy tab les  
and the second intermediate gas temperature i s  simi 1 arly 
A second intermediate gas temperature i s  calculated only when in te r face  heat  
t r ans fe r  i s  occurring, In the remaining discussion,  no d i s t i nc t i on  w i l l  be 
made between the f i r s t  and second intermediate values,  
Liauid Outflow and Node Positions 
The mass outflow r a t e  AL i s  usually speci f ied  by input although an option i s  
available t o  determine i t  as a  function of the tank pressure. The l iqu id  nodes 
remaining a f t e r  outflow are determined b y  f inding the maximum value of N' which 
s a t i s f i e s  
where N and N '  are the indices of the bottom 1 iquid nodes before and a f t e r  
outflow. The mass of the new bottom node a f t e r  outflow i s  
where the summation term i s  zero i f  N '  = N .  The density of each l iquid  node 
i s  determined f o r  i t s  temperature from tables 
and each node volume i s  
These nodes are  then relocated in the tank. 
The tank configuration i s  specif ied in pa r t  by a  t ab le  giving the  accumulated 
tank volume as a  function of the distance from the tank top fo r  each wall node 
1 ocation,  V < xj> . IJi t h  VTT equal t o  the to ta l  tank volume , the successive I- ,j 
locations o f  the upper node boundaries are found by in terpola t ion in the tank 
volume tab le  i'i " 
where n  i s  a  s p e c i f i c  l i q u i d  node index .  The upper boundary o f  t h e  t o p  l i q u i d  
node , XL $I , i s  t h e  gas-I  i q u i d  i n t e r f a c e  l o c a t i o n .  
A f t e r  t h e  1 i q u i  d  nodes have been re l oca ted ,  t h e i  r t h i  cknesses (XL ,k+l - X ~ , k )  
a re  checked a g a i n s t  t h e  maximum and minimum 1  i m i  t s  and node s p l i t t i n g  and 
combining a re  c a r r i e d  o u t  as needed. 
Tank Pressure 
Depending on t he  o p e r a t i n g  mode, t h e  tank  p ressure  may be s p e c i f i e d  by i n p u t  
t a b l e s  o r  c a l c u l a t e d  as a  f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e  hea t  i n p u t  and o t h e r  o p e r a t i n g  
parameters.  I n  t h e  l a t t e r  case, i n t e r m e d i a t e  gas node d e n s i t i e s  a re  ca l cu -  
1  a ted  
'H P 
P* = i Z ~ R  T ~ *  (65)  
where Zi i s  t h e  node compressibi  1  i ty  f a c t o r  determined a t  t he  o l d  p ressu re  
and t h e  i n t e r m e d i a t e  node temperature.  Wi th  Yi determined i n  t h e  same way, 
t h e  new tank  p ressure  P '  i s  g i ven  by t h e  po lynomia l  
wh ich  r e s u l t s  f r om  a  s e r i e s  expansion o f  t h e  p ressure  t e rm  i n  t h e  u l l a g e  volume 
conse rva t i on  equa t ion .  The r o o t  of t h i s  equa t ion  ( f o r  n  = 9 )  which l i e s  c l o s e s t  
t o  I n  ( P I P ' )  = 0 i s  found us i ng  t h e  Newton-Raphson i t e r a t i o n  technique.  
Gas Node F i n a l  Cond i t i ons  
Heat  t r a n s f e r  i s  assumed t o  be i s o b a r i c  and p ressure  change i s e n t r o p i c .  The 
en tha lpy  change due t o  hea t  t r a n s f e r  gave t h e  i n t e r m e d i a t e  gas node tempera tu re  
f r o m  t h e  s p e c i f i c  en tha lpy  t ab l es .  The f i n a l  temperature o f  each gas node a f t e r  
t h e  p ressure  change i s  c a l c u l a t e d  f r om the  i s e n t r o p i  c  r e1  a t i o n s h i p  
and the node spec i f i c  enthalpies are found from the t ab le ,  The f i na l  gas 
density i s  calculated from 
and the gas node volume i s  
The location of the gas node boundaries above the l iquid  surface i s  then 
determined according t o  the successive node volumes in the same manner 
described f o r  the l iquid  nodes in the previous sect ion.  
In jectant  Reaction Heating Correction 
The necessary f i na l  condition f o r  a time s t ep  loop calculat ion i s  t ha t  the 
sum of the gas node volumes exactly equal the avai lable  ullage volume from 
the tank top t o  the 1 iquid surface.  I f  the gas node f i na l  conditions cal cu- 
la ted  in the previous section do not s a t i s f y  t h i s  requirement, heat  i s  added 
o r  removed from the mixed ullage node t o  obtain exact agreement. The f i na l  
temperature must be 
where V i  i s  the volume t o  be f i l l e d  by the f i r s t  gas node. The f i n a l  spec i f i c  
enthalpy from the tables  i s  
and the corrected f luor ine  inflow r a t e  i s  
whe 
In 
req 
re H T  i s  used 
the operating 
ui red correct 
t o  refer  to  the node specif ic  enthalpy before correction. 
mode fo r  which Equation (37)  i s  used t o  determine 4: ,j. the 
ion will be negligible. However, when Equation (38) i s  used 
for  an estimated i i n j ,  the correction can be s ignif icant .  
Ni t h  the thermodynamic s t a t e  of the gas nodes completely determined and the 
node boundaries located, the node thicknesses (Xi+l - X i )  are then checked 
against the maximum and minimum limits and node sp l i t t i ng  and combining are 
carried out as needed. The mixe'd ullage node i s  excepted from this  node 
thickness regulation. 
Phvsical P r o ~ e r t i e s  Data 
Variable physical properties of the gaseous and liquid hydrogen and the wall 
and hardware materials are ut i l ized throughout the program computations. 
These properties are generally specified as temperature dependent tables which 
are read by l inear  interpolation. The compressibility factor  Z and r a t i o  of 
specif ic  heats Y for  hydrogen are also a function of pressure (density) and 
are evaluated by equations which were derived from the Benedi c t  , Webb, Rubi n 
equation of s t a t e  as modified by Strobridge (Reference 15). 
Specific enthalpy tables are included for the gas, l iqu id ,  wall and hardware. 
Wall and hardware densities complete the specification of the s t ructural  
materials. Stainless s teel  , aluminum and titanium properties are currently 
in  use. The liquid density, vapor pressure and heat of vaporization tables 
are included for  use in the interface calculations. Gas thermal conductivity, 
viscosity and specif ic  heat tables are given for  use in the heat t ransfer  
coefficient calculations. The specif ic  heat table i s  generated internal ly  
from the gas specif ic  enthalpy table.  
A t ab le  of gas compressibility fac tors  i s  a l so  included as a  function of both 
teniperature and pressure, Linear in terpola t ion in t h i s  table  i s  not suf-  
f i c i e n t l y  accurate f o r  use in the near-saturated region, The t ab le  value i s  
used as an est imate t o  evaluate the gas densi ty ,  The gas density and tempera- 
ture  a re  then used in the equation 
t o  give the f i na l  value of the compressibility fac to r .  The r a t i o  of spec i f i c  
heats 
i s  evaluated using 
where 
and 
The constants i n  these equations are g i ven  in Table I .  
TABLE I 
CONSTANTS FOR EQUATIONS ( 7 3 )  AND ( 7 5 )  
Program O u t p u t  
Two types of output data format are generated by the program, A summary 
table i s  printed which gives the values of selected parameters a t  each time 
step in the solution; these include the mixed ullage zone temperature, f luorine 
flowrate, tank pressure and several others. An example of th is  output i s  
given in Figure 8. The second output format i s  a complete description of the 
thermodynamic s t a t e  of the system, giving the temperature profiles of the 
ullage gas, l iquid,  tank wall and internal hardware. The volume, density 
and mass of the nodes are also printed for  the gas and liquid.  This o u t p u t  
format i s  also shown in Figure 8. These printouts always occur for  the i n i t i a l  
and f inal  conditions and may be printed out a t  any time during the solution 
as specified by input. 
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COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
GF, Usage and Ullage Gas Temperature 
Two of the most important parameters in the prediction of MTI performance a r e  
GF2 usage and the temperature of the ullage gas (which d i r ec t l y  a f f e c t s  tank 
wall heat ing) .  These parameters a re  d i rec t ly  re la ted  t o  the degree of ul lage 
mixing. With good ullage mixing, the ullage gas temperature i s  lower, heat 
t r ans fe r  t o  the wall i s  lower, and thus, GF2  requirements are  minimized. The 
reverse i s  a l so  t rue:  l e s s  mixing, higher temperatures, a n d  g rea te r  GF2  
usage. In the i n i t i a l  predict ion of large tank performance during the t e s t s  
the ullage was assumed t o  be completely (100 percent) mixed t o  the  depth of 
the predicted in jec tan t  penetrat ion.  By 100 percent mixed, o r  with the ullage 
mixing f ract ion f m  = 1 .0 ,  i t  i s  meant t ha t  the ullage i s  a t  a uniform temperature 
( f o r  heat t r ans fe r  purposes) t o  the depth of penetration of the in jec tan t  j e t .  
With f,,, < 1.0 ,  the in jec tan t  j e t  penetration i t s e l f  i s  not d i r e c t l y  a f fec ted ,  
b u t  the mixed depth i s  l e s s ,  and thus the temperature in the mixed region i s  
higher. 
Evaluation of the temperature p rof i l e  data from the experimental program 
indicated t ha t  f o r  many t e s t s  the temperatures were not uniform over a sub- 
s t an t i a l  depth, b u t  tended to  s t r a t i f y  with time, with the upper dome region 
get t ing much warmer than the lower par t  of the ullage.  On the o ther  hand, 
data from some t e s t s  ( 7 ,  1 2  and 13) showed very deep uniform temperature 
profi 1 es . 
For the i n i t i a l  data corre la t ion attempts, the fac to rs  in the j e t  penetration 
equations were manipulated in an attempt to  reduce the penetration depth (and 
thus mixing depth) t o  the degree necessary fo r  temperature profi 1 e cor re la t ion .  
This could not be accomplished by any rat ional  means. Therefore, i t  was assumed, 
fo r  heat t r ans fe r  computation purposes, t ha t  the ullage mixing depth was some 
f ract ion o f  the j e t  penetration depth, The e f f e c t  of ullage mixing f rac t ion  
on  ullage temperature i s  shown i n  f igure 9 fo r  t e s t  2 .  The predicted uniform 

temperature and depth for  d i f fe ren t  values o f  fin a re  superimposed on the 
experimental temperature p ro f i l e .  Only the mixed zone p ro f i l e  i s  shown; the 
lower ullage drops to  LH2 temperature a t  the in te r face .  With fm = 1.0 ,  the 
ullage temperatures, are  too cold,  the j e t  penetration (mixing) depth too deep, 
and the G F 2  usage too low ( .88 1 bs ( .40 K ) compared t o  actual 1.29 1 bs ( .  585 K ) g g 
G F 2 )  On the other hand f m  = 0.8 a t  the s t a r t  of the t e s t  and dropping t o  
fm = 0.7 a t  the end of the t e s t  gives ra ther  good temperature cor re la t ion .  To 
evaluate t h i s  e f f e c t  f u r t he r ,  only the large ullage cases were examined, assuming 
no L H 2  in ter face  heat o r  mass t r ans fe r .  In general ,  i t  was found t ha t  using a 
constant fm = 0.8 gave acceptable cor re la t ion ,  a s  shown in  f igures  10 t o  14. 
In t e s t  3 ( f igure  10) and other t e s t s ,  the actual temperature r i s e s  somewhat 
following prepressurizat ion,  b u t  the predicted temperatures do not change. 
This i s  thought t o  be due par t ly  to  sensor lag during prepressur iza t ion,  and 
par t ly  t o  the f a c t  t ha t  the program immediately ceases a l l  mixing and heat 
t r ans fe r  when the in jec to r  closes following prepressurizat ion,  when in f a c t  
these processes would continue f o r  a f i n i t e  time, therefore  the actual control 
system would be required t o  add more energy than predicted.  The predicted GF2 
usage fo r  the appropriate fm assumption i s  shown in Table 2 and agrees with the 
actual GF2  usage within 15 percent f o r  the large ullage t e s t s  except f o r  t e s t  13. 
The temperature p ro f i l e s  f o r  t e s t  13 are  poorly corre la ted by f m  = 0.8, b u t  a re  
we1 1 correlated by f m  = 1.0  as shown in f igure  15. A1 so ,  the predicted GF2 
usage f o r  t e s t  13, assuming f m  = 1.0  i s  much c loser  t o  the experimental.value 
Apparently, the c r i t i c a l  parameters in t h i s  t e s t  behaved in a manner such t h a t  
the 100 percent ullage mixing assumption i s  cor rec t .  Examination of the t e s t  
3 2 
conditions revealed t h a t  t h i s  was a low pressure t e s t  ("24 psia (166 x 10 N/M ) )  
with a very shor t  prepressurizat ion time ( - 3  sec)  and t h a t  very 1 i t t l e  energy 
was required to maintain pressure. The in jec to r  valve was open only 10 percent 
to  17 percent of the time. For the other large ullage t e s t s ,  except t e s t  14, 
the prepressurizat ion took much longer, and the in jec to r  valve was open a 
s ign i f i can t ly  l a rger  percent of the time. 
This behavior suggested t h a t  the in jec tan t  flow f o r  f a i r l y  long prepressuriza-  
t ion times s e t s  u p  a c i rcu la t ing  flow f i e l d  i n  the tank, with reverse (upward) 
f l o w  near the w a l l  whish decreased random turbulent  mixing and led t o  u l l a g e  
"cmperature s t r a t i  i f  cat-iosn. Phis made the u'i 7age gas  behave as 9'f i t  was cor- 
r ec t ly  described by an ullage mixing f ract ion of l e s s  than 1 . 0 ,  T h i s  does not 
Figure i0,  Temperaiure Cerreiativn for PesP 3 45 
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TABLE 2 
COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND ACTUAL GF2 USAGE 
TABLE 2 (Con t inued)  
T e s t  Error ( % )  
+13*1 
+ 9.2 
- 5.9 
+ 3 .2  
+ 7.0 
- - 
+ 3.9 
+ 2.5 
+ 0.6 
-42.0 
-42.0 
+34.0 
+52.0 
+26.0 
+ 3.1 
lt60.7 
-13.2 
+14.9 
-14.9 
- 3.5 
- 4.0 
-10.5 
+ 3.7 
+ 2.9 
+9.6 
-47.0 
4-13.8 
+ 7.8 
+11,7 
4-1 3.4 
( I l l )  (222 1 ( 3 3 3 )  (444  1 ( 5 5 5  ( 666 1 
Temperature - 'R (OK) 
Figure 15. Temperature Cor re la t i on  f o r  Test  13 
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mean tha"chl"s ~"ireulation reduced the injectant j e t  penetra"cl"sn by the 
fraction fm, but only that i t  resulted in s t r a t i f i ca t ion  of the ullage, so 
that  for  heat transfer purposes the ullage behaved as i f  i t  were less  mixed 
(warmer), Apparently, for  t e s t  13, the circulating flow f ie ld  never got 
s tar ted or maintained because of the short prepressurization time and small 
injector  on-time fraction. I t  was i n i t i a l l y  hoped that  a cr i ter ion could be 
established t o  predict the onset of th is  circulation so tha t  for  a par t icu lar  
case, one could predict whether the ullage would behave as i f  80 percent mixed 
or 100 percent mixed. Examination of the data from t e s t  14 showed t h a t  th i s  
was not possible. Test 14 also had a prepressurization time of 3 seconds 
and an injector  on-time fraction even smaller i n i t i a l l y  than t e s t  13, and 
ye t  t e s t  14 behaved as i f  i t  were 80 percent mixed (or  even 75 percent mixed, 
as shown in figure 16).  Clearly, the circulating flow f ie ld  ( i f  r e a l )  was 
established in t e s t  14. The only other difference between t e s t s  13 and 14, 
was that  the i n i t i a l  ullage condition for t e s t  13 was warmer than f o r  t e s t  14. 
Perhaps an i n i t i a l l y  warm ullage tends to r e s i s t  establishment of the c i r -  
culating flow f i e ld .  
I t  appears that  the proposed flow f i e ld  i s  generally present, and tha t  under 
some combination of ullage parameters i t  may be possible to  avoid or suppress 
i t ;  however, a rational flow f i e ld  onset cr i ter ion cannot be formulated from 
a single data point. I t  i s  equally apparent tha t  when the injector valve i s  
open for  substantial time periods, the ullage behaves as i f  i t  were 80 percent 
to  70 percent mixed (e .  g . ,  see figure 11 for t e s t  6 where the injector  valve 
was open continuously). Most of the GF2 usage occurs when the injector  valve 
i s  open for  substanti a1 peri ads, and therefore, accurate GF2 usage prediction 
i s  most important for  this  regime. Because of th i s ,  using f m  = 0.8 as 
standard fo r  a l l  computations gives accurate GF2 usage predictions f o r  most 
cases (see Table 2) and i s  conservative for  cases where 100 percent ullage 
mixing might occur. 
For the small ullage cases, prepressurization i s  also rapid, and the 
injector-on time fraction could be small i n i t i a l l y ;  b u t ,  in these cases, LH2 
interface heat and mass transfer are occurring which may obscure the effects  
of ullage mixhng. Actually, for the high pressure tes ts  (-43 psl"a (296 x 103 
2 N / M  ) ) ,  the injector-on time fraction quickly gets qui te  large (especially 
F igu re  16- Tempera"i-re Corre1;a-t-ion f o r  Tes-l- 14 
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with high LHZ outflow ra t e s ) .  Therefore, fm = 0.8  was assumed in the ullage, 
and the LH2 interface heat and mass transfer was analyzed. The form of the 
interface heat transfer equation based on analysis OF LH2 tank pressurization 
data from Reference 9 was 
where XL was the depth of L H 2  penetration by the pressurant je t .  The data 
from Reference 9 were correlated by assuming K was constant; however, t h i s  
assumption gave poor resul ts  with the MTI data and led to  d i f f i cu l t i e s  with 
situations where the heat transferred to  the interface was greater than the 
total  equivalent heat injected into the tank. I t  was found that  using 
K = .6 4, (where qc  was the equivalent heat input ra te  from in jec t ion) ,  heat 
losses to  the bulk liquid equal to  20 percent of the , and fm = 0.8 gave 9 - 
excel lent  temperature correlation for  t e s t s  4 and 5 as shown 'in figures 17 
and 18, and accurately predicted the GF2 usage (see Table 2 ) .  The LH2 evapora- 
tion predicted with these assumptions agreed well with data from the ullage 
mass calculations described below in the section on mass and enthalpy balances. 
For t e s t s  7 and 12, the prepressurization time i s  very short ,  the injector  
on-time fraction i s  very small, and the temperature profiles indicate deep 
j e t  penetration and uniform temperatures. Therefore, as one might expect, the 
assumption of fm = 0.8 gives poor temperature correlation and high GF2 usage 
predictions. However, the assumption of fm = 1.0 also gives only f a i r  
temperature correlation; the predicted temperatures are somewhat high and the 
evaporation i s  quite low. The mass balances (described below) indicated that  
t e s t  7 should evaporate about 6 Ibs ( 2 . 7  Kg) of LH2 and t e s t  1 2 ,  about 5 lbs 
(2.3 Kg). With the assumptions of K = .6 {c and f m  = 1 . O ,  only half th i s  
quantity of L H 2  was evaporated. 
Tests 7 and 12 are a t  low pressure, are quite long in duration, and have a 
surface layer of saturated LH2 caused by external heat leak. With th i s  
saturated layer, the heat transfer to  the interface would cause only evapora- 
t ion, with no losses to  b u l k  liquid heating, The interface heat t ransfer  
would not necessarily depend sn liquid penetration depth, because sf the very 
short injector  on-times which would mean very transient LH2 penetration, I t  
Temperature - ' 8  ( " K f  
F i g u r e  ! 7 ,  Temperature Csr re laP ion  fo r  TesP 4 
Temperature - "R ("lo 
F igure  18. TemperaPum CorrelaPion for Tes t  5 
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was more l ikely that  evaporation would depend simply on the available energy 
in the u l l a g e ;  thus, simply as a fraction of 4,. I t  was found tha t  assuming 
and 
with no L H 2  bulk losses gave a much bet ter  temperature correlation and GF2 
usage and evaporation prediction, as shown in figures 19 and 20, and Table 2.  
In t e s t s  7 and 12, i t  was thought tha t  because of low GF2 usage and long t e s t  
times, the GF2 expansion in the storage cylinder may have been near-isothermal 
rather than polytropi c (see discussion in section on Experiment Results) . 
Table 2 supports th is  contention for  t e s t s  7 and 12. Even with t h i s  assump- 
t ion,  the agreement for  t e s t  12 i s  poor. The transient nature o f  the GF2 
flow in t e s t  12  may account for  th is  deviation. 
The diffuser injector  tes t s  (15 to  17) were evaluated with the same factors 
as the straight-pipe injector t e s t s .  I t  was found that  fm = 0.8, which was 
generally appropriate for  the s t ra ight  pipe t e s t s ,  gave very high temperatures 
for  the diffuser t e s t s .  O n  the other hand, fm = 1.0 gave excellent correla- 
t i  ons as shown in figures 21 to 23. This change in fm i s  a t t r ibuted to  the 
spreading of the diffuser flow f i e l d ,  which would interact  more extensively 
with the ullage gas and promote more effective mixing. The GF2 usage was 
predicted reasonably well with this  assumption as shown in Table 2.  
The correlation for  the 5 percent ullage case ( t e s t  16) i s  shown in figure 22. 
The predicted temperatures are somewhat high, b u t  the agreement i s  s t i l l  quite 
good. I t  i s  probable that  the interface equation predicts too l i t t l e  evapora- 
tion for  the diffuser ,  which would account for  the higher temperatures. The 
predicted GF2 usage in Table 2 i s  also somewhat high, except for prepressuriza- 
t ion, where the calculated lower evaporation and liquid losses r e su l t  in more 
rapid and more ef f ic ien t  prepressuri zation. 
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Figure  19- Tempera.C-ure Got-re lalion for  Test  7 
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Figure  20. Temperature Corre latisn f o r  Test 12 
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Figure 21. Temperature Csrre la f ion for  Pest 15 
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F i gu re  22. Temperalure Correlation fo r  Tesl- 16 
F igu re  23. Temperature Corre l a t i o n  for  Tes t  17 
To summarize the correlation resul ts :  
I .  Straight-pipe with large ullage: 
fm = Q,8 gave accurate or conservative resu l t s  although some 
runs were bet ter  correlated by fm = 1.0 
2. Straight-pipe with small ullage with interface heat transfer:  
2 fm = 0.8; q = .6 qc XL and q L =  . 2  q gives good correlation 9 g 
except that  runs 7 and 12 were bet ter  correlated with fm = 0.9; 
qg  
' 
= -25 qc ;  qL = 0 
3. Diffuser t e s t s  were well correlated by 
The abi l i ty  of the analysis t o  accurately predict MTI pressurization performance 
for  different  injectors over a wide range of operating conditions i s  an indica- 
tion of the soundness of the fundamental assumptions of one-dimensi onal i  ty , 
j e t  penetration and ullage mixing. The application of the analytical method 
to predict MTI pressurization performance and behavior for  L H 2  - fueled space 
vehicles i s  discussed in the section on Space Vehicle Performance Predictions. 
Ullaae Gas Mass and Tank Entha l~v  Balance 
An ullage mass balance and ullage gas and tank wall enthalpy balance was com- 
puted for  each t e s t .  The ullage mass was calculated from the measured pres- 
sure and local temperature conditions measured a t  the sensor locations; the 
temperature was assumed to  vary l  i  nearly between the measured points. When 
conditions i n  the ullage changed slowly, the temperature sensors were able t o  
respond adequately, and the mass balance gave reasonable resu l t s .  However, 
when the ullage temperatures changed rapidly, as during large ullage pre- 
pressurization, the response 1 ag of the platinum temperature sensors gave 
erroneous resul ts  fo r  the mass balance. Under these conditions, the ullage 
was actually warmer than the sensors were recording, so that  the computed 
mass increased by a couple of pounds. However, once conditions se t t led  down 
to less rapid change, the computed mass generally returned t o  within 10 per- 
cent sf original values, The resul ts  confirmed that  LH2 evaporation and 
ul ]age mass addi %ion d i d  n o t  occur with large  u l  l ages ,  which agrees with the 
previous assumption. 
The mass balances for the small ullage cases gave better results because of 
slower changes in temperature, These are shewn in T a b l e  3 and compared with 
the predi eted evaporation. 
Test 7 has slowly changing, well-mixed ullage conditions and gives excellent 
mass computations: evaporation occurs u p  to a  time of 235 seconds, (which i s  
when the computed liquid penetration stops) and i s  constant a f t e r  t ha t  time. 
A t  a  time of 902 seconds the computed mass jumped over 2 pounds (.91 Kg) 
because of the temperature reversal anomaly a t  Station 480. The computed 
evaporation data for  t e s t s  4 ,  5, 7 ,  and 1 2  agree reasonably well with the mass 
balance (see Table 3 ) .  
The enthalpy balances were also rather imprecise because of temperature 
sensor lag and ullage nonuniformi ty .  Typical resul ts  are shown in Figures 24 
t o  26 for  i n i t i a l  ullage volumes of 5, 50 and 90 percent. The dis t r ibut ion of 
injected energy t o  ullage, tank, and liquid i s  shown. The errors could easi ly  
be due t o  inaccuracy in the wall temperature dis t r ibut ions,  which were assumed 
t o  be l inear  between a  relatively few sensor locations, or a  sensor response 
lag error a t  the higher wall temperatures (and enthalpies) . Other causes of 
heat loss from the system could be conduction from the wall into the foam 
insulation or down the wall into LH2 bulk heating. The tank wall temperature 
predictions were consistently high, as shown in Figures 27 to 29 for  typical 
t e s t s  2 ,  7, and 8 which tends to  support the thesis that wall enthalpy error  
due t o  temperature sensor lag i s  the major contribution t o  the errors in the 
energy bal ances. 
TABLE 3 
MASS BALANCES - 5 PERCENT ULLAGE 
I U l  lage Mass Computed I P r e d i c t e d  I 
F igu re  24, Energy Disiributisn - Tes t  5 - 5% Ullage 
120 I60 
T i m  -- See, 
Figure 25. Energy DEstrlbuPion - Test 8 - 50% U l  lag@ 
68 
Figure  26. Energy Dls t r lbu tPon  - VesP 3 - 90% U l  lage 
Temperature - "R ( O K )  
F igure  27.  Tank  Wal l Temperature Carrel ad-l on - TesP 2 
70 
Temperature - ' "R("K1 
F i g u r e  2 8 ,  Tank Wail Temperature Cor re la t i on  - l e s t  7 
Temperature - "W f B K )  
F l gu re  29 ,  Tank Wa l l  Temperature Cor re la t i on  - les t  8 
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
The experimental invest igat ion fo r  t h i s  program had two principal object ives :  
1.  Provide appropriate experimental data f o r  use in defining H819 
computer program model variables t o  allow the predict ion of 
real i  s t i c  MTI system performance. 
2 .  Design, f abr ica te ,  and successfully demonstrate a  MTI control 
system and in jec to rs  in a  large-scale ,  f l ight-weight  L H 2  t e s t  
tank. 
The experiment design t o  s a t i s f y  these objectives i s  described below, followed 
by the r e su l t s  of the experiments. 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
MTI Control System Design 
The design requirements f o r  the MTI control system were specif ied in  the  
contract  and a r e  as follows: 
1 .  Self-regulat ing 
2. Capable of controlled pressur iza t ion,  pressure hold, and expulsion a t  
varied outflow ra tes  u p  to  a  maximum of 15 Ibs/sec (6 .8  Kg/sec) of 
1  iquid hydrogen (dependent upon tank volume) . 
3. Operable a t  any ullage volume. 
4. Capable of a  wide range of flowrates and operating pressures (no t  t o  
exceed the working pressure of the hydrogen tank) .  
5. Able t o  pressurize the tank to  within one psi (6895 N / M ~ )  of the  
desired pressure. 
6. Capable of safe  operation without damage to  the in jec to r  or  tank,  
freezing of f luor ine  in the i n j ec to r ,  o r  causing minimum heat 
leakage in to  the tank when not in operation.  
I n  a d d i t i o n  t h e  s y s t e m  was d e s i g n e d  so t h a t  t h e  t a n k  and t e s t  f a c i l i t y  would 
be protected a g a i  t~sl.  systeern ma1 funct-i o n ,  ( P h i  s necess i  t a t e d  some s a f e t y  
requirements and redundancy which m i g h t  n o t  be appreprs'ate f o r  a f l i g h t  
system, as discussed in the section on space vehicle performance p red ic t ions ) .  
Previous work under Contract NAS 3-7963 indicated t ha t  ullage i n j ec t i on  of GF2 
yie lds  a  tank pressure r i s e  followed by a  pressure drop upon cessat ion of GF2 
in jec t ion .  This pressure decay i s  a  r e s u l t  of heat t r an s f e r  t o  the  cold tank 
walls and LH2 from the warmer ullage.  Because of these c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s ,  a  
control system which senses tank pressure and opens and c loses  the  GF2 in jec to r  
valve t o  keep the tank pressure within a  narrow band (so-called "bang-bang" 
system) was recommended. Such a  system i s  dynamically simple and e a s i l y  
analyzed, and fu r t he r ,  allowed use of an exis t ing in jec to r  valve proven r e l i ab l e  
during the previous MTI t e s t s  under Contract NAS 3-7963. 
In t h i s  previous MTI work i t  was found t ha t  non-ignition of the F2  in  the H2 
could occur, i f  the F2 in jec tan t  was cold,  i t s  O 2  contaminant level  was high, 
or  there was in jec to r  damage. Although non-ignition never occurred during the 
previous large  scale  t e s t s  with ullage in ject ion of ambient gaseous F2, such 
non-ignition i s  potent ia l ly  hazardous because the F2 freezes in the  L H ~  and 
then i s  l i ke l y  to des t ruct ively  detonate. I t  was imperative, the re fore ,  
t ha t  measures be taken to  guard against  F2 non-ignition and subsequent potential  
detonation. The basic approach taken was to  sense i gn i t i on ,  and, i f  i t  did not 
occur within a  very shor t  time period, t o  l im i t  the quanti ty of F2 in jec ted by 
immediately closing the in jec to r  valve. In addit ion,  s ince the flow r a t e s  f o r  
the large-scale ,  f l ight-weight  Thor tank tes t ing were qui te  high (an order of 
magnitude higher than the ra tes  used in the NAS 3-7963 t e s t i n g ) ,  and the tank 
was f l ight-weight  and rated a t  reasonably low pressure, i t  was imperative t ha t  
the capab i l i ty  ex i s t  f o r  posi t ive  and r e l i ab l e  F2 flow shutdown. The Thor 
t e s t  tank was equipped with ven t l r e l i e f  valves and burst  d iscs  t o  guard agains t  
accidental overpressure, however, burst-disc replacement would be time consuming 
which would be best avoided. Further, the poss ib i l i ty  existed t h a t  the in jec to r  
could f a i l  open by burning ou t ,  so a backup GF2 prevalve was i n s t a l  led in the 
GF2 in jec t ion  system. This prevalve was used only fo r  addit ional  shutdown 
capabi l i ty  i n  the GF2 system and n o t  f c r  GF2 f l o w  c o n t r o l .  
Another requirement for  the control system was tha t  i t  be capable of 
a r t i f i c i a l l y  cycling t he  injector  v a l v e  during the i n j e c t o r  demonstration 
t e s t s ,  where the pressure switch could not be used. An adjustable on-off 
timer option was placed in parallel with the pressure switch option f o r  
t h i s  purpose. 
The above considerations gave r i se  to the following ground rules for design 
of the control system: 
1 .  "Bang-bang" pressurization system with pressure switch controlling 
on-off action of G F 2  injector valve and tank pressure t o  within 
t1 .0  psi .  (6895 N / M ~ )  
- 
2.  Automatic rapid shutdown of G F p  in the event of non-ignition. 
3 .  Total redundancy plus manual backup on a l l  components involved in 
closing of the GF2 valve. 
4. Tal k-back 1 ights and alarms for  ma1 function and non-igni tion detection. 
5. Timer Cycle in parallel with pressure switch for  use in injector  
demonstration t e s t s  and as an option for item 1 .  
The most important elements in the design of the MTI control system a re  the 
pressure switch, the injector  val ve, and the re1 ays (required for  transferring 
power). The pressure switches selected were completely redundant, individual ly  
plumbed mercury-type pressure switches, Mercoid type APH-41-153. The switches 
3 2 have a range of 15 to  45 psia (10.3 to  31 x 10 N / M  ) and could be individually 
s e t  t o  any pressure withjn th i s  range with a maximum actuation band (relay 
3 2 
energize-to-denergize) of 50.375 psi (t2.58 - x 10 N / M  ) .  This switch was 
supposed to have a maximum time delay of 15 msec and was safe for operation 
in an H 2  atmosphere because the contacts were sealed. This switch would not 
be suitable for  f l i g h t  vehicle use because the mercury element must be level 
and i s  thus g-vector sensit ive.  Bellows-type switches suitable for  f l i g h t  
use with the same f a s t  response and narrow actuation band are available,  b u t  
must be custom made (especially for  H z  service) and are very expensive. Their 
use was deemed to be n o t  cost-effective for th is  program. The chosen switch 
was available off-the-shelf, inexpensive, and suitable for ground service 
within an H2 atmosphere without sacr if ice  of accuracy, response, or safety.  
The in jec to r  v a l v e  selected was the FOX Valve Development Co, type 610851 
in jec to r  va l ve  used with g r e a t  success on the previous M I 1  program. This 
valve i s  l i q u i d  and gaseous fluorine-compatible and has a copper-on-stainless 
3 2 
s tee l  s e a t ,  The valve was actuated by 500 psia (3447 x 10 N/M ) helium 
through two in tegral  solenoids, one t o  actuate open, and the other  t o  ac tuate  
closed. The high pressure helium actuation enabled extremely f a s t  valve 
response (closed t o  f u l l  -open o r  vice versa in l e s s  than 10 mil l i seconds)  ., 
Use of helium to  actuate  closed ( r a the r  than spring-loading) was required t o  
provide the high s ea t  loadings necessary to  e f f e c t  a  l eak- t igh t  metal-to-metal 
seal . In the event of power f a i  1 ure the valve would remain in i t s  1 a s t  
posi t ion,  which could be open. The valve, therefore ,  incorporated a pres- 
surized override which was u t i l i z ed  by at taching a normally-open valve 
(energized closed by the main power) t o  the override. In the event of power 
f a i l u r e ,  the normally-open valve would open, thus pressurizing the  i n j e c t o r  
valve closed.  This valve was modified t o  enlarge the flow o r i f i c e  and adapt 
to  the l a rger  plumbing needed f o r  the much la rger  Thor tank t e s t  system. 
The relay c o i l s  and contact  points involved in closing the valve were made 
completely redundant. The relays used were Guardian three-pole,  double-throw, 
type 1 R-1225-3C-24D (28 V D C )  . Similar relays performed re1 iably during the  
NAS 3-7963 t e s t s .  
The prevalve selected was a Control Components, Inc . ,  type CM3116T valvfe 
(1 -inch ( .0254M) pneumatical ly  operated-sol enoid actuated open-spri ng-loaded 
closed ) .  This valve had a r e l a t i ve ly  slow response time of the order of 
200 milliseconds, and was s i t u a t e d  a t  some distance from the i n j ec to r  valve. 
Therefore, a  timer was incorporated in the control system to  delay the i n i t i a l  
opening of the in jec to r  valve unt i l  the prevalve had time t o  open and the GF2 
flow had time t o  f i l l  the l i ne  between the prevalve and the i n j ec to r  valve. 
In order to  provide automatic closing of the in jec to r  valve in the event of 
non-ignition of the G F p ,  igni t ion sensing was required. In the previous MTI 
t e s t s  under NAS 3-7963, igni t ion was sensed with a low-level pressure switch, 
which s ignal led  the i n i t i a l  pressure r i s e  accompanying ign i t ion .  For the 
large  sca le  control system, a low level pressure switch would not be 
a p p r o p r i a t e ,  because i t  would be sa tura ted a t  the h i g h e r  t a n k  pressure l eve l ,  
where ignition and re-igni tion i s  constantly occurring , and re1 iable ignition 
sensing i s  required with each cycle ,  I t  has been found that  ignition i s  
always accompanied by a flame (Reference 9) which radiates strongly in the 
infrared ( I R )  region (Reference 1 6 ) .  Thus a rel iable  method of detecting 
ignition would be to detect the accompanying flame. The IR sensors selected 
fo r  the t e s t  program were Infratron type B3-SA22 lead sulfide photoconductive 
detectors,  which have response characteristics as shown in Figure 30. The 
re la t ive  radiance of the F2-Hz flame, as reported in Reference 16, i s  super- 
imposed on the figure.  I t  can be seen tha t  the region of maximum radiance 
coincides with the region of maximum detector response. These detector 
elements were therefore appropriate to use in the ignition sensing system. 
Operation of the ignition sensor was divided into three functions: 
1 .  Detecting and converting IR radiation into an electr ical  signal.  
2.  Amplifying th is  signal and establishing a threshold condition in 
a comparator c i r cu i t  . 
3. Actuating a relay with the amplified output of a comparator c i r c u i t .  
The sensor i s  shown schematically in Figure 31, with the three functions out- 
lined as blocks. With the detector masked from IR radiation, the threshold 
level i s  adjusted with R6 such that point "a" i s  more negative than point "b". 
As a r e su l t ,  the output of the comparator, an integrated c i r cu i t  operational 
amplifier, i s  negative. This in turn insures that  42-3 i s  cut off and relay 
K4 i s  not turned on. Radiation, from the F2-Hz flame, incident on the 
detector, causes the resistance of the detector t o  decrease. This decrease 
in resistance causes point "a" to  eventually become more positive than point 
"b", causing the comparator output to go positive. 42-3 i s  turned on, causing 
the relay t o  pull in.  When the radiation level f a l l s  below the threshold 
l  eve1 , 42-3 turns off and the relay pull s  out. 
The detector configuration, shown in Figure 32, uses two detectors in ser ies  
t o  eliminate threshold sens i t iv i ty  s h i f t  with temperature. One of the detectors 
i s  permanently masked and provides a load resistance which varies with tempera- 
ture  exactly as does the detector. This configuration provided optimum 
sens i t iv i ty  and threshold s t ab i l i t y  irrespective of temperature, and  was used 
i n  the f i n a l  sensor design. 
_ $ I  V I S I B L E  
Figure 30, SpecPral Response sf I gn i t i on  Defector 
FIGURE 31 IGNITION SENSOR SCHEMATIC 
FIGURE 32 DETECTOR CONFlGURATIpwJ 
The f i n a l  control system design which s a t i s f i e d  the requirements and ground 
rules described previously i s  shewn schematically in Figure 33, The apparent 
complexity r e su l t s  from the redundancy requirements, The sequence of 
operations i s  qu i te  straightforward and i s  as follows: 
1 .  Set  "F2 Prevalve" and "F2 In j . "  on "AUTO"; "F2 I n j .  Check" on "Close"; 
"IRD", and "ALARM" on "ON": "PS" on "ON" and "Timer Cycle'! on "OFF". 
2 .  "FIRE" t o  "ON", ac tuates  K1 re lay ,  which s t a r t s  timer T-1 ( ~ 1 - l ) ,  opens 
"F2 Prevalve" (K1-2), and energizes the IR Detector "IRD" (K1-3) and 
Pressure Switch "PS" (K1-5, Kl-6), enable c i r c u i t s .  
3. After  time delay T-1, TI-1 actuates  K2 re lay ,  which opens "F2 I n j .  
Valve" (K2-1, K2-2, K2-3), and s t a r t s  timer T-2 .  (K2-4, K2-5) 
4. Opening "F2 I n j .  Valve" should give reaction which actuates  IRD, which 
in turn actuates  K4 re lay,  which keeps open "F2 In j .  Valve" through 
para1 1 e l  c i r c u i t  (K4-1 , K4-2, K4-3), and in te r rup t s  "ALARM". 
5. After time delay T-2,  T2-1, 2 ac tuates  K3 and K3A r e l a  s  which close 
"F In j  . Valve" (K3-1 , K3-2, K3-3, K3A-1, K3A-2, K3A-3 , and actuates  
"A 2 ARM" (unless s tep  4 has occurred).  T 
6. When operating pressure i s  reached, the pressure ac tuates  PSI and PS2, 
which actuates  K5 and K5A re lays ,  which close "F2 In j .  Valve", (K5-2, 
K5A-2, K2-2, K2-3), which deactuates K3 and K3A re lays .  
7 .  Closing "F2 Inj"  should terminate reaction which should deactuate "IRD", 
and thus deactuate K4 re lay.  
8.  When pressure drops t o  where PSI and PS2 a re  deactuated, then K5 and 
K5A re lays  a r e  deactuated, which actuates  K2 re lay ,  thus repeating 
s teps  3 through 8. 
9. An a l t e rna t e  sequence uses "TIMER CYCLE" on "ON" and "PS" on "0,FFH, 
t o  achieve s teps  6,  7 ,  and 8 ,  by use of an a1 ternat ing on-off timer. 
The timers T-1 ,  T-2 ,  and T-3 were so l i d - s t a t e  e lec t ron ic  timers made by the 
H .  B .  Abrams Co. Timer T21 i s  a  model TN with a maximum time of 2 sec .  
Timer T-2 i s  a  model TN with a maximum time of 1 sec.  Timer T-3 i s  a  model 
TDS with individually adjustable on and off  times, up t o  a maximum of 10 sec .  
Other safe ty  fea tures  incorporated in the control system design include a 
Mallory type SC628 alarm to  signal valve shutdown caused by lack of IR signal  
due t o  non-igni t ion or igni t ion sensor f a i l u r e .  A l i g h t  would ind ica te  
erroneous ign i t ion  sensor s ignals  ( e . g . ,  i f  the igni t ion detector  1 igh l  came 
on before the "valve open" l i g h t ) .  Other l i g h t s  indicated t ha t  the  pressure 
switch had energized and showed the valve posit ions (open or c losed) ,  In 
a d d i t i o n  each re l ay  p i c k u p / d r o p o u t  was r e c o r d e d  on event r e c o r d e r s  during 
tests'ng , 
Fiaure  3 3 .  MTI Control S y r P e  Se5c~aPPe 
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Unacceptably high ullage temperatures wil l  often r e s u l t  as a consequence of 
prepressurizat ion and expulsion u s i n g  only heat a d d i t i o n ,  This i s  shown in 
Figure 34 which presents the maximum u l l age  gas temperature as  re la ted  t o  
the  basic duty-cycle requirements, the l iquid  mass evaporated, and the  degree 
of ullage gas mixing. The s ignif icance of these curves can be shown by the 
following example: f o r  a completely (100%) mixed ullage ( t he  optimum case- 
3 lower curve) ,  prepressurizat ion from 15 t o  45 psia (103.4 x 10 t o  310.2 x 10 3 
2 N / M  ) ( P I P o  = 3) followed by complete expulsion from 5% ull  age t o  empty 
(V/Vo = 20) with no mass addit ion ( M / M o  = 1 ) , yie lds  the combined parameter 
PVMo/PoVoM = 60, fo r  which the ullage temperature i s  2,400°R. (1333OK) 
With 50% mixed ullage the ullage temperature would need t o  be nearly 8000°R. 
(4450°K) These temperatures a re  c l e a r l y  excessive and would endanger the tank 
s t r uc t u r e  . 
I t  i s  c l e a r  t h a t  maximum ullage mixing i s  very important, because i t  prevents 
excessive local  ullage temperatures and i t  theore t i ca l ly  gives higher ef f ic iency 
than the s t r a t i f i e d  ullage which normally accompanies a we1 l -diffused pressurant 
inflow (Reference 17 ) .  This trend toward higher ef f ic iency with ul lage  mixing 
was shown in previous NASA experimental work on warm gas pressur iza t ion 
(Reference 9 )  which indicated not only t h a t  the s t ra ight- tube i n j ec to r  
performance was super ior ,  b u t  t h a t  the performance was improved by increased 
j e t  penetrat ion in to  the ullage.  This was discussed previously in  the  Analytical 
Study sect ion.  
Further,  mass must be added t o  the ullage t o  reduce the ullage temperature t o  
a more acceptable maximum, say 1 , O O O O R  (556"K), f o r  example. In t h i s  case 
the  parameter PVMo/PoVoM must be reduced t o  25, which means t h a t  M / M o  must 
equal 2.4. Thus, 1 .4  times the original  ullage mass must be added t o  the ullage 
during the pressurizat ion process t o  keep the temperature low. ( I f  the re  i s  
l e s s  than 100% ullage mixing, even more mass must be added.) During the 
previous MTI t es t ing  with the s t r a i g h t  tube i n j ec to r ,  the necessary mass was 
added t o  the ullage (and t h i s  lowered the ullage temperature) when the  in jec to r  
j e t  impinged on the LH2 surface and caused LH2 vaporization (accompanied, of 
course,  by energy losses  to  the l i q u i d ) .  With a large i n i t i a l  ul lage f rac t ion  
o r  with a small pa r t i a l  expulsion, impingement and mass a d d i t i o n  are not 
necessari ly required,  because the r a t i o  V / V o  would be smal l .  
m a  
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Figurn 34,  f i n k  Ullage Temperatures Due to Pressurization 
The s t ra ight-pipe  in jec to r  i s  considered t o  be the optimum in jec to r  f o r  MT1 
pressuri zat ion fo r  the following reasons : 
1 ,  Previous NASA experimental d a t a  (Reference 9 )  and the theoret ica l  
considerations mentioned in the Analytical Study indicate  t h a t  the 
s t ra ight-pipe  in jec to r  gives the g rea tes t  ullage penetrat ion and 
mixing, and subsequently, the highest pressurizat ion performance. 
2 .  The s t ra ight-pipe  in jec to r  has been successfully tes ted  in the  
previous MTI t es t ing  under Contract NAS 3-7963 where i t  performed 
e f f i c i e n t l y  and demonstrated sa t i s fac to ry  re1 i  abi 1  i  t y  in  the MTI 
pressurizat ion environment . 
3. The s t ra ight-pipe  in jec to r  i s  extremely simple and easy t o  f ab r i c a t e .  
The H819 computer program described previously was used t o  perform a  
comprehensive analys is  of the performance of the s t ra ight-pipe  i n j ec to r .  
The r e su l t s  of the analysis  indicated t ha t  a  l - i n .  (.0254 M )  diameter 
s t ra igh t -p ipe  in jec to r  would give: 
1.  Reasonable in jec to r  i n l e t  ve loc i t i e s  (of the order of 100 t o  20 f t / s e c  
(30.5 t o  6.1 Mlsec)).  
2 .  Excellent G H 2  ullage penetrat ion (of the order of 10 f t  ( 3  M)) with 
excel lent  mixing over most of the t e s t  cycles f o r  the Thor t e s t  tank. 
3. Adequate LH2 penetration with a  f u l l  tank (of the order of .6  f t  ( . I 8  M)) 
with su f f i c i en t  L H 2  vaporization t o  assure reasonable ul lage 
temperatures. 
The s t ra igh t -p ipe  in jec to r  should be located on the tank cen te r l ine  t o  provide 
a uniform flow f i e l d  in the tank ullage.  The only avai lable  port  fo r  in ject ion 
i n t o  the Thor t e s t  tank was o f f s e t  from the tank center l ine .  The s t ra ight-pipe  
i n j ec to r  thus had to  be f a i r l y  long (-35 i n .  (w.89 M ) )  t o  reach t o  the  tank 
cen te r l ine .  The o f f s e t  in jec to r  port  led t o  the idea of having an o f f s e t  
i n j ec to r  t o  invest igate  the influence of injector-to-wall distance on the 
convective heat t r ans fe r  coef f i c ien t s  in the Thor t e s t  tank. The design 
d e t a i l s  of the center l ine  and o f f s e t  s t ra ight-pipe  in jec to rs  a re  described 
l a t e r .  
The downward penetration of the in jec tan t  from the s t ra ight-pipe  i n j ec to r  
va r ies  inverse1 y with the local accelerat ion (o r  g-level ) as described 
previously in the Analyt ical  S t u d y ,  Therefore, the penetration o f  a s t r a i gh t -  
pipe in jec to r  may be acceptable i n  one-g ,  b u t  may be excessive under Isw-g 
prepressurization conditions (e,g, ,  a t  typical propellant se t t l ing  g-levels s f  
to g e )  and  cause s ignif icant  l i q u i d  disturbances, such as sloshing 
and bubble entrapment which could be deleterious to vehicle operation. Thus, 
reduced penetration i s  desirable for low-g prepressurization; th i s  can be 
achieved by a diffuser-type injector .  
Diffuser-type pressurant injectors have been widely used in propellant tank 
pressurization because they minimize ull age-gas motion and 1 iquid interface 
disturbances. An ideal diffuser causes a highly s t r a t i f i e d  ullage temperature 
distribution with a temperature a t  the injector plane equal to the maximum 
pressurant i n l e t  temperature. This character is t ic  i s  acceptable in most 
hot-gas pressurization systems, b u t  the maximum MTI flame temperature of 
7,500°R (4170°K) cannot be tolerated in close proximity to  the tank wall. 
Thus, the conventional diffuser design with radial distribution of the 
pressurant (References 6 and 9 )  cannot be used; the high temperature reaction 
products must be diluted t o  some extent by mixing with cooler ullage gases. 
A conical injector would accomplish the required mixing and the affected 
mixing region would be smaller than with the straight-tube design. The cone 
injector divides the inflow into a number of small gas streams which penetrate 
and mix with the ullage in the same general manner as the s t ra ight  tube inflow. 
However, due t o  the much smaller s ize of the individual gas streams, the 
depth of penetration and the extent of mixing i s  greatly reduced. The mixing 
region will be in contact with the interface for a shorter time, thereby 
reducing mass transfer and heat loss t o  the l iquid.  
The baseline diffuser design was to  keep the total  flow area equal t o  the area 
of the l - i n .  (.0254 M )  diameter straight-pipe injector ,  so that w i t h  equal 
GF2 flowrates, equal i n i t i a l  flow velocities a t  the injector would be 
realized. This would reduce the number of unknown parametric differences 
between the two injector types. 
The cone spread-angle (half angle) was a rb i t r a r i ly  se t  a t  15" (.262 radian);  
th i s  assures adequate spreading without danger of the flame impinging on the 
tank wall. Also, since the turbulent diffusion spread-angle i s  about 
12" (,209 radian) ,  a 15" (-262 radian) cone angle  allows the diffusing 
flame t o  nearly f i l l  the cone, 
The groper number and s ize  of  d i f fuser  holes t o  obtain the cor rec t  d i f fus ing  
e f f e c h w a s  analyzed us jng  the C-1819 csrr~puter program, w f t h  appropriate 
assumptions for the  in terface  behavior. Comparisons s f  the s t r a i g h t  pipe 
and d i f fuse r  in jec to rs  in reduced gravi ty  were made with in te res t ing  r e s u l t s .  
The depth of L H 2  penetrat ion,  X L ,  i s  an important parameter i n  MTI pressuriza-  
t ion  since i t  determines evaporation r a t e ,  and ind i rec t ly  r e f l e c t s  the  degree 
of ul lage mixing. The L H 2  penetrat ion distance vs gravi ty  level f o r  both 
i n j ec to r  types i s  shown in Figure 35. A t  r e l a t i ve ly  low-gravity s e t t l i n g  
accelera t ions  typical  of a space vehicle ( e . g . ,  t o  10" ge) the 25 hole 
15" (.262 radian) d i f fuse r  has a penetrat ion distance nearly iden t ica l  t o  the 
s t r a i g h t  pipe a t  normal (one) gravi ty .  Thus, the pressurizat ion performance 
2 
should be s imi la r .  Conversely, a t  10' ge, the s t r a i gh t  pipe has a LH2  
penetrat ion dis tance  of about 6 f t  (1.83 M ) !  Such deep penetrat ion would 
probably cause large sloshing disturbances in the L H 2  with po ten t ia l ly  
de le te r ious  vehicle e f f ec t s .  As the gravi ty  level ge t s  smaller ,  even the 
25-hole d i f fu se r  has excessive penetrat ion - a f i ne r  d i f fuse r  would be 
required a t  ge fo r  example. The analys is  a l so  compared the quant i ty  of 
f luor ine  used and L H 2  evaporated. The f luor ine  usage only var ies  mildly 
w i t h  g- level ,  b u t  evaporation var ies  strongly because of L H 2  penetrat ion 
d i s tance .  For example, a t  lom2 g e ,  the  s t r a i g h t  pipe would evaporate almost 
60 1 b (27.2 Kg) of L H 2  during a complete expulsion - which ' represents  a 
substant i  a1 weight penalty. 
Natural ly,  the low g-level during propellant  s e t t l i n g ,  would not s t ay  low 
once the main engines s t a r t ed .  The di f ferences  between in jec to rs  would not 
be g rea t  during prepressurizat ion a t  5% i n i t i a l  ul lage.  However, a t  higher 
ul lage volumes prepressurizat ion makes up  a  s ign i f i can t  percentage of the 
pressur iza t ion load. For prepressurizat ion only, the d i f fuse r  shows an 
ins ign i f i can t  performance advantage over the s t r a i gh t  pipe - i t s  sole  
operational advantage i s  t ha t  the d i f fuse r  has much l e s s  L H 2  penetrat ion in 
reduced grav i ty  and therefore wil l  not cause gross l iquid  disturbances during 
prepressur iza t i  on. Even t h i s  advantage i s  not pa r t i cu la r ly  s i gn i f i c an t  a t  
1 arge u l  1 age volumes . For prepressuri za t i  on a t  lo-' g, a t  50% u l lage ,  the 
s t r a i g h t  pipe f l o w  penetrates the LH2 by l ess  than 5 inches (.I27 meters) ,  while 
a t  90% u l l a g e ,  no  iH2 penetration occur: w i t h  the straight pipe.  

Desp i t e  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  t h e  25 h o l e  95" ( - 2 6 2  r a d i a n )  d i f f u s e r  showed 
s i g n i f i c a n t  advantage over  t he  s t r a i g h t  p i pe  o n l y  f o r  reduced g r a v i t y  p re -  
p r e s s u r i z a t i o n  a t  small u l  lage  v o l  umes, i t  was recommended f o r  1 i m i  t e d  t e s t i n g  
d u r i n g  t he  Thor tank  t e s t s .  T h i s  t e s t i n g  was t o  eva lua te  t he  adequacy o f  t h e  
H819 computer program t o  p r e d i c t  performance f o r  a  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  d i f f e r e n t  
f l o w  f i e l d  than  t h e  s t r a i g h t  p i p e  (mixed u l l a g e ) ,  and was t o  uncover o p e r a t i o n a l  
problems ( i f  any) pecul  i a r  t o  d i f f u s e r - t y p e  i n j e c t o r s .  
However, t h e  d i f f u s e r ,  when t e s t e d  i n  one-g, would g i v e  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  h i g h e r  
u l l  age temperatures (because o f  reduced m i x i n g  and LH2 evapo ra t i on )  as  shown 
i n  F i gu re  36, f o r  complete expu l s i ons .  I n  o r d e r  t o  keep t he  u l l a g e  gas 
temperature t o  t h e  same l e v e l  f o r  bo th  t h e  d i f f u s e r  and s t r a i g h t  p i pe  t e s t s ,  
t h e  e x p u l s i o n  f o r  t he  d i f f u s e r  must be l i m i t e d  t o  p a r t i a l  expu ls ions  f r o m  
about  50 ft3 (1.42 M ~ )  t o  about 335 ft3 (9.49 M ~ )  ( o r  about 1/3 o f  t h e  LH2 
expel  l e d ) .  T h i s  was judged t o  be adequate t o  eva lua te  t h e  d i f f u s e r  i n j e c t o r  
performance. 
Based on t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  t he  above a n a l y s i s ,  t h e  s t r a i g h t - p i p e  and d i f f u s e r  
i n j e c t o r s  were designed and f a b r i c a t e d .  Dur ing  t he  t e s t  program under  Con t rac t  
NAS 3-7963, i t  was found t h a t  i n j e c t o r s  f a b r i c a t e d  f rom copper p r o v i d e d  maximum 
r e s i s t a n c e  t o  bu rn i ng  because o f  t h e i r  h i g h  thermal c o n d u c t i v i t y ,  which tends 
t o  e l i m i n a t e  h o t  spots  and i n j e c t o r  i g n i t i o n  w i t h  t h e  f l u o r i n e ;  t h e r e f o r e ,  
b o t h  i n j e c t o r  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  were f a b r i c a t e d  f rom oxygen- f ree copper. For  t h e  
d i f f u s e r  i n j e c t o r ,  two bas i c  des ign  approaches were used: t h e  f i r s t ,  shown i n  
F i g u r e  37 was comprised o f  a  bundle  o f  1 /4  i n c h  (.00635 M )  d iamete r  tubes  
spread o u t  t o  f o rm  a  15" (.262 r a d i a n )  cone i n  a  symmetric p a t t e r n .  The f low 
and env i ronmenta l  c o n d i t i o n s  f o r  these 1 /4  i n c h  ( .00635 M )  tubes was expec ted  
t o  be e s s e n t i a l l y  i d e n t i c a l  t o  those o f  t he  p rev ious  MTI t e s t s  under C o n t r a c t  
NAS 3-7963, where the  1 /4  i n c h  (.00635 M) copper tubes s u c c e s s f u l l y  w i t h s t o o d  
t h e  MTI t e s t  c o n d i t i o n s .  The tubes i n  t he  bundle were upset  and mechan i ca l l y  
squeezed between two p l a t e s ,  w i t h  t he  e n t i r e  assembly then  swagged i n t o  t h e  
expans ion cone. T h i s  technique a l lowed each o f  t h e  i n j e c t o r  components t o  be 
s c r u p u l o u s l y  c leaned p r i o r  t o  assembly, and p e r m i t t e d  mechanical assembly 
w i t h o u t  t h e  requ i rement  o f  b raz i ng  or weld ing ,  Th i s  d i f f u s e r ,  w h i l e  expected 
to be safe,  was f a i r l y  cumbersome, A s imp le r  des ign i s  shown i n  Figure 38, and 
was s imp ly  a showerhead s f  26 ha les  ar ranged i n  a  9 5" (.262 r a d i a n )  cone. I n  
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Figure 37. Tube-Bundle D i f f u s e r  Injector 

both sf these diffusers,  the final flow path was straightened t o  be parallel  
t o  the axis o f  the tube:  t h i s  was for testing in t h e  injector demonstration 
t e s t  apparatus (as  described in detail  below) where a  conical flow path would 
burn holes in the apparatus, The injector used in the Thor tank t e s t s  would 
be modified to provide a  15" ( .262 radian) ~ o n i c a l  flow f i e ld .  The components 
of the showerhead diffuser were screwed together, and swaged o n t o  the injector 
tube. All components were scrupulously cleaned prior to assembly, There was 
no previous MTI t e s t  experience with the showerhead injector.  I t  was anticipated 
tha t  i f  i t  came through the injector demonstration t e s t s  in good order, i t  would 
be selected, rather than the tube-bundle injector ,  because of ease o f  fabrication. 
Injector Demonstration Tests 
An important part  of the injector design task was to  hot-fire the injectors  in 
a cold G H 2  atmosphere with GF2 flow on-off cycle rates  simulating the injector  
cycling anticipated in the Thor tank t e s t s .  
The purpose of these t e s t s  was fourfold: 
1 .  To verify the structural adequacy of the injector ,  and reveal any 
injector  burning problems which could occur. 
2. To determine i f  injectant ( G F * )  freezing would occur in the rather  long 
injector  tube. 
3. To verify the proper operation of the MTI Control System, including the 
infrared radiation (IR) ignition detector under low temperature opera- 
tional conditions, and determine the proper system lag times to  be s e t  
on the control system timers. 
4. To verify the proper operation of the GF2 supply system, and evaluate 
the accuracy of the GF2 flowrate measurement technique. 
In order to perform these t e s t s ,  an injector demonstration t e s t  apparatus was 
designed, fabricated, and installed a t  the MDAC Gypsum Canyon Test S i te .  The 
injector to  be tested was mounted axially along the centerline of a  12-inch 
( . 3  M )  diameter by 10 f t  (3.0 M )  long s tainless  s teel  pipe mounted horizontally 
as shown in Figure 39. The injector was mounted through a  blind flange a t  one 
end o f  the .pipe; the other end of the pipe was open, The IR detector was also 
mounted on the flange and looked along the injector ,  toward the injector  t i p .  
LH2 f l o w  was introduced along the bottom of the pipe, where i t  boiled, providing 
a c o l d  GW2 atmosphere i n  the  p i p e .  The pipe and a l l  fiow lines were thoroughly 
purged with GN2 prior to in i t ia t ing  LH2 flow. 
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Also i n c o r p o r a t e d  i n  t h e  p i p e  ( b u t  n o t  shown i n  F i g u r e  39) was an i n j ec to r  
support t o  insure t h a t  i f  e x c e s s i v e  i n j e c t o r  heating occurred, the injector  
would n o t  droop and p o s s i b l y  ruin the t e s t  apparatus. 
Two thermocouples were embedded i n  the in jec to r  t i p  and three more were 
s i tua ted  in a  rake para l l e l  t o  the in jec to r  ax i s  in the v i c in i t y  of t he  
in jec to r  t i p .  Also s i tua ted  in the v i c in i t y  of the in jec to r  t i p  was a  3-inch 
( ,0762 M )  diameter Pyrex viewing window through which high speed motion 
pic tures  a t  250 pictures/second were taken with a  Milli  ken Model 5 camera. 
This framing r a t e  a1 lowed 60 seconds of f i lm time with the 400 foot  (122 M )  
magazine. The high speed motion pic tures  and the thermocouple rake were used 
t o  determine the flame location during the cycling of the GF2 flow. 
The GFZ supply system was designed f o r  use in the Thor tank t e s t s ,  and the 
same G F 2  supply complex was used f o r  both the i n j ec to r  demonstration t e s t s  
and f o r  the Thor tank t e s t s .  The GF2  supply system i s  described below i n  
the section on Test Fac i l i t y  Design. 
An overall view of the i n j ec to r  t e s t  f a c i l i t y  i s  shown in Figure 40. The 
i n j ec to r  valve complex was mounted on the heavy flange a t  the r i gh t  end of 
the large  s tee l  pipe. The G F 2  supply system, barricade,  and prevalve was 
t o  the l e f t  of the t e s t  apparatus. The L H 2  t r a i l e r  was s i tuated in t he  r i g h t  
background, and the L H 2  entered the t e s t  apparatus through the insula ted pipe 
from the r i gh t .  
The in jec to r  valve complex i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  in Figure 41. The in jec to r  valve i s  
oriented horizontal ly in the center  of the pic ture .  GF2 flow entered the valve 
through the ver t i ca l  s t a in less - s tee l  l i n e ,  and then entered the i n j ec to r  t o  
the l e f t  of the  valve. The IR detector  was s i tua ted  above the i n j ec to r .  The 
LH2 flow entered the bottom of the t e s t  pipe through the lower insula ted l i n e .  
The other  valves seen in Figure 41 a r e  the in jec to r  valve emergency shutdown 
valve, and the GF2 1  ine purge valve. 


The t e s t  conditions used fo r  the timer cycles in the in jec to r  t e s t s  were 
determined based on the control system response analys is  mentioned previsusly.  
The conditions are :  
Test 1 - Stra ight  pipe; O N :  0.1 sec ,  O F F :  0.9 sec fo r  a  duration of 60 sec.  
Test 2 - Stra ight  pipe; ON: 1.6 sec ,  O F F :  1 .0  sec f o r  a  duration of 60 sec .  
Test 3 - Tube-bundle d i f fuse r ;  the most severe of the above 2  conditions 
fo r  40 sec ,  the l e a s t  severe f o r  the remaining 20 sec .  
Test 4  - Showerhead d i f fuse r ;  the same as Test 3, b u t  modified by the 
r e su l t s  of Test 3. 
The ON-OFF times shown represented the l imit ing cases predicted f o r  the Thor 
tank (nearly f u l l  and nearly empty) and were expected t o  f u l l y  t e s t  the 
c apab i l i t i e s  of the i n j ec to r ,  in jec to r  valve, in jec to r  control system, and IR 
igni t ion detector .  
The general procedure fo r  the in jec to r  t e s t s  was t o  supply GF2 up t o  the 
prevalve and in jec to r  valve, purge the t e s t  apparatus, and i n i t i a t e  L H 2  flow t o  
the t e s t  apparatus. The thermocouples near the in jec to r  were observed on the 
oscillograph to  ver i fy  t ha t  they dropped t o  L H 2  temperature. The large  hydrogen 
vapor cloud coming out the open end of the t e s t  apparatus was observed from the 
blockhouse window and the existence of L H 2  a t  the t e s t  apparatus o u t l e t  could 
be determined v i sua l ly .  A t  t h i s  point,  a  countdown from 5 was performed: On 3, 
the movie camera was s t a r t ed ;  on 2, the oscil lograph paper speed was increased 
to  4  in /sec  ( . I02  M/sec); on FIRE, the S E Q U E N C E  START switch was actuated.  From 
then on t h r o u g h  the approximately 60 second t e s t ,  the control system auto- 
matical ly actuated the in jec to r  valve, while the thermocouple t r aces  were 
observed on the oscil lograph.  A typical  oscillograph record i s  shown in 
Figure 42. 
The de ta i l ed  r e su l t s  of the t e s t  s e r i e s  a r e  shown in Table 4 .  
The high speed movies of the f i r s t  t e s t  ( a t  250 pictures/second) were taken with 
a  72" (1.26 radian) shu t te r  a t  an opening of f5 .6  which gave s l i g h t l y  under- 
exposed pic tures :  All subsequent movies were with a  160' (2.79 radian)  shu t te r  
a t  f4 .0  which gave excellent  r e s u l t s ,  The movies gave excellent  p ic tures  of 
the flame f r o n t ,  which was blue-white, long  (extending o u t  of view), attached 
t o  the i n j ec to r ,  and resembled a  Bunsen-burner flame. The flame pulsed a t  
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Figure 43. S t r a i g h t  Pipe I n j e c t o r  A f t e r  Test  2 
Figure 44. Tube-Bundle D i f f u s e r  Injector A f t e r  Test  3 
about 50 cycIes/sec: t h i s  phenomenon was noted in  each of the t e s t s ,  regardless 
of  the in jec to r  configuration or in jec tan t  veloci ty ,  and was a t t r i  buted t o  an 
organ-pipe e f f e c t  in the 10-foot (3 .0  M )  long t e s t  apparatus, I t  was observed 
t ha t  there apparently was considerable pa r t i cu la te  matter being burned in the 
flame, which manifested i t s e l f  as br ight  orange s t reaks .  I t  i s  believed t h a t  
the a l t e rna te  cooling and heating cycles in  the in jec to r  may have flaked o f f  
b i t s  of the copper-fluoride passivation coating, which then burned i n  the 
9100°F (4200°K) flame. As the t e s t s  progressed, the amount of pa r t i cu l a t e  
matter dimini shed noticeably. 
The damage to  the tube-bundle d i f fuse r  was qu i te  severe,  as shown in Figure 44. 
The in jec to r  damage could possibly have been averted by welding each tube in 
place t o  prevent leakage, b u t  t h i s  would have meant a  very complicated 
fabr ica t ion procedure combined with an already complex in jec to r .  Therefore, 
the showerhead d i f fu se r  was recommended fo r  the Thor tank t e s t i ng .  
The showerhead di f fuse r  in jec to r  indicated a  temperature r i s e  of 
260 a 420 = 680°F (145 + 233 = 378°K) above ,the local ambient temperature. 
I f  the ullage temperature during the showerhead in jec to r  t e s t ing  i n  the Thor 
tank were t o  be l imited t o  430°F (495°K) ( t he  same temperature as f o r  the  
s t r a i gh t  pipe) the i n j ec to r  temperature could reach 1  110°F (873"K), which i s  
we1 1  be1 ow the theoret ica l  igni t ion temperature of copper and f luor ine  
(-1500°F) (-1090°K) and a lso  below the recorded temperature a t  which the tube- 
bundle d i f fuser  apparently igni ted  (1380°F) (1023°K). However, because of 
ullage condition uncer ta int ies ,  i t  was recommended t ha t  both i n j ec to r s  
( s t ra igh t - tube  and showerhcad) be instrumented with a  thermocouple, and t h a t  
an in jec to r  temperature of about 1000°F (812°K) be a  c r i t e r i on  f o r  Thor tank 
t e s t  shutdown, s imi lar  t o  the c r i t e r i on  of an ullage temperature of 430°F (495°K) 
f o r  the higher temperature d i f fuse r  in jec to r  Thor tank t e s t s .  The des t ruc t ive  
leakage in the tube-bundle d i f fuse r  suggested t h a t  the showerhead d i f fuse r  be 
checked f o r  leakage a t  the jo in t s  by flowing helium through the i n j ec to r .  
The shutdown of Test 4 by the IR detector  because of HF etching of the quartz 
window presented the problem of preventing a  s imi lar  occurrence i n  the Tkor 
tank t e s t s ,  An a1 umi num-oxide (sapphi r e )  window was obtained s ince  a1 umi num- 
o x i d e  i s  unaffected by HF. The details o f  the IR d e t e c t o r  instalIat7 'on are 
discussed in the section on experiment r e s u l t s .  
There was no evidence af GF2 in jec tan t  freezing during the in jec to r  tes ts ,  nor 
was freezi ng expected, 
During the i n j ec to r  demonstration t e s t s ,  the MTI control system functioned 
perfect ly :  the delay between prevalve and in jec to r  valve opening was s e t  a t  
0.8 seconds which allowed s u f f i c i e n t  time fo r  in jec to r  l i n e  pressure t o  reach 
G F 2  bo t t l e  pressure. The delay between in jec to r  valve opening and allowable 
time fo r  IR sensing before automatic shutdown was s e t  a t  0.050 seconds. 
The data from the in jec to r  demonstration t e s t s  indicated t h a t  the pressure 
drop across the f luor ine  flow-measuring o r i f i c e  was too low t o  provide a  
su f f i c i en t l y  1  arge signal f o r  accurate flow measurement. The o r i f i c e  was 
reduced in s i z e  and G N 2  flow-calibrated to  insure t ha t  the GF2 f lowrate would 
be accurately measured. 
Following the in jec to r  t e s t s ,  the in jec to rs  t o  be used i n  the Thor tank t e s t s  
were designed. The configuration of the top dome of the Thor t e s t  tank i s  
shown in Figure 45. The cen te r l ine  s t ra ight-pipe  i n j ec to r  i s  shown i n  
Figure 46. The o f f s e t  s t ra ight-pipe  in jec to r  i s  shown in Figure 47. The 
configuration of the showerhead d i f fu se r  i s  shown in  Figure 48. The only 
di f ference between the Thor tank in jec to r  configuration and t ha t  t e s ted  
was t h a t  the 15' (.262 radian) spread angle was re ta ined,  r a t he r  than the  
flow being straightened (see  Figure 38).  The e n t i r e  showerhead i n j ec to r  i s  
shown in Figure 49. 
Test  Apparatus Design 
The large scale  flight-weight t e s t  tank was a  Thor miss i le  oxidizer tank.  This 
tank was made of 2014-T6 aluminum, in ternal  waffle-patterned milled t o  a  m i n i m u m  
wall thickness of ,050 in .  (.00127 M ) .  The tank had a  95.5 in .  (2.43 M )  ins ide  
diameter, a  228 i n .  (5.8 M) long cyl indr ical  section and 16.8 i n .  (.427 M) high 
spherical  segment end domes. A foam insula t ion system was designed and i n s t a l l ed .  
The se lected foam was a  closed-cell  polyurethane foam (Permafoam type CpR385D) 
3  3  
with a  density of 2 l b / f t  (3.2 Kg/M ) and a  thermal conductivity of 0.16 Btu/hr- 
2 
O R - f t  / i n .  (2075 douSe/M-sec-OK). Assuming an external foam temperature of  
30°F (272"K), 2-1/2 inches ( -0635 M )  o f  t h i s  foam should provide a heat f l u x  of 
about  30 ~ t u / h ~ - f t '  (94.6  watt/^^). T h i s  heat f l u x  i n t o  the i h o r  tank would  

Figure 46. Center i  i ne Stra ight-Pipe i n j e c t o r  
Figurn  47, Of fseP StralghP-Pipe In jec to r  

Figure 49. Shower Head D i f fuser  I n j ec to r  
F i g u r e  50. Thsr Tank Installed a t  Alpha-Test S t a n d  I 
not r e s u l t  in excessive L H 2  boi loff .  The boi loff  r a t e  was determined 
experimentally during t es t ing  and the insula t ion performance i s  discussed in  
the section on  experimental r e su l t s .  
The tank was solvent-cleaned ex te rna l ly ,  primed with zinc-chromate primer, 
foamed t o  a minimum depth of 2-1/2 inches ( .0635 M )  , and painted w i t h  a 
white vinyl-latex top coat  f o r  u l t r a -v io l e t  ray protection.  Some small areas 
of the t a n k  ( e . g . ,  access por ts ,  hand1 ing f i x tu r e  r ings a t  the  top and 
bottom domes, pneumatic f i t t i n g s ,  e t c . )  could not be conveniently foamed a t  
the Permafoam f a c i l i t y ,  and were foamed i n  place when the tank i n s t a l l a t i on  
was compl e t e  . 
Test Fac i l i ty  Design 
The foamed Thor tank i n s t a l l ed  a t  the Alpha Complex-Test Stand 1 a t  the 
Sacramento Test Center (STC) i s  shown i n  Figure 50. The Alpha Complex i s  
shown schematically in  Figure 51, which a l so  indicates  the f a c i l i t y  capac i t i e s  
f o r  purge and pressurizat ion gases. 
The t e s t  apparatus i n s t a l l a t i on  was qui te  complex, as indicated by the f a c i l i t y  
schematic (Figure 52) .  The important subsystems making u p  the  t e s t  f a c i l i t y  a re  
described below. 
The GFp supply system i s  found in  zones 7-8 of Figure 52. The baseline GF2 
plumbing was se lected t o  be 1 - i n .  ( -0254 M )  diameter t u b i n g  ( .93 i n .  (.0236 M )  
I.D. - ,035 (.00089M) wall)  routed from the GF2 gas cyl inders ,  through the 
prevalve (PV431-10) t o  the i n j ec to r  valve (PV431-13). GHe and G N 2  purge valves 
are  a1 so shown (PV431-11 , and -9 ) .  The GF2 cyl inder hand valves (HV431-1 , -2, 
-3) can be remotely opened. The i n j ec to r  valve complex was e s sen t i a l l y  as used 
in the in jec to r  demonstration t e s t s  and i s  shown in Figure 53. 
A compressible flow analysis  indicated t h a t  the Fox In jector  valve o r i f i c e  must 
be increased t o  .I25 i n .  (.00318 M )  t o  provide su f f i c i en t  choked flow w i t h  
e s s en t i a l l y  cylinder pressure upstream of the valve. Preliminary analys is  
using the ~ 8 1 9  program indicated t h a t  3 cylinders (18 1b (8.16 K ) )  of GFp 9 
manifolded together would be su f f i c i en t  to  perform the individual Thor tank 



t e s t s .  Compressible flow arlalysis o f  the complete GF2 supply system and the 
r e su l t s  o f  the in jec to r  demonstration t e s t s  indicated t ha t  the flow capacity 
of the system would be: 
where i i s  G F 2  flowrate in lb /sec ,  and PB i s  the GF2  cylinder pressure in psia.  
This flow l im i t  was used in the H819 program to  evaluate the Thor tank 
pressurizat ion performance and i t  appeared t ha t  the necessary flow could be 
achieved fo r  the Thor tank t e s t i ng .  The problem with the supply system was 
t h a t  the F2 flowrate would decrease during the t e s t  run as G F 2  was consumed 
and cylinder pressure dropped. I t  would be advantageous to  employ a regulator 
t o  provide a constant pressure supply t o  the in jec to r  valve, however, no F2- 
compatible regulator ex i s t s  which can provide the high flow capacity needed. 
Fortunately, the niaximum flow requirements fo r  the system often come a t  the 
s t a r t  of the t e s t ,  (during prepressurizat ion) when the cylinders are f u l l .  
During hold and outflow, the average F 2  flowrate requirements would be l e s s ,  
s ince  the in jec to r  valve would be cycling on and o f f .  The F2 flow l i m i t  meant 
t ha t  the "on" cycle of the valve would get  longer as the t e s t  progresses. The 
p os s ib i l i t y  existed t ha t  there could be insuf f i c ien t  GF2 flow l a t e  i n  the 
t e s t  t o  keep u p  with the outflow and heat t r ans fe r ,  and maintain constant tank 
pressure. This did occur, as i s  described below in the section on Experimental 
Results.  
The L H 2  f i l l  and outflow system i s  shown in zones 4, 5, 6, of Figure 52. The 
LH2 was f i l l e d  and emptied from the tank bottom through the main L H 2  outflow 
valve: a  6-in.  (-1524 M )  diameter Annin valve with a Domotor operator (DV431-1). 
This valve could be s e t  a t  any posit ion from full-open t o  closed and was used t o  
control the L H 2  outflow r a t e  t o  preset  values. The L H 2  flow was dumped through 
the f a c i l i t y  L H 2  valve complex ( s l ed )  and out the 6-in.  ( . I524 M )  diameter 
f a c i l i t y  vent l i n e ,  where i t  was burned. The tank G H 2  vent valve was a l so  
located in the v i c in i t y  of the L H 2  valve s led ,  with the r e su l t  t ha t  the tank 
vent l i n e  was about 75 f t  (22.87 M )  long. The tank vent l i ne  can be seen in 
the r ea r  view ~f the Thor tank i n  Figure 54 .  The vent l i ne  was supported by 
the ver t i ca l  beam which a lso  provided support for a l l  plumbing 1 ines and 
w i r i n g  t o  t h e  top o f  the t a n k ;  the pressure switches were a l s o  mounted a t  the 
Figure  53, I n  jecTor Valve Comp lex  on Thor Tank 
F igu re  5 4 ,  Rear  vie^ o f  Thar Tank InstallaPion 
3 3 top o f  the beam, Phis large  vent 1 ine contributed 20 f t  (-566 M ) t o  the 
tank ullage volume, the  e f f ec t s  sf which are  described below i n  the Experimental 
Results sect ion.  A i l  cryogenic H p  "lines were batted,  wrapped, and helium- 
purged t o  res i  s t  cryopumpi ng . 
The previous MTI work under Contract NAS 3-7963 indicated t ha t  the MTI reaction 
product, HF, tends t o  condense and freeze in the L H 2  tank. Much of t h i s  HF 
p la tes  out on  in ternal  tank surfaces,  b u t  a  substant ia l  quanti ty could be 
dispersed through the bulk L H 2  I t  was desired t o  sample the L H 2  outflow 
following an MTI t e s t  t o  determine the quanti ty and s i z e  d i s t r ibu t ion  of HF 
contaminant. The HF sampling system i s  shown schematically in zone 6 of 
Figure 52 and ac tua l ly  in Figure 55. The sample system consis ts  of three  
f i l t e r s  in s e r i e s  ( l o o p ,  3 0 p ,  and l o p w i t h  an option f o r  3 0 p ,  l o p ,  and 
21-1) i sola ted by valves. When a sample was taken, the Domotor valve was closed,  
and 'he sample f i l t e r  i so la t ion  valves were opened. Any HF in the L H 2  was 
presu~kied t o  be trapped in the f i l t e r s ,  with the r e l a t i ve  quan t i t i e s  trapped in 
each f .11 te r  presumed to indicate the gross s i ze  d i s t r ibu t ion  of the HF 
part icle, ; .  The i so la t ion  valves were then closed t o  i so l a t e  the HF trapped 
in  each f ; l  t e r .  The f i l t e r s  and valves were heated external ly  and the f i l t e r s  
were individually back-purged with hot G N 2  to  melt and vaporize the HF and 
ca r ry  i t  t o  Sodium Fluoride (NaF) Samplers. Here the HF was trapped f o r  
l a t e r  ana ly r i s .  Detai ls  of the HF sampling and analys is  technique, and sample 
r e su l t s  a r e  described in the section on Experimental Results.  
Tank pressurizat ion using G H 2  and helium was a l so  provided. Ambient temperature 
G H 2  pressurizat ion through another s t ra ight-pipe  in jec to r  was provided t o  
perform t e s t s  which compared single-component u l l  age ( H Z )  pressurizat ion without 
reaction to  MTI pressurization with react ion.  Preliminary system checkout t e s t s  
and various other  t e s t s  throughout the t e s t  s e r i e s  used ambient G H 2  pressuriza-  
t i o n ,  as discussed in more de ta i l  in the section on Experimental Results.  Also 
avai lable  was Helium pressurizat ion through a d i f fuse r  f o r  L H 2  offloading i f  
the s i tua t ion  required.  
Figure  55. HF Sampling System 
As mentioned previously, the NAS 3-7963 work indicated t ha t  HF would p l a t e  out 
on the internal  tank surfaces ,  Although frozen HF i s  not pa r t i cu la r ly  reac t ive ,  
following MTI pressurization the tank ullage and walls could be warm enough so 
t h a t  the HF i s  l iquid  (or the tank could warm up  between t e s t  days).  Liquid 
anhydrous HF i s  qui te  corrosive a n d  could a t tack the tank mater ia l ,  instrumenta- 
t i o n ,  wiring, e t c .  A G N 2  hot purge system was designed t o  purge out and 
completely warm up  the t a n k  t o  remove HF between t e s t  days. The tank was 
warmed up  t o  about 100°F (311°K) ( H F  boi ls  a t  about 65OF (29Z°K)). The G N p  
heater  c a r t  i s  v i s i b l e  on the l e f t  s ide  of Figure 55. The hot purge system 
worked reasonably well ,  as  discussed l a t e r  in the section on Experimental 
Results.  
Instrumentation and Data Acquisition Design 
The instrumentation and data acquisi t ion equipment used in the t e s t  program 
was qui te  comprehensive and provided considerable redundancy in parameter 
measurement. The t e s t  tank ullage pressure was measured with two f u l l y  
3 2 
redundant Owens Labs type PS-254-3A10-TA (0-50 psia (0-345 x 10 N / M  ) )  s t r a i n  
gage pressure transducers.  The GF2  flowrate was measured w i t h  a ca l ib ra ted  
o r i f i c e  ( .25 in .  (.00635 M )  diameter))  in the G F 2  flow l i n e  j u s t  upstream of 
the  in jec to r  valve. The GF2 pressure upstream of the o r i f i c e  was measured 
with a Statham type PA347-TC-500-350 (0-500 psia (0-3540 x lo3 N/M'))  and the 
pressure drop across the o r i f i c e  with a Statham type PM280-TC-t5-350  ( t 5  - psia 
3 2 (+34.5 - x 10 N / M  ) )  s t r a i n  gage pressure transducers. The G F p  temperature 
upstream of the o r i f i c e  was measured with a Thermal Systems, Inc. type 1080-1 
platinum res is tance  sensor. The GF2  flowrate was found from the flow o r i f i c e  
equation determined from the G N 2  ca l ib ra t ion :  
where J i s  the GF2 flowrate in lb /sec ,  P and T are  the upstream o r i f i c e  
pressure in psia and temperature in O R ,  and AP i s  the o r i f i c e  pressure drop 
in ps i .  The upstream o r i f i c e  pressure i s  a lso  e s sen t i a l l y  GF2 cylinder 
pressure and the GF2 flowrate was cross-checked by observing GF2 cylinder 
pressure change. The pressures and GF2 temperature were recorded ( r ea l  time) 
on Minneapol i s-Hsneywel1 Electroni G 1 7  Model 1070 S t r i p  Chart recorders ,  
The GF2 usage d u r i n g  the t e s t s  i s  discussed i n  d e t a i l  i n  the  sect ion on 
Experimental Results ,  
The location of a1 1 thermal sensors (measuring the temperature of the ullage 
gas, L H 2 ,  and tank wall ,  and local heat f lux)  i s  shown in Figure 56, which i s  
an exploded view from ins ide  the tank. The instruments t o  measure ullage 
gas and l iquid  temperature were mounted on a ve r t i ca l  probe s i tua ted  a t  the 
ha1 f-radi  us of the tank. These platinum res is tance  sensors were Thermal 
Systems, Inc . ,  type 1070-1 ('13800 @ 32°F (273OK)), and were s i tua ted  a t  1 - f t .  
(.305 M )  i n te rva l s  on the probe. I n i t i a l l y  two sensors were t o  be s i tua ted  on 
the tank cen te r l ine ,  d i r ec t l y  below the i n j ec to r ,  however, due t o  sensor f a i l u r e  
p r io r  t o  t e s t i ng ,  TU5 was eliminated. Essent ia l ly  every th i rd  sensor was s e t  
t o  measure LH2 temperature. These generally coincided with location of the 
level sensors,  and a t  the basic ullage levels  of 5, 50, 90% ( s t a t i ons  384, 492, 
and 588) the L H 2  temperature platinum sensors provided the reference temperature 
f o r  the thermopile i n s t a l l a t i ons .  Seven-element thermopile assemblies were 
s i tuated on the ver t ica l  probe above s ta t ions  384, 492 and 588 t o  determine the 
i n i t i a l  conditions a t  the in te r face  ( a s  shown in Figure 57).  The thermopile 
assemblies were configured as shown in Figure 58. Each thermopile element had 
6 chromel-constantan junctions ( 3  a t  one level and 3 a t  a level 1-inch 
(.0254 M )  below)) and 2 null junctions of copper-chromel . The lower 
junctions of each element were level with the upper junctions of the  element 
below, with the lower junctions of the lowest element level with the L H 2  
temperature sensor a t  t ha t  s t a t i on .  The thermopiles measure the temperature 
difference between the junction levels  - 1 -inch ( .0254 M )  apar t .  The thermo- 
p i l e  output was recorded on a C E C  type 5-119 Oscillograph. Level sensors 
were a l so  s i tua ted  on the ver t ica l  probe. These were Ohmite " L i t t l e  Devil" 
1 KO r e s i s t o r s ,  overdriven to heat u p  (and change res i s t ance)  rapidly when the 
surrounding medium changed from L H 2  to  gas. The level sensors were s i tua ted  
1-inch (-0254 M )  apar t  a t  the basic l iquid  f i l l  levels  (95+%, 95%, 50+%, 50%, 
70+% and 10%).  The i n i t i a l  l iquid  level was kept between these 1-inch-(.0254 M )  
apar t  sensors. The above level sensors,  p l u s  level sensors a t  80%, 65%, 35%, and 
20% l iquid  levels ,  were used f o r  LH2 o u t f l o w  r a t e  measuremetit. T h i s  technique 
had been successful i y  used previously, T h i s  o u t f l o w  r a t e  measurement technique 
was expected to operate s a t i s f a c t o r i l y  because the t a n k  operates a t  e s s en t i a l l y  
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Figure  58, Themopi le Element Deta l  l 
constant pressure,  exhausting t o  atmosphere. With a constant res is tance  
outflow l i n e ,  constant o u t f l o w  should r e s u l t ;  however, due t o  chilldown o f  the 
uninsulated LH2 vent 1 ine (through which the outflow was dumped) the 1 ine 
res is tance ,  and L H 2  f lowrate,  varied somewhat during the t e s t s ,  as described 
below in Experimental Results.  
The tank wall temperatures were measured a t  8 locations as  shown i n  Figure 56. 
These platinum res i  stance sensors were Thermal Systems, Inc. , type 5001 -1 9 
( 5 0 0 ~  a t  32°F (273°K)) which were bonded t o  the outside of the tank wall ,  
under the foam insu la t ion .  
In order to  determine the heat f lux and local heat t r an s f e r  coef f i c ien t s  ins ide  
the tank i t  was o r ig ina l ly  proposed to  use copper f l a t - p l a t e  calorimeters.  The 
heat f lux would be determined by measuring the temperature change of the known 
mass of the calorimeter ,  However, preliminary t e s t s  of the calorimeter  i n s t a l -  
l at ion in L H 2  indicated wide unexplained var ia t ions  between the measured heat 
t r ans fe r  coef f i c ien t ,  and the theoret ica l  free-convection heat t r an s f e r  
coef f i c ien t .  The basic problem, and probable reason f o r  the data deviat ion,  
was t h a t  the f l a t  p la te  calorimeter was apparently not well su i t ed  t o  measure 
small values of heat f lux and h .  In these t e s t s  with a 1/8 inch (-00318 M) 
thick calorimeter ,  the calorimeter temperature slope was about 1°R/sec 
(.56"K/sec). Even over a time period of 5 sec ,  the change in calorimeter  
temperature was only 5"R (2.78"K). An e r ro r  of 1 or  Z O R  ( - 5 6  o r  1 . l l°K) in 
evaluating the calorimeter  temperature makes a s i gn i f i c an t  e r ro r  i n  h ,  which 
i s  d i r ec t l y  proportional t o  t h i s  slope. I f  the calorimeter were made th inner ,  
the calorimeter  temperature slope would be l a rge r ,  and the possible e r r o r  
smaller; however, then the calorimeter would more rapidly approach equil i brium 
with the surrounding gas,  and e r ro rs  in temperature sensor time constant  
determination would a f f ec t  the r e su l t s .  Further the AT between the gas and 
the calorimeter would tend t o  become smaller ,  and e r ro r s  in  t h i s  AT would 
d i r ec t l y  a f f ec t  the accuracy of h .  
Because of t h i s  questionable accuracy of the f l a t  p la te  calorimeter ,  a1 t e rna te  
methods s f  determining heat f lux and h were invest igated.  A commercially- 
fabricated thermal f l u x  meter was iden t i f i ed  which appeared to  be su i t ab le  f o r  
use i n  the MTE program, This meter, made by I n t e r n a t i o n a l  Thermal Instrument 
Company, was a po'lyimide g lass  p la te  with plated thermopiles on each surface.  
The thewnopiles would direct ly  measure t h e  AT across the plate and produce a 
m u 1  timi 11 i v s l  t signal p r o p o r t i o n a l  t o  hea t  f l u x .  These dev ises  were completely 
compatible w i t h  the cryogenic environment and have been used on many LH2 
research programs. The instruments were individually calibrated to  an accuracy 
of 1 % .  The meters were suppl ied clad with stainless-steel to  protect the glass 
from HF attack. 
These fluxmeters were tested in LH2 and gave consistent and repeatable data. 
A typical fluxmeter instal la t ion i s  shown in Figure 59. The fluxmeters were 
bonded to the aluminum channel with a thin coating of Dow-Corning 731 RTV 
S i l a s t i c .  The fluxmeter surface temperature was measured with a Thermal 
System Inc. type 5001-19 platinum resistance sensor bonded to  the front  of the 
fluxmeter with 3M Co. EC3515 epoxy. The gas temperature in the vicini ty  of 
the fluxmeter was measured with a Thermal Systems Inc. type 1012-1 platinum 
resistance sensor. These a1 so provided a comparison to  the gas temperature 
measured a t  the vertical  probe a t  the tank half-radius. The local heat 
t ransfer  coefficient would be determined by dividing the heat flux by the 
temperature difference between the gas and fluxmeter. The fluxmeters were 
situated in the tank as shown previously in Figure 56. The injector  locations 
in the top dome are  shown. A fluxmeter i s  si tuated in the dome midway between 
the injector  locations. A tank wall temperature sensor i s  si tuated nearby on 
the outside of the dome. Row A i s  the tank element closest  t o  the of fse t  
injector and in the plane containing the injector and tank centerline.  *Row A 
contains a ser ies  of 5 fluxmeter instal la t ions spread along the tank from top 
t o  bottom. Row B i s  offset  from Row A to  allow uncovered wall exposed to  the 
ullage gas. This row contains 5 tank wall temperature sensors situated a t  the 
same stat ions as the fluxmeters, b u t  on the outside of the tank wall. Row C i s  
placed so that  i t  i s  equidistant from the two injector locations and contains 
2 more fluxmeters including one mounted on an aluminum sheet to  introduce a 
smooth-walled flow f ie ld  and detect any difference in heat flux compared to  
that  near a waffle-patterned wall. Row D contains two more external tank wall 
temperature sensors a t  the same stat ions as the fluxmeters in Row C .  Row E 
contains 3 mQre fluxmeters si tuated on the opposite side s f  the tank from 
Row A ( fa r thes t  from the offset  injector locat ion) ,  The resul ts  o f  the heat 
t ransfer  measurements a r e  described i n  the section on Experimental Results, 
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Figure 59, F l u x m 9 e r  Instal IaPlon 
Figure 60 shows a view looking upward inside the Thor tank prior to  tes t ing and 
indicates the relat ive position of  the instrumentation in the dank ,  The 
centerline straight-pipe injector i s  shown installed a t  the tog of the tank, 
The dome fluxmeter instal la t ion ( H I )  i s  vis ible  behind the injector .  The 
injector thermocouple wi re i s v i  s i  ble. The injector thermocouple was copper- 
constantan with the reference junction situated a t  the bottom of the tank 
where i t  was immersed in LH2 during test ing.  
The fluxmeter output and temperatures were recorded on e i ther  Leeds and 
Northrup Speedomax H Model 1022 s tr ip-charts ,  or on the Applied Electronics 
type 340-700 Pul se Duration Modulation (PDM) sys tem. Sufficient parameters 
were recorded continuously on the s t r ip-charts  to  evaluate t e s t  resu l t s  
without performing the complete automated data reduction bui l t  into the PDM 
system. The temperature data on s t r i p  charts included 3 f l  uxmeter instal  lations 
(also recorded on PDM), 3 tank wall temperatures, and essent ial ly  every other 
ull age temperature sensor on the vertical  probe. 
The complete temperature-related instrumentation l i s t ,  showing location, 
function, working range, and data acquisition method i s  shown in Table 5. 
Timing pulses were supplied by an Astrodata Model DA112-38 Time Code Generator. 
The relay energize signals from the MTI Control System were recorded on a 
Sanborn Model 125 Event Recorder. In the HF sampling system the LH2 flow 
during sampling was measured with a Foxborough model 2-81-104 flowmeter and 
a Waugh Engineering Model 1025, 6 ,  7 frequency converter. 
Figure 60. Internal View of Test Tank tnstrrrmentation 
- --- - - 
Tab le  5 
INSTRUMENTATION DATA 
L o c a t i  on 
No , S t a  -Row 
H 1 Top Dome 
TG1 TS1 1012-1 
TQ1 TS1 5001-19 Q1 IT1 "A" 
H 2 372-A 
TG2 TS1 1012-1 
TQ2 TS1 5001-19 
42 1T1 "A" 
H3 396-A 
TG3 TS1 1012-1 
TQ3 TS1 5001-19 
43 IT1 "A" 
H4 438-A 
TG4 TS1 1012-1 
TQ4 TS1 5001-19 
44 IT1 "A" 
H 5 522-A 
TG5 TS1 1012-1 
TQ5 TS1 5001-19 
45 IT1 "A" 
H 6 584-A 
TG6 TS1 1012-1 
TQ6 TS1 5001-19 
Q6 IT1 "A" 
H 7 372-C 
TG7 TS1 1012-1 
TQ7 TS1 5001-19 
Q7 IT1 "A" 
H 8 438-C 
TG8 TS1 1012-1 
TQ8 TS1 5001-19 
Q8 1T1 "A" 
Range 
F u n c t i o n  "R ("K) Wires D a t a  
, , 
Heat Trans Coef S/C & 
Ullage Gas T. 36-1000 (20-556) ( 3 )  PDM 
Flux 2 
I I 36-1000 (20-556) ( 3 )  PDM 
11 36-1000 (20-556) 2 
11 2 
I I 36-1000 (20-556) ( 3 )  S/C & 
I I 36-1000 (20-556) 2 PDM 
I I 2 
S/C & 
I I 36-1000 (20-556) ( 3 )  PDM 
I I 36-1000 (20-556) 2 
I I 2 
Table  5 
Loca t jon  Range 
P/N S t a  -Row Func"con " R  ( " K )  Wires 
I .  B. 
No. Data 
P DM HI0 
TGlO 
TQlO 
QlO 
43 8- E Heat Trans Coef 
Ullage Gas T, 36-1000 (20-556) 
Flux Meter T .  36-1000 (20-556) 
Flux 
TS1 1012-1 
TS1 5001-19 
IT1 "A" 
TS1 1012-1 
TS1 5001-19 
IT1 "A" 
s/c 
P DM 
s/c 
P DM 
s/c 
P DM 
P DM 
PDM 
s/c 
s/c 
P DM 
s/c 
Top Dome Tank Wall T .  36-700 (20-389) 
438-D Tank Wall T.  
372-B 
396-B 
438-B 
522-B 
584-B 
372-D 
372-1/2 R Ullage Gas T .  
36-700 (20-389) 
36-700 (20-389) 
36-700 (20-389) 
36-700 (20-389) 
36-700 (20-389) 
36-700 (20-389) 
YSI 9680-1 522-CL 36-7000 (20-556) ( 3 )  
TSI 1080-7 548-9/2 R Ullage Gas T. 36-1000 (20-556) (3 )  
Table 5 
1 e E l e  Locats" on Range 
No. P/N S"c; -Row Funetlsn "R ( O K )  Ws"~es D a t a  
T P l l  
T S I  1080-1 
TS1 1080-1 
TS1 1012-1 
TS1 1080-1 
TS1 1080-1 
TS1 1012-1 
TS1 1080-1 
TS1 1080-1 
TS1 1012-1 
TS1 1012-1 
TS1 1012-1 
MDAC 
Thermopi 1 e 
552-9/2 R Ullage Gas T .  
476-1/2 R II 
384-1/2 R L i q u i d  T. 
420-1/2 R I 
600-1/2 R L i q u i d  T.  
LH2 LH2 Sample T. 
Ou tf 1 ow 
L i n e  
384-1/2 R I n t e r  
383-1/2 R 
'ace T. 
488-1/2 R Interface I, 
- - 
36-1.000 (20-556) ( 3 )  PDM 
36-500 (20-278) ( 3 )  PDM 
36-60 (20-33) ( 3 )  PDM 
36-60 (20-33) ( 3 )  
36-60 (20-33) ( 3 )  
36-60 (20-33) ( 3 )  
36-60 (20-33) ( 3 )  
36-60 (20-33) ( 3 )  
36-60 (20-33) ( 3 )  PDM 
36-60 (20-33) ( 3 )  s /c  
2 PDM 
MDAC 487-112 R 
Thermop i le  
In terface  T. 
I n t e r f a c e  T .  
TF1 TS1 1080-1 Fp L i n e  GF2 Temperature 400-550 (222-305) 3 S / C  
LL1 Ohmite Res 383-1/2 R L i q u i d  Leve l  
* No Calibration Required. 
LL2 
LL3 
LL 4 
LL 5 
LL 6 
LL 7 
LL 8 
LL9 
384-1/2 R 
420-1 / 2  R 
456-1/2 R 
491-112 R 
492-1/2 R 
528-1/2 R 
564-1/2 R 
587-1/2 R 
L L l O  Ohmite Res 588-1/2 R L i q u i d  Leve l  
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
,Test Program Pl anning 
The original t e s t  plan was a matrix allowing examination of the e f fec ts  of a 
number of variables on the MTI pressurization process: injector configuration, 
i n i t i a l  ullage volume and condition, GF2 injection flowrate and velocity,  L H 2  
outflow ra te ,  tank pressure, and t e s t  cycle (prepressurization, hold, and 
expulsion. Three GF2 injector  configurations were tested in the large tank t e s t  
program: the s t ra ight  pipe centerline,  the s t r a igh t  pipe of fse t ,  and the 
diffuser centerline.  The s t ra ight  pipe injector  located on the tank centerline 
i s  the conventional configuration for  an MTI pressurization system and was used 
with the most extensive range of t e s t  conditions. The s t ra ight  pipe injector  
a t  the offset  location provided a variation in the injector-wall distance which 
was thought t o  simulate a range of different  tank configurations; the influence 
of the injector-wall distance on gas-wall heat transfer rates was of primary 
in teres t  in these t e s t s .  The diffuser injector  would tend to suppress the 
penetration of the GF2 injectant into the GH2 ullage; i t s  behavior was of general 
in te res t  in the verification of the MTI model and performance. 
The major t e s t  parameters were the ullage volume (90, 50, and 5%),  and the GF2 
injector i n l e t  velocity (control led by the GF2 bo t t le  pressure). Two basic tank 
3 2 3 2 pressures of 43 psia (296.x 10 N / M  ) and 24 psia (165 x 10 N / M  ) were u t i l ized ,  
and controlled, t o  some degree, the LH2 outflow ra te  (5  (2.27) and 15 1b/sec 
(6.81 Kg/sec)) , since 15 lb/sec (6.81 Kg/sec) could not be achieved with 24 psia 
(165 x ~ o ~ N / M ' )  tank pressure. 
The MTI pressurization t e s t  plan i s  shown in Table 6. Prior to  the GF2 hot 
f i r ing  t e s t s ,  a short  ser ies  of checkout t e s t s  was performed using ambient 
(500°R (278OK)) gaseous hydrogen as pressurant; other GH2 t es t s  were run during 
the M T I  t e s t  se r ies  when IR detector problems shut down a MTI t e s t .  These t e s t s  
verified the operation of a99 instrumentation and valves as we19 as the general 
operating procedures for f i l l  and drain,  p u r g i n g ,  e t c ,  In add3 t i o n ,  the t e s t  
data (temperatures, pressures, G H 2  and L H 2  flawrates) obtained during these runs 
Table 6 
MTI PRESSURIZATION TEST P L A N  
-- 
Basel ine T e s t s  Using GH, F o r  Pressur iza t ion  
Initial LH2 Flow Rate Operating 
Tes t  No. Injector Ullage , ( lb / sec) (kg lsec)  Mode 
1 Straight-pipe 5 70 5 2.3 C 
2 Straight-pipe 5 0% 5 2.3 D 
3 Straight-pipe 5 % 15 6. 8 B 
4 Straight-pipe 50% 15 6. 8 B 
MTI Pressur iza t ion  T e s t s  
LH2 Initial GF2 Ini t ia l  
Tes t  Injector /  Initial Flow Rate  Tank Pressure P r e s s u r e  GF2 Wt Operat ing 
No. Location Ullage ( lb / sec) (kg /sec)  (ps ia ) ( lo3  N / M ~ )  ( p s i a ) ( l ~ 3  N / M ~ )  (lb)(kg) Mode 
- 
Straight  Pipe-- 
Center l ine 
Straight  Pipe-- 
C enter l ine 
Straight  Pipe--  
Center l ine 
Straight  Pipe-- 
Center l ine 
Straight  Pipe-- 
Center l ine 
Straight  Pipe-- 
Center l ine 
Straight  Pipe--  
C enter l ine 
Straight  Pipe-- 
Offset 
Straight  Pipe--  
Offset 
Straight  Pipe-- 
Offset 
Straight  Pipe-- 
Offset 
Straight  Pipe--  
Offset 
Straight  Pipe--  
Offset 
Straight  Pipe--  
Offset 
Diffuser-- 
Center l ine 
16 Diffuser-- 5 70 15 6. 8 43 296 303 2089 10. 7 4. 9 C 
Center l ine 
17 Diffuser-- 50% 5 2.3 43 296 164 1131 10. 7 4. 9 D 
Center l ine 
Legend 
Operating Modes 
A P r e p r e s s u r i z e  to nominal tank p r e s s u r e  (NTP),  hold at  NTP with no outflow for  
60 seconds, then outflow LH2 a t  the p rescr ibed  constant r a t e  until  l iquid i s  
completely expelled. 
B P r e p r e s s u r i z e  to N T P  and immediately begin LH2 outflow, continuing t o  complete  
expulsion. 
C P r e p r e s s u r i z e  to NTP, immediately begin outflow but continue only to the 50% 
ullage level; shut down G F 2  supply and allow tank p r e s s u r e  to collapse and stabilize. 
C '  The s a m e  a s  C ,  but with a 60 second hold following prepressurizat ion.  
I3 Begin tes t  r u n  with the w a r m  ullage f r o m  the previous part ia l  expulsion (Mode C) ;  
PI -epressur ize  to N T P ,  immediately begin outflow and continue to complete  
exgiilsion. 
f o r  a large scale tank using a s t ra ight  pipe GH2 injector  were expected to be 
used t o  correlate with the j e t  penetrat-ion, interface heat "eansfer and gas- 
wall heat t ransfer  models for  the simpler one-component u19  age (pure hydrogen) 
case. These model correlations for  the one-component ull age case without the 
complications of the MTI flame were expected to  aid in the development of the 
MTI analysis,  however, the resul ts  of these t e s t s  were not usable. The 
ambient temperature ( 5 2 0 ~ ~ ( 2 8 9 ~ ~ ) )  GH2 pressurization gas was injected through 
a l-inch (.254 M )  diameter straight-pipe injector to  simulate the MTI injector  
dimensions (since an injector to  simulate the MTI injector velocity could not 
be accommodated through available ports in the tank dome). Reasonably rapid 
prepressurization times (-80 sec) required a GH2 flow ra te  of about .I25 lb/sec 
(0.57 Kg/sec) which gave near-sonic injection velocity. This high velocity 
essenti  a1 ly homogenized the tank contents and resul ted in a maximum measured 
tank internal temperature of 5 4 ' ~  (30 '~) .  
For the MTI t e s t  ser ies  shown in Table 6 ,  one, two, or three expulsions were 
r u n  with each s e t  of GF2 bottles.  The subsequent t e s t s  run with the pa r t i a l ly  
emptied bottles provided the variation in the GF2 injector  i n l e t  velocity. 
Table 6 gives the actual weight of GF2 in the supply bottles a t  the s t a r t  of 
each t e s t  group and the GF2 pressure a t  the s t a r t  of each t e s t  which i s  an 
indication of the resulting variation of the GF2 i n l e t  velocity. The opera- 
t ing  modes provide for  a hold period ( a t  operating pressure) a f t e r  the pre- 
pressurization, expulsion s ta r t ing  direct ly  a f t e r  prepressurizati on wi t h  no 
hold period, both complete and partial  expulsions, and prepressurization of 
an i n i t i a l l y  warm as we1 1 as cold ( L H 2  temperature) ull age. 
Because of the complexity of the t e s t  f a c i l i t y ,  the t e s t  procedure (countdown) 
was also necessarily complex, long (125 pages), and detailed. The major tasks 
a re  shown in Table 7. One of the more important tasks was task 4 ,  in which 
the various elements of the MTI cqntrol system were functionally checked out. 
I t  was verified that  lack of IR signal would terminate inject ion,  that  with an 
IR signal ,  the injection would continue until the pressure switch (pressurized 
externally to the tank) actuated t o  terminate the injection. The pressure to  
the pressure switch was decreased until the injection was again in i t i a t ed .  
The pressure switch pick-up and d r o p - o u t  pressures were determined and t h e  
TABLE 7 
MT I COUNTDOCdN TASKS 
1 - CIRCUIT  BREAKER AND POWER SETUP 
2 - F A C I L I T Y  WALK-AROUND 
3 - TEST STAND PREPS 
4 - SEQUENCE OF OPERATION CHECKS 
5 - TEST STAND CLEARING 
6 - FLUORINE SYSTEM SETUP 
7 - COUNTDONN I N I T I A T I O N  
8 - LH2  LOADING 
9 - TANK PRESSURIZATION AND OFFLOADING 
10 - POST TEST TANK PURGING 
11 - FLUORINE SYSTEM SECURING 
12 - PANEL SECURING 
13 - TANK AND TRANSFER L I N E  HOT PURGE 
14 - TEST STAND SECURING 
15 - F A C I L I T Y  SECURING 
16 - INSTRUMENTATION AND POWER SECURING 
proper actuation of a l l  M T I  control system elements ( including the  i n j ec to r  
valve) was ver i f i ed .  
The general technique f o r  the t e s t s  was to  load the tank t o  the prescribed 
ullage volume (indicated by level sensors l-inch (.0254 M) apar t )  , then chi 11 
down the LH2 outflow system and large vent l i n e  by flowing LH2 through i t  from 
the main storage tank (not  from the t e s t  tank) .  The t e s t  tank vent was then 
closed and the tank se l f -pressur iza t ion r a t e  due t o  external heat  leak was 
determined, The tank was then topped ( i f  necessary) t o  assure t h a t  the LH2 
level  was correct ,  and t h e n  t h e  MTI t e s t  was i n i t i a t e d ,  
The overall MTI t e s t  r esu l t s  are  shown in Table 8, The times shown are  the 
times following i n i t i a l  tank pressure r i s e  untfl the pressure switch actuated,  
then the time a t  which outflow began, and then the time a t  which a pa r t i cu la r  
level sensor indicated the exact ullage volume. The tank pressures shown in 
parentheses a re  n o t  necessari ly the exact pressure a t  t h a t  time, b u t  indicate  
the low point of the i n i t i a l  pressure band ( the  most extreme). The L H 2  
outflow-rate and GF2 flowrate are averages between the time given and the 
previous time (e.  g. , f o r  t e s t  2 ,  between t=85 sec and 144 s ec ,  the average L H 2  
outflow-rate was 10.8 Ib/sec (4.9 Kg/sec) and the average GF2 flowrate was 
0.0556 Ib/sec (.0252 Kg/sec)).  The GF2 flowrate shown i s  the actual flowrate 
while the i n j ec to r  valve was open. The actual to ta l  GF2 weight consumed i s  
shown f o r  each time; the amount used between each time shown i s  the difference 
between the value shown and the previous value. The equivalent s teady-s ta te  
G F 2  flowrate (as  i f  the in jec to r  valve were open a l l  the time) can be computed 
from the GF2 weight consumed between times divided by the time. The tempera- 
tures  shown a re  those recorded a t  t ha t  time. Note also t ha t  there are  a 
number of remarks about "IR shutdown" and "pressure decay from low GF2 pres- 
sure ."  These occurrences are  described in  de ta i l  in  the sections on Control 
System Performance and GF2  Usage, below. 
Control Svs tem Performance 
Pr io r  t o  the in jec to r  demonstration t e s t s ,  the dynamic response of the .MTI 
Control System was analyzed in some de ta i l  t o  determine: 
1. I f  the control sy s t  m could control the tank pressure t o  within 1 21.0 psi (-1-6900 N./M ) assuming reasonable models f o r  in te r face  heat 
and mass transfer..  
2 .  The approximate ra tes  a t  which the in jec to r  valve would cycle in  the 
tank,  s o  t ha t  these cycle ra tes  could be simulated in  the in jec to r  
t e s t s  . 
A block diagram of the tank pressure control system i s  shown in Figure 61. 
Each of the three primary control elements--the pressure switch,  e l e c t r i c a l  
r e l ay ,  and electromechanical valve--was mathematically modeled as was the 
p l an t ,  or  system to  be control l ed ,  which comprises the chemical reaction and 
the reactant  Plow. The load o r  disturbance,  act ing on the output ,  can be 
thought of as the pressure collapse due t o  heat t r an s f e r  and t h e  tank outflow 
which both contribute negatively t o  the r a t e  of change of t a n k  pres?ure, 
Table 8 
MTI PRESSURIZATION TEST DATA SUMMARY 
Ullaee Wall 
Avg LH2 Avg G F Z  Total  GF2  Temp.  Temp. 
T e s t  Injector--  T i m e  Tank Pressure Ullage Vol Outflow Rate Flow Rate wt TUI (max) (max)  
No. Location ( s e c )  (psia)  ( I O ~ N I M ~ )  ( i t3)  (M3) ( l b l s e c )  ( k g l s e c )  ( I b l s e c )  ( k g l s e c )  (Ib) (kg) (OR) (OK) (OR) (OK) R e m a r k s  
1 Straight  Pipe--  0 15. 5 106. 9 553 15. 1 S t a r t  
Centerl ine 12.7 4 3 . 3  298. 5 553 15. 1 P r e p r e s s  
1 6 . 5  4 2 . 2  290. 8 553 15. 1 Hold 
- -  - - - -  - -  39 22 39 22 P r e p r e s s u r i z a t i o n  only - 
0.0719 0.0326 0.  912 0. 414 189 105 116 64 IR shutdown a f t e r  
1st  cyc le  
2 Straight  P ipe - -  0 15. 6 107. 6 553 15. 1 S t a r t  - -  -. - - - -  43 24 52 29 P r e s s u r e  decay  f r o m  
Cente r l ine  19. 2 42. 9 295. 6 553 15. 1 P r e p r e s s  0 .0673  0.0306 1. 290 0. 585 282 160 135 75 low GF2 p r e s s u r e  
85 (41. 6):"286. 8)  553 15. 1 Hold 0 .0612  0. 0278 1. 730 0 .785  364 202 227 126 
144 43 .0  296. 4 702 19. 9 10. 8 4. 9 0.  0556 0.0252 3 .  630 1. 648 538 299 332 184 
196 36. 1 248. 7 851 24. 1 12. 3 5. 6 0. 0463 0.0210 5 .  630 2. 556 826 459 481 267 
230 32. 0 220. 6 950 26 .9  1 2 . 5  5 . 7  0. 0388 0 .0176  6. 680 3. 033 902 501 539 299 
3 S t ra igh t  Pipe--  0 16. 5 113. 8 950 26. 9 S ta r t  .- - - - -  - -  78 43 132 73 
Cen te r l ine  59 4 3 . 4  299. 3 950 26. 9 P r e p r e s s  0.0596 0.0271 3. 52 1. 597 672 373 332 184 
133 (42. 6) (294. 0 )  950 26. 9 Hold 0.0406 0.0184 5 . 4 2  2. 460 777 432 504 280 
4 Straight  Pipe--  0 16. 8 115. 9 106 3. 0 S ta r t  - - - - - -  - - 36 20 71 39 P r e s s u r e  decay  f r o m  
Centerl ine 4 44.0 303. 3 106 3 . 0  P r e p r e s s  0.0434 0. 0197 0. 190 0 .  086 64 36 71 39 low GF2 p r e s s u r e  
23 (41. 8 )  (288. 0 )  106 3.  0 Hold 0 .0416  0.0189 0.  416 0. 189 182 101 105 58 
65 4 3 . 4  299. 3 255 7.  2 15. 2 6. 9 0. 0341 0. 0155 1. 200 0. 545 298 166 135 75 H F  sample  taken 
109 37 .5  258. 5 404 11. 4 14.4 6. 5 0 .0326  0.0148 2. 610 1. 184 487 270 184 102 
S t ra igh t  Pipe--  
Cen te r l ine  
Straight  Pipe--  
Cen te r l ine  
Straight  Pipe--  
Cen te r l ine  
Straight  Pipe-. 
Offset 
Straight  Pipe--  
Offset  
Straight  Pipe--  
Offset 
Straight  Pipe--  
Offset 
S t ra igh t  Pipe--  
Offset 
S t ra igh t  Pipe--  
Offset 
Straight  P ipe - -  
Offset  
Diffuser--  
Cen te r l ine  
Diffuser--  
Cen te r l ine  
Diffuser--  
Cen te r l ine  
S ta r t  
P r e p r e s s  
Hold 
11. 6 
18. 6 
1 2 . 5  
S t a r t  
P r e p r e s s  
Hold 
9 . 0  
S t a r t  
P r e p r e s s  
Hold 
5 . 1  
6. 3 
S ta r t  
P r e p r e s s  
Hold 
1 0 . 8  
13. 9 
1 1 . 8  
S ta r t  
P r e p r e s s  
S t a r t  
P r e p r e s s  
Hold 
S ta r t  
P r e p r e s s  
S ta r t  
P r e p r e s s  
S t a r t  
P r e p r e s s  
5 . 5  
S t a r t  
P r e p r e s s  
4. 5 
S t a r t  
P r e p r e s s  
Hold 
9 . 4  
S t a r t  
P r e ~ r e s s  
S t a r t  
P r e p r e s s  
W a r m  repressur iza t ion- -  
m a x  p r e s s u r e  of 
35. 6 ps ia  because  of 
low GF2 p r e s s u r e  
H F  sample  taken 
P r e s s u r e  decay  f r o m  
low GF2 p r e s s u r e  
H F  sample  taken 
P r e p r e s s u r i z a t i o n  only - 
IR shutdown 
P r e p r e s s u r i z a t i o n  plus 
s h o r t  r u n  without IR 
de tec to r  i n  c i rcu i t  - 
H F  sample  taken 
W a r m  repressur iza t ion  - 
IR shutdown when ul lage 
vol  - 702 f t2  
H F  sample  taken 
IR de tec to r  not i n  
c i rcu i t  
T e m p e r a t u r e  l imi t  t e s t  
t e rmina t ion- -p ressure  
decay  f r o m  low GF2 
p r e s s u r e - - H F  s a m p l e t a k e n  
T e m p e r a t u r e  l imi t  t e s t  
t e rmina t ion  ius t  ~ r i o r  to  , * 
reaching ul lage 
vol = 553 ft3 
W a r m  r e p r e s s u r i z a t i o n  - 
m a x  p r e s s u r e  of 
34. 3 ps ia  because  of 
low GF2 p r e s s u r e  
" P r e s s u r e  i n  pa ren theses  i s  not the  ac tua l  p r e s s u r e  a t  that  t ime ,  but  the  lower l imi t  of the  in i t i a l  p r e s s u r e  band 
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The 0.75 psi (5170 N/M') actuation band of the b i s tab le  pressure switch (pB)  
was inherent in the design and due largely  t o  the adhesion between the mercury 
and electrodes.  The pure delay of the switch was due t o  the pneumatic aetua- 
t ion and mechanical 1 inkage which compared the reference input pressure ( p r )  
with the output tank pressure ( p )  and produced an inc l ina t ion  of the mercury 
element t ha t  was proportional t o  the di f ference.  The re1 ay, a b i s t ab l e  
element, was modeled as a pure time-delay equal t o  the in terval  between the 
applicat ion of input power and the c los ing of re lay  contacts .  The e lec t ro -  
mechanical valve was described by a gain,  third-order dynamics and a pure time- 
del ay. 
The 1 a t t e r  cha r ac t e r i s t i c  derived from the  solenoid actuation.  T was the 
eddy-current time constant of the solenoid and 5 and an were the damping r a t i o  
and undamped natural frequency, respect ively ,  due largely  t o  mechanical 
charac te r i s t i c s  . The dynamics of the plant  included a t ranspor ta t ion 1 ag t h a t  
was associated with the  t ravel  distance and propagation velocity of the  
reac tan t ,  as we1 1 as a sa tu ra t ion  l im i t  on the r a t e  of tank pressure increase.  
Between the 1 imi t s  of zero and the maximum r a t e  (bmax)  , defined without regard 
t o  pressure coll  apse and tank outflow, 1 i  near operati  on was assumed a1 though 
some nonlinear functional re1 a t i  onshi p may be more precise.  
The primary consideration t h a t  af fected the system response was the  extent  t o  
whi ch the f o l l  owing charac te r i s t i c s  were known and invar iant :  
1. Time delays of control elements 
2. Pressure switch hysteres is  
3. Transportation lag of the plant  and the re la t ionship  between 
p and the delayed valve posit ion.  
The following values f o r  component lags were used in  the ana lys i s :  
Parameter Max. Value Min. Value 
1 -025 sec  .020 sec  
T 2 .015 sec  .010 sec 
3 -005 sec .005 sec 
-'-4 -025 sec -005 sec 
Total Lag -870 sec -040 see 
The di f ferences  between the maximum and minimum delays f o r  the relays was due 
t o  uncertainty as t o  the actual relay l a g ,  which was expected t o  be i n  the 
range of -010 to  .045 sec ,  The large  difference in  t he  t ranspor ta t ion lag 
was caused by uncertainty as to  the behavior of the F2 flow in the i n j ec to r  
tube. The more pessimist ic assumption was t h a t  following opening of the 
i n j ec to r  valve,  the F2 flow must t raverse  the e n t i r e  length of the i n j ec to r  
tube,  ( a  d is tance  of 2.5 f t  (.762 M )  a t  an average velocity of 100 f t / s e c  
(30.5 M/sec) f o r  a lag  of .025 sec )  before ign i t ion  and pressure r i s e  occurred. 
Similar ly ,  when the in jec to r  valve closed,  there was a 1 ag of .025 seconds 
un t i l  the F2  stopped flowing from the i n j ec to r  (and reac t ing) .  The more 
opt imis t ic  assumption was t ha t  following the i n i t i a l  in jec t ion  the i n j e c t o r  
tube was f u l l  of F2 and always stayed f u l l  of F2.  This assumed t h a t  H z  did 
not propagate u p  the i n j ec to r ,  burning with the F2 ins ide  the  i n j e c t o r ,  
because the HF product was a ba r r i e r  t o  f u r t he r  reaction ins ide  the i n j e c t o r ,  
o r  the F2 did not fa1 1 out of the  i n j ec to r  because of negative buoyancy during 
the  i n i t i a l  in jec tor-off  times. lilith the i n j ec to r  tube f u l l  of F 2 ,  the  
opening of the i n j ec to r  valve caused e s sen t i a l l y  immediate flow from the 
i n j ec to r  tube,  and the  l ag  was t h u s  reduced t o  about .005 seconds. This value 
was based on sonic travel  time (.0025 seconds) plus pure ign i t ion  delay 
( .0025 seconds) as determined in  Reference 1. 
The equations descri bi ng the plant  operati  on were programmed with a modi f  i  ca- 
t ion  of MIMIC, a d ig i t a l  simulation computer program which i s  the d i g i t a l  
equivalent  of the analog solut ion of the plant  equations. 
The r e su l t s  of the analysis  indicated t h a t  the control system would, i n  f a c t ,  
control the tank pressure t o  within t1 .0  psi (t6900 N/M') f o r  a1 1 conditions 
with pressure r i s e  ra tes  based on reasonable models f o r  in te r face  heat  and 
mass t r ans fe r .  In addi t ion,  i t  was determined t ha t  valve dynamics, even of 
slow valves,  a re  re la t ive ly  unimportant; delay times (system lags)  a r e  much 
more s i gn i f i c an t .  Also a change in  the pressure tolerance on the pressure 
switch (pickup-to-dropout) d i r ec t l y  changes the magnitude of the pressure 
band (overshoot-undershoot) . 
During the i n j ec to r  demons t r a t i  on t e s t s  , the actual system 1 ag was -034 t o  
-044 seconds. However, t h i s  did not include the lag  of the pressure switch,  
which was not used. The control system timer,  T-2  (See Figure 33) was s e t  a t  
.060 sec which was adequate t o  a1 low inject ion to  continue wi t h  system 1 ags 
of .034-.044 sec.  
For the f i r s t  large tank t e s t ,  with the pressure switches in  the system, the 
timer T-2 was s t i l l  s e t  a t  ,060 s ec . ,  s ince  i t  was thought t ha t  the  pressure 
switches had a response time of the  order of .010 t o  .015 seconds. However, 
the f i r s t  t e s t  was shut  down by the T-2 timer because ign i t ion  had not been 
sensed: the timer was r e s e t  t o  .I00 sec and again the timer shut  down the  
t e s t .  The timer was r e se t  t o  .I62 sec . ,  and the i n i t i a l  system actuat ion was 
achieved, b u t  the timer shut  down the t e s t  on the f i r s t  cycle (the f i r s t  time 
the pressure switch was i n  the system). O n  the second t e s t ,  the system 
operated properly ( j u s t  barely) w i t h  the timer s e t  on .I62 s ec . ,  and there-  
f o r e ,  a l l  subsequent t e s t s  were performed with the T-2 timer s e t  a t  .375 sec.  
Analyses of the control system overshoots f o r  the e n t j r e  t e s t  s e r i e s ,  indicates  
t h a t  w i t h  the pressure switch in  the system, the average system l ag  i s  .I60 sec.  
I t  can thus be concluded t ha t  the lag of the pressure switches i s  of the order 
of .I20 sec .  In addi t ion,  the  pressure switch tolerance band (pi  ck-up t o  
2 drop-out) was supposed t o  be .75 psi (5170 N / M  ) ; in  a c tua l i t y  , the band ranged 
from . 8  (5510) t o  1.0 psi (6900 N / M ~ )  a t  42 psia (290 x lo3 N/M') and .7 psi 
(4830 N/M') a t  24 psia (165 x lo3 N/M'). In s p i t e  of the longer system lag 
time and wider pressure switch band (both of which contribute d i r e c t l y  t o  
increased control band) , the control system functioned in  a nominal manner, 
3 2 
and generally within a 2.0 psi (13.79 x 10 N / M  ) band. The response of the  
control system i s  shown in  Figures 62 t o  67. A 5 percent i n i t i a l  ul lage 
3 3 (106 f t  (3M ) )  case i s  shown in  Fiqure 62. This was f o r  t e s t  5 which had 
one of the highest GF2 b o t t l e  pressures (and f lowrates)  the smal les t  u l l age ,  
and thus represented the most di f f i  cul t control problem. Thi s pa r t i  cul a r  t e s t  
a l so  had a hold period. 
Figure €56- Control System Response - 5% Ullage - P r e p r e s s u r i z a t i o n ~  
Figure  6 3 ,  Control System Response - 5% Ullage - Outflow 
Figure  64. ConProl System Response - 50% U l l a g e  - P r e p m s s u r I z a t i s n  
F igu re  6 5 ,  Control System Response - 50% U I  I age - G u t f  low 
Figure  6 6 ,  Control System Response - 90% U l  lage - Prepressur i  zat ion  
F i g u r e  67. Control System Response - 96% U I  Iage - Outflow 
The binary coded timing marks a re  v i s i b l e  a t  the top of the f igures with 
increasing time t o  the  l e f t .  The horizontal sca le  ( t iming) i s  .2  seconds 
2 per d iv i s ion ;  the ver t ica l  sca le  i s  in psia with . 5  psia (3450 N / M  ) per 
3 2 division (100 represents 50 psia (345 x 10 N / M  ) ) .  The two t races  shown 
are f o r  the two f u l l y  redundant pressure transducers;  the r i gh t  hand t r a ce  
i s  synchronized wi t h  the timing mark pen ; the 1 e f t  hand t race  1 eads the 
timing by .4  sec .  because of pen o f f s e t .  
3 2 In Figure 62, the pressure r i s e s  rapidly from 15.6 psia (107.6 x 10 N / M  ) 
3 2 t o  44.4 psia (306 x 10 N / M  ) ,  then cycles qu i te  slowly during the hold 
period, with the valve being open only 3.5 percent to  4.5 percent of the time. 
3 2 The maximum pressure band a t  t h i s  time i s  3.0 psia (20.7 x 10 N / M  ) . Figure 
63 indicates  the change which occurs in  the pressure cycle when L H 2  outflow 
s t a r t s .  The cycle r a t e  changes noticeably,  and now the i n j ec to r  valve i s  on 
about 18 percent of the time. As the t e s t  progresses, the injector-on f r ac t i on  
gets l a rger  unti 1 ,  toward the end of the t e s t ,  the valve i s  on a l l  of the time. 
As the t e s t  progresses the control band gets  narrower, as we1 1. 
The response of the control system f o r  pressurizat ion of a 50 percent i n i t i a l  
3 3 
ul lage (553 f t  (15.7 M ) )  f o r  t e s t  2 i s  shown in  Figures 64 and 65. Figure 64 
shows the prepressur iza t ion,  which i s  much slower, due t o  the increased ul lage .  
Figure 65 shows the cycle r a t e  t r an s i t i on  from 11.3 percent on, before outflow, 
t o  26.7 percent on a f t e r  outflow s t a r t s .  The maximum pressure band f o r  t h i s  
2 
ul lage volume i s  1.3 psi (8960 N / M  ) .  
The control system performance f o r  pressurizat ion of 90 percent ul lage 
(950 f t 3  (26.9 M ~ ) )  f o r  t e s t  3 i s  shown in Figures 66 and 67. Figure 66 shows 
the r a the r  slow prepressuri za t i  on, fo l  1 owed by val ve cycl i n g  a t  76.5 percent 
i n j ec to r  on, during hold, as shown in  Figure 67. The maximum pressure band 
2 f o r  t h i s  u l lage  volume was 1.2 psi (8280 N/M ) (which was e s sen t i a l l y  the 
pressure switch pick-up-drop-out range.) 
These data i nd i ca t e  t h a t  the control system was capable of control l ing tank 
pressure a t  any ullage volume with prepressurizat ion,  hold and expulsion 
cycles ,  and a t  varied LH2 outflow r a t e s .  
Nons'gni"cion of t h e  GF2 i n  t h e  i .H2 never occurred during the t e s t  program, 
however, a number of t e s t s  were terminated by the IR i gni t i  on de tec to r ,  Early 
in  the t e s t  program t h i s  occurred because of ic ing of the quartz window of 
the  un i t .  This was solved by helium purging the u n i t  w i t h  a  configuration as 
shown in Figure 68. The complete purged and bagged un i t  i s  a l so  shown in  
Figure 63. During the o f f s e t  i n j e c t o r  t e s t s  IR detection problems again 
terminated some t e s t s  (See Table 8 ) .  This was caused by the f a c t  t h a t  the  
detector  was no longer looking a t  the flame, s ince  the i n j ec to r  t i p  was out  
of view, as shown previously in  Figure 45. For some of these t e s t s ,  the IR 
detector  was eliminated from the control system c i r c u i t r y ,  and ign i t ion  was 
monitored v i sua l ly ,  by observing pressure r i s e  r a t e  and i n j ec to r  valve on-off 
cor~di t i  on. When the  tank pressure s t a r t ed  t o  decay because of reduced GF2 
pressure,  i t  was no longer deemed a ce r ta in ty  t ha t  ign i t ion  was occurring,  
so the t e s t  was terminated. 
Based on the experience of the previous MTI t e s t s  (1 arge-scale) under contract  
NAS 3-7963 , where there was never a case of nonigni t ion of u l lage  i n j ec t i on ,  
and t h i s  t e s t  s e r i e s ,  where, in several hundred cycles,  nonigni t i on  never 
occurred, an igni t ion detector  i s  not a requirement f o r  a f l i g h t  vehic le ,  o r  
f o r  fu r the r  t e s t  programs with ullage in jec t ions ;  indeed, i t  would be a source 
of unreli  abi 1 i  t y  in  the pressuri za t i  on sys tem. 
Fluorine Quanti t i e s  
The quan t i t i e s  of GF2 required f o r  MTI pressurizat ion i s  one of the  most 
important design considerations s ince  t h i s  data would be used t o  determ?ne 
weight of pressurant , GF2 s torage container weight, plumbing and i n j ec to r  
s i zes  and weights , e t c .  The weight of GF2 used in the t e s t  program was not 
known d i r ec t l y  b u t  was determined from a flow o r i f i c e  and by monitoring GF2 
cylinder pressure. For many of the  small ul lage t e s t s ,  the GFp requirement 
was so small t ha t  the in jec to r  valve was only open f o r  a few tenths  of a 
second. In t h i s  case the flow was completely in  a t r ans ien t  condition and 
the flow could not be accurately measured by the flowrate equation. However, 
the prepressuri za t i  on process usual ly 1 as ted several seconds which a1 lowed the 
f lowrate t o  s t ab i  1 ize .  In addi t ion,  because the G F p  cylinder pressure was 
known, the quanti ty of GF2 used could be determined from a polytropic expansion 
in the GF2 cylinder.  Both the polytropic expansion technique and the flowrate 
equation were used in conjunction t o  determine the CF2 quan t i t i e s .  A number o f  
t e s t  s e r i e s  were made from common cylinders wi thout purging of the  GF2 plumbing 
S A P P M I R E  
' W I N D O W  
( O . S ~ Z  DIA.)  
F i g u r e  6 8 ,  Purged IR De-keetor Ins+ailatlon 
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between t e s t s  ( e .  g. , t es t s  3 and 4 ,  5 and 6 ,  1 2  and 13, 16 and 9 7 ) -  Analysis 
of the cylinder pressures for  these compl e te  tes t s  , plus evaluation and com- 
parison of the flowrate equation and polytropic blowdown sf a l l  of the pre- 
prepressuri zati ons , gave an averacje polytropic exponent of 1 . I 5  (compared to  
an isothermal exponent of 1.0 and an adiabatic exponent of 1 . 4 ) .  The maximum 
run time f o r  any of these tes t s  was about 300 seconds. lJi t h  some GF2 cylinder 
s e t s ,  only one t e s t  was made (e .  g.  , t es t s  7 ,  8, and 15). One of these tes t s  
was quite rapid, b u t  t e s t  7 was a very 1 ong r u n  ( - 900 seconds) and te,s t 12 
used small quantit ies in -300 sec. I t  was speculated tha t  near-isothermal 
expansion might be more appropriate for  these t e s t s .  This i s  discussed further 
in the section on the Analytical Study, where the predicted GF2 usage i s  
compared to  the experimental quant i t ies .  The quantities for  each phase of each 
t e s t ,  based on ei ther the flowrate equation or polytropi c expansi on, as 
appropriate, are shown in the t e s t  summary, Table 8. 
For ullage heat addition with no losses,  the energy required for  prepres- 
surization of a perfect gas i s  
where V i s  ullage volume, AP i s  constant volume pressure r i s e ,  WF2  i s  quantity 
of GF2 and QR i s  the specific heat of reaction (see Reference 2 f o r  derivation). 
7 Assuming QR = 6050 Btu/l b (1.4 x 10 Joule/Kg) GF2 and Y =  1.7 fo r  saturated 
hydrogen in the ullage, the quantity of GF2 necessary for  prepressurization 
of an ullage volume i s  shown in figure 69 as l ine A-A. 
Data from the ullage tes t s  from Contract NAS 3-7963 together with data from 
th is  program are also shown in figure 69. Thus our MTI data spans f ive  orders 
of magnitude in ullage volume with the same general trend: the losses can 
range from near-zero to 70 percent. Thus, the accurate prediction of these 
losses i s  essential and one of the purposes of the Analytical Study. The 
shaded symbols in figure 69 represent the diffuser irljector t e s t s  ,' which tend 
to  be generally lower in overall performance, as anticipated, b u t  quite 
comparable i n  performance for relat ively short prepressurizations. 
Fi;gurc 69 ,  F l  tier-; t-~e I?equi r ~ , ~ ; e n t s  for Pre-Pressurization 
I t  was found in some of the t e s t s ,  as shown in Tab1 e 8 ,  that  the energy 
requirements of expulsion and heat t ransfer  was greater than the avail able 
energy of GF2 inflow because of low G F 2  injection pressure Plowrate. in 
these tes t s  the pressure decayed even with the valve ful l  on. 
The GF2  requirements fo r  expulsion pressurizations strongly depend on the 
duty cycle and are  not conveniently presented in graphical form. They are 
general ly higher than equi valent prepressuri zation requi rements because the 
ullage heat losses from a warm ullage (due to  MTI prepressurization) must be 
made up. The overall GF2 requirements for  the t e s t  program are summarized in 
Table 8. 
Temperature Distribution in the Tank 
The temperature distribution i n  the tank i s  also of major concern to  the 
designer because excessive temperatures caused by the MTI reaction could 
weaken the tank s t ructure,  damage equipment in the tank, e tc .  The ullage 
gas temperature distribution i s  of foremost concern. In the MTI t e s t s  the 
vertical  instrumentation probe situated a t  the tank half-radius and the gas 
temperature probes in the fluxmeter i ns t a l l  ation a t  the tank wall, provided a 
comprehensive pi cture of the ul 1 age gas temperature distribution. The f i  gures 
which follow show the distribution of tank internal temperatures fo r  each t e s t  
a t  various times corresponding to  those in Table 8 ,  except for  t e s t s  1 and 9 
which are not shown since they were fo r  prepressurization only. There 'was 
excellent agreement between the temperatures recorded on s t r ipcharts  and 
those recorded on the PDM system. The i n i t i a l  temperature dis t r ibut ion was 
accurately described by the liquid temperature probes ( s e t  to  record between 
35"R (19.5"K) and 60°R (33.3"K)) because the i n i t i a l  ullage was generally 
very cold (-40°R (22.Z°K)). Exceptions were the 90 percent ullage cases, 
where the temperatures were of the order of 80°R (44.5"K). The data reveal 
a number of interesting trends. Figures 70 t o  74 are for  the centerline 
3 2 
s t ra ight  pipe injector  a t  about 43 psia (296 x 10 N / M  ) .  The ullage does 
not appear to  be completely mixed (a1 1 a t  a uniform temperature) , a1 though 
in some of .the t e s t s  ( 2 ,  3 ,  5 and 6 )  the ullage temperature profi l e  i s  
reasonably uniform early in the t e s t ,  b u t  becomes less uniform as the t e s t  
progresses. The ullage a t  the top of the dome gets q u i t e  warm, ( t e s t s  2-6) 
and the  gas temperature probe TG1 failed from overheating a f t e r  t e s t  6. I n  
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many cases the gas near the wall i s  as warm or warmer than that  a t  the half-  
raaius probe, especially l a t e  in the t e s t ,  Usually, however, the gas tempera- 
tures a t  the half-radius and wall are quite close: indicating minimal radial 
temperature gradient (as  discussed bel ow). 
3 2  With the centerline s t ra ight  pipe injector a t  24 psia (165.5 x 10 N/M ) 
(Figure 75),  t e s t  7 ,  the ul 1 age gas temperature prof i  l e  i s  very uni form, i  ndi - 
cating the ullage gas i s  very well mixed, u p  to  a  time of 584 sec,  then the 
profile departs from uniformity, and a t  the end of the t e s t  appears not well- 
mixed, as in t e s t s  2-6. The temperature reversal a t  s ta t ion 480 appears to  
be a  local anomaly on that  particular sensor. 
Figures 76 to 81 are for  the of fse t  s t ra ight  pipe injector ,  which i s  very 
similar in behavior to the centerline straight-pipe. The behavior of the 
temperature profile a t  the ha1 f-radius i s  practically identical between the 
two injectors ,  b u t  the gas temperature a t  the wall tends to be warmer than 
a t  the nalf radius fo r  the of fse t  injector (compare t e s t  2 and t e s t  8 ) .  How- 
ever, i t  i s  the wall gas temperature far thest  from the injector which gets 
the warmest. (The gas radial temperature profi les  are di scuessed below. ) 
3 2 For the of fse t  injector  low pressure t e s t s  (24 psia (165.5 x 10 N/M ) ) ,  the 
gas temperatures a t  the ha1 f-radi us and the wall are quite close (see t e s t s  11, 
1 2 ,  13, and 14) and again the profiles are extremely uniform. 
Figures 82 to 84 show the ullage gas temperature profiles for the centerline 
uiffuser injector .  As expected, the ullage gas gets warm much fa s t e r  than 
with the s t ra ight  pipe injector (compare the times t o  reach s imilar  tempera- 
tures for  t e s t s  2 and 15). For th is  reason, the diffuser t e s t s  were terminated 
early.  The ullage gas temperature profiles for  these t e s t s  have a  consistently 
odd shape. The half-radius sensor a t  station 408 i s  abnormally warm, and the 
gas temperature a t  the wall a t  s ta t ion 396 i s  noticeably warmer than that  a t  
the half-radius. Apparently the ullage flow f ie ld  caused by the diffuser  i s  
responsible for  these anomalies. Figure 85 shows the relationship of the half- 
radius and wall temperature probes to  the diffuser.  The flame zone v i r tua l ly  
impinges on the ha1 f-radius sensor a t  station 408 (PU3), then flows u p  the 
wall t o  the w a l l  sensor a t  statian 396 ( T G 3 ) ,  b u t  leaves the half-radius sensor 
a t  station 396 (TU2) in a cooler zone. The sensor below TU3 i s  a  l iquid 
temperature sensor ( T L 2 )  which was s e t  a t  35-60"R ( 1 9 . 5  - 3 3 . 3 G ~ ) .  
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The same kind of f l o w  f i e ld  ( b u t  less severe) may be occurring with the 
s t raight  pipe injectors ,  with the half-radius sensors i n  a cooler region of the 
circulating gas, while the wall sensors are in a warmer region, The implica- 
tions of th i s  flow f i e ld  on ullage gas mixing and GF2 usage were discussed 
previously in the Analytical Study section. 
Uniform radial temperature distribution in the ullage gas i s  an assumption 
central to  the one-dimensional nodal analysis. The data indicate that  the 
radial temperature distribution i s  quite uniform between the half-radius and 
wall sensors. A t  s tation 438 there are three gas temperature probes a t  the 
wall fluxmeter instal la t ions (TG4, TG8, TGlO), and two sensors on the half-  
radius probe, TU4 a t  s ta t ion 432 and TU6 a t  s ta t ion 444. The temperatures a t  
TG4,  IG8 TGIO,  and the average of TU4 and TU6, are shown in Figures 86 and 87 
for  t e s t s  6 and 7 ,  a t  times l a t e  in the t e s t .  A t  times early in the t e s t s ,  a l l  
of these temperatures agree within a few degrees. The l a t e r  times represent 
the maximum deviation of the gas temperatures from uniformity. The figures 
show the re la t ive  angular location of the sensors, and the distances from the 
injector to  the sensor. The gas temperatures are quite uniform despite the 
uisparity in distance from the half-radius probe to  the wall, except fo r  the gas 
temperature a t  TG8, which i s  lower than the other wall gas temperatures. The 
difference i s  perhaps due to the fac t  that  the TG8 probe i s  aimed radia l ly ,  
from the center of a smooth sheet while the T G 4 ,  and TGlO probes are  aimed 
tangentially from the side of a channel, and thus sense a different  local 
flow f ie ld .  
W i t h  the of fse t  injector ,  the gas temperatures are also very uniform as  shown 
in Figures 88 and 89 for  tes t s  8 and 14. In t e s t  8 ,  the gas temperature 
24 inches (.609 M )  from the injector i s  essentially identical to  tha t  a t  
65 inches (1.65 M) from the injector.  TG8 and TU 4-6 are a t  the same distance 
from the injector  (-40 inches (1.02 M ) )  and record essentially the same gas 
temperature. Figure 89 for t e s t  14 shows a l l  four gas temperatures within 
10°R (5.b°K) a t  334 seconds, and nearly equal a t  372 seconds. For e a r l i e r  
times, a l l  four gas temperatures were essentially equal. Because there i s  
very l i t t l e  gas temperature difference a t  various injector-wall distances,  
there should be very l i t t l e  difference i n  heat transfer.  This was found to 
be true, a s  i s  discussed further i n  the next section, The u l l a g e  g a s  appears 
t o  be well mixed radially with the s t raight  pipe injector ,  
Figure 86 ,  Radia l  Temperature Di s t r ibu t ion  - Test 6 
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Figure 88, Radial Temperature Dis t r ibut ion  - Test 8 
i b u t i o n  - l e s t  1 4  
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The ullage gas temperatures with the diffuser injector were also quite uniform 
radial ly  except for the anomaly a t  station 396, described above, A t  s ta t ions 
372 and 438, the temperatures recorded by the half-radius and wall sensors 
were nearly as uniform as those with the straight-pipe injector.  Again, the 
temperature a t  TG8 was consistently lower than a t  TG4 and TG10. 
The ullage gas temperatures near the LH2 interface were measured with the 
thermopile assemblies. I t  was found that  the temperatures measured with the 
thermopiles agreed closely with the temperatures measured by the half-radius 
gas sensors near the interface. The thermopile assemblies provided re l iab le  
temperature measurements only i f  the liquid temperature reference sensor i s  
immersed in LH2.  Thus, the thermopile gives rel iable  data m the i n i t i a l  
conditions a t  the interface u p  to  the time the reference sensor i s  uncovered, 
a s  well as data when the interface passes a  thermopile location during outflow. 
Idone of the thermopiles indicated any i  ni t i  a1 s t ra t i f ica t ion  near the inter-  
face even with so-called "warm" ullages. However, they did indicate tha t  very 
large gradients could occur a t  the interfsce within a  few seconds a f t e r  pre- 
pressurization. The data for  t e s t  7 are  shown in Figures 90 to  92. The 
5 percent ullage prepressurization i s  shown in Figure 90. There i s  i n i t i a l l y  
a  large gradient, which cools down until  outflow occurs. The gradient then 
follows the interface downward. In Figure 91, as the interface approaches the 
thermopiles a t  the 50 percent level ,  the temperature gradient i s  q i t e  steep 
and variable. This indicates how well the ullage i s  mixed and penetrated by 
injection. In Figure 92, as the interface approaches the thermopiles a t  the 
90 percent ullage level,  the temperature gradient i s  much less  severe and quite 
cold. 
Figure 93 shows the end of t e s t  1 2 ,  as the interface approaches the 50 percent 
level (where outflow was stopped) and the s t a r t  of t e s t  13 with prepressuriza- 
t ion a t  the same level. The temperature gradient i s  quite steep, and varies 
e r r a t i c a l l y  when carried along with the interface during outflow. During pre- 
pressurization, the gradient i s  much better behaved. 
F igu re  90, Temperature Gradien? a? 5% Level-Test 9 
F igu re  91, Temperature Grad ien t  a t  50% Level-Test 7 
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F igu re  92, Temperature Grad ien t  a t  90% Level-lest 4 
F igu re  93. Temperature G r a d i e n t  a t  50% Level-Test 12 and I 3  
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(55.5)  ( 1  1 1 )  (1671 (222) (278) ( 3 3 3 )  
Temperature - 'R ( O K )  
F i gu re  96. Tank Wal l  TemperaPure D i s t r i b u t i o n - T e s t  8 
Tank Heat Flux and Heat Transfer 
- 
The heat f l u x  measurenients made in the large tank were somewhat l imi ted.  The 
fluxmeter i n s t a l l a t i ons  near the top of the tank were exposed t o  r a t he r  high 
temperatures (-1000°R ( 556°K ) )  and a nunibtr of them f a i l ed  in the course of 
the t e s t  program. Sometimes, the fluxmeter continued to  function,  b u t  the 
temperature sensor on the fluxmeter f a i l ed .  The fluxmeter in the dome, HI, 
f a i l ed  a f t e r  the f i r s t  t e s t ,  debonded, and f e l l  t o  the  bottom of the  tank (see 
the section on Other Vehicle Effects) .  The fluxmeters which were lower in the 
tank, which were not exposed t o  high temperatures, were not damaged, b u t  did 
not measure any appreciable heat f lux.  
The data determined from the  cen te r l ine  in jec to r  t e s t s  indicated heat  t r ans fe r  
in excess of t h a t  accounted f o r  by f r e e  convection. The di f ference in the 
measured heat t r ans fe r  coef f i c ien t  and the f r e e  convection heat t r an s f e r  
coef f i c ien t  was assumed t o  be the forced convection heat t r an s f e r  coef f i c ien t .  
From Reference 13, the equation fo r  forced convection t o  a ve r t i c a l  f l a t  
p la te  i s :  
The forced convection heat t r ans fe r  coef f i c ien t  i s  weakly dependent on a 
cha r ac t e r i s t i c  dimension (d which was a r b i t r a r i l y  s e t  a t  4 inches 
( .  1017 M ) ,  ( t h e  width and height of the fluxmeter).  The velocity needed t o  
give the cor rec t  forced convection coef f i c ien t  was determined. I t  was 
observed t h a t  t h i s  velocity was related to  the GF2 velocity in the  in jec to r  and 
t o  the in jec to r  on-time f rac t ion  f o r  the fluxmeters in the mixed zone ( top 
of t h e  u l l age) .  This i s  shown in Figure 97. The observed cor re la t ion  i s  
where U J o  i s  the in jec to r  velocity and f  i s  the on-time f rac t ion .  The dependence 
of the forc id  convec t i~n  heat t r ans fe r  on the in jec to r  on-time was a real 
e f f e c t  ---. the heat f lux  a t  tile top o f  the tank often pulsed in approxin~ate 
syr~chraniziltion with the i n jec too r  f l o ~ ,  I n  the tower portion of the  ul lage ,  
the veloci ty  was not  a  Function of  the on-time f r ac t i on ,  and, while i n i t i a l l y  
Figure  97. Forced Convection Heat Transfer Velocity Csrre l a t i on  
re la ted  t o  the  in ject ion veloci ty ,  rapidly decayed t o  zero, Thus, the overall 
heat. t r ans fe r  coef f i c ien t  quickly approached f r ee  convection in t h i s  region, 
One of the objectives of the o f f s e t  in jec to r  t e s t s  was t o  determine the e f f ec t  
of various radial  distances on heat t r ans fe r .  There were no conclusive r e su l t s  
of any such e f f ec t .  This may have been due t o  the uniformity of t he  well-mixed 
flow f i e l d  in the tank, as evidenced by the lack of s ign i f i can t  temperature 
anomal i e s ,  ( a s  discussed previously in the section on Temperature Dis t r ibut ion) .  
I t  was observed t ha t  the heat f lux t o  the fluxmeter on the smooth aluminum 
sheet was consis tent ly  somewhat lower than the  f lux  t o  a channel-mounted f lux- 
meter near the waffle-patterned wall a t  the same s t a t i o n ,  a s  shown in Figure 98. 
This var ia t ion could be due t o  increased turbulence and heat t r an s f e r  from flow 
f i e l d  var ia t ions  near the  waffle-patterned wall ,  o r  could simply be due t o  the 
g rea te r  capacity of the channel-mounted fluxmeter t o  transmit heat t o  the LH2 
through the ra the r  good conductive path of the thick channel. The di f ference 
could a l so  be a t t r ibu ted  t o  the differences in gas temperature sensor location 
or other geometric variances. I t  i s  d i f f i c u l t ,  therefore ,  t o  draw any firm 
conclusions about heat t r an s f e r  t o  smooth o r  waffle-patterned walls  from the  
limited data. 
HF Sampl ing 
The HF sampling system was described previously in the section on Test Fac i l i ty  
Design. Once the  HF was trapped in the f i l t e r s ,  and purged out t o  the HF 
absorber tubes,  the absorber tubes were removed and chemically analyzed in the 
laboratory t o  determine the HF quanti ty trapped in each f i l t e r .  The chemical 
analys is  procedure was as follows: 
1.  Remove top f i t t i n g  from HF absorber tube. 
2. Pourcontents of tube in to  1 l i t e r  polyethylene beaker, making ce r ta in  
t ha t  no caked material remains in the tube. 
3. Macerate the powder in the beaker unt i l  a l l  lumps a r e  broken u p .  
4. Add 500 ml of water t o  the beaker and s t i r  the mixture f o r  3-4 minutes 
( I  80-240 sec)  . 
5 ,  Take pH of  suspension, pH of blank i s  6.8.  
T i m  - sec 
Figure  98,  Smooth Wa l l  Heat F lux  Compared t o  Rough Wall Heat F l u x  
I f  pH of Suspension i s  Above 2 :  
6 .  Add 1 -2  m7 of phenolphthalein indicator  and, s t i r r i n g  rap id ly ,  t i t r a t e  
with 0.1024 N NaOH solution to  pink end-point t ha t  remains permanent 
f o r  f i t e en  seconds. The t i t r a t i o n  of the blank with t h i s  solut ion i s  
4,3 m 9 ,  
Calculat ions:  (mls sample t i t r a t i o n  - mls of blank t i t r a t i o n )  
x 0.2048 = HF % by weight. 
If  pH of Suspension i s  Strongly Acid, Below 2 :  
7 .  P u t  suspension in one l i t e r  volumetric f l a sk  and d i l u t e  t o  the 
mark with water. 
8. S t i r  thoroughly. Allow powder to  s e t t l e .  
9. Pipet su i t ab le  a1 iquot (probably 50 ml ) in to  polyethylene beaker. 
10. Dilute with water t o  500 ml. 
11. Add 1-2 phenolphthalein indicator  and with rapid s t i r r i n g ,  t i t r a t e  with 
1.034 N NaOH solution t o  pink end-point t ha t  remains permanent f o r  
f i f t e e n  seconds. The t i t r a t i o n  of the  blank with t h i s  so lu t ion  i s  
0.1 ml. 
Calculations: (mls of sample t i t r a t i o n  - mls of blank t i t r a t i o n )  
x 2.068 = HF % by weight. 
The r e su l t s  of the analys is  f o r  the t e s t s  which were sampled f o r  HF quanti ty a r e  
shown in Table 9. 
The uncertainty in the LH2 quanti ty i s  due to  the presence of two-phase flow 
through the sample f i l t e r  system, while t t l i !  system c h i l l s  down. In the t e s t  7 
sample, however, the LH2 outflow was sampled from the 10+ percent level sensor 
t o  the  10 percent level sensor (which were one-inch (.0254 M )  apa r t  ). Thus, 
the equivalent  of one-inch (.O254 M )  of L H 2  in the tank (o r  17.85 l b  (8.10 Kg)) 
was passed through the sample system. I t  was unlikely t h a t  much LH2 in the  tank 
boiled off during sampling because the LH2 was saturated a t  25 psia (172.3 x 103 
N/M') from t e s t  7 ,  and the tank was pressurized t o  45 psia (310 x lo3 N/M') 
during the sampling. From Table 9 i t  wil l  be noted t ha t  except f o r  t e s t  7 ,  
only t races  of HF were found in the absorbers. The possible reasons f o r  t h i s  
a re :  
I .  HF trapped in the f i l t e r s  i s  not e f f i c i en t l y  purged through t o  the 
absorbers, 
2, The f i l t e r  sampling technique does n o t  provide a  f a i r  sample of the HF 
which might be present- in  the b u l k  LH2. 
3 ,  L i t t l e  HF i s  present in the bulk LH2 outflow, 
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The f i l t e r s  and the valves isolat ing them were a sizable mass of metal which 
was d i f f i c u l t  t o  warm u p ;  therefore, thermocouples were instal led under the 
insulation to  determine when the f i l t e r s  were warm enough to  vaporize the HF 
(HF boi 1 s a t  527"R (293°K ) General l y  the f i  1 ters  were warmed u p  to  535- 
540"R (297-300°K)). I t  i s  thought that  a l l  HF was removed from the f i l t e r s ,  
which always looked very clean and dry when inspected during the course of the 
t e s t  program. 
In order t o  evaluate poss ib i l i t ies  ( 2 )  and (3) above, the character is t ics  of 
t e s t  7,  which provided an apparently reasonable sample, will be examined i n  
de ta i l .  During the i n i t i a l  phase of t e s t  7 ,  the ullage i s  very cold (see 
Table 81, and the HF would tend to condense o u t  and freeze in the ullage and 
f a 1  l into the L H 2  or condense and freeze direct ly  in the LH2 (with a nearly 
fu l l  tank). However, during this  time the GF2 usage, and HF production i s  
very low. Later in the t e s t  the GF2 usage and HF production i s  much higher, 
b u t  the ullage i s  large and warm, so that  HF condensation would not occur. 
Therefore, the quantity o f  HF which could end up in the LH2 i s  much less  than 
the total  quantity produced during the ent i re  t e s t .  Further, the previous 
MTI work under contract NAS 3-7963 indicated tha t  considerable HF froze on 
the tank walls because they were colder than the ullage. As an example, i n  
t e s t  7 ,  the ullage temperature i s  below the HF freezing point of 326"R 
(181 O K )  up to  a time of 582 sec, (when the ul lage i s  702 f t 3  (19.9 M ~ ) ) .  The 
u l  lage temperature i s  above the HF boiling point of 527"R (293°K) from a time 
s f  780 sec until  the end of the t e s t  a t  902 sec. However, between the times 
of 582 and 780 sec when the HF could be in liquid form in the ullage, the 
tank walls are s t i l l  below the HF freezing point. 
Therefore, u p  t o  the time of 582 sec, 3.1 1 bs ( 1.41 Kg) of HF i s  produced 
which could freeze in the ullage or freeze on the walls, and which could 
credibly end up  in the L H 2 .  Between the times of 582 and 780 sec,  the 
3.58 I bs (1.62 Kg) of HF produced would condense in the ullage, b u t  tend to  
freeze o u t  on the cold tank walls. Probably very l i t t l e  of th i s  HF would end 
up in the LH2, From a time of 980 sec on, the 2.76 I b s  (1.25 Kg) of HF pro- 
duced would be in vapor form in the ullage, b u t  would tend to condense on 
the colder walls  and run down the wall and freeze,  Again, l i t t l e  sf this HF 
would end up i n  the LH2, The t h e s i s  t h a t  most of the HF ends u p  on the t a n k  
walls and internal hardware i s  supported by evidence sf noticeable H f  etching 
effects  on the tank walls a t  about s ta t ion 480, This i s  jus t  about where the 
H F  condensation/Preezing l ine i s  located fo r  the end of t e s t  7 ,  This condi- 
tion i s  fur ther  described in the section on Other VehicSe/Hardware Effects,  
and Figure 103 in that  section shows the etch marks on the tank wall. 
I t  appears tha t  the maximum credible quantity of HF which would end u p  in the 
LH2 i s  about 3.1 1 bs (1.41 Kg) in 3910 1 bs (1 772 Kg) of L H 2 ,  o r  i f  evenly 
dis t r ibuted,  about one part  in 103. Although frozen HF i s  heavier than LH2,  
i t  tends to  sink very slowly (see Reference 1)  b u t  since i t  tends to freeze 
i n  the L H 2  early in the t e s t ,  there would be plenty of time for  i t  to sink 
to  the tank bottom. I t  i s  believed that  a substantial portion of the HF 
remains behind on the tank bottom, or trapped in the outflow sump, or i n  
crevices in the outflow l ine,  instrumentation wiring, e tc .  I t  i s  thought 
tha t  the t e s t  7 sample of 1 part  HF per lo4 parts L H 2  i s  a valid sample 
representing a credible maximum that  would be found when there i s  plenty of 
time for the HF t o  sink to  the tank bottom. With the other t e s t s  shown in 
Table 9, the credible quantity of HF reaching the L H 2  ranged from 2.4 (1.1 Kg) 
t o  2.75 Ibs (1.25 Kg), b u t  the rapid t e s t  times made i t  less l ikely tha t  
much HF would reach the sample system; however, w i t h  rapid outflows, more HF 
could be concentrated in the l a s t  L H 2  leaving the tank. 
The conc1usions reached about the HF sampling are tha t  the quantity of HF in 
the L H 2  would range from 1 part per 103 to 1 part  per lo4. Further, a lou 
f i l t e r  appears adequate to f i l t e r  the HF that  i s  present. On the other hand, 
considerable HF passes through the 10OP f i l t e r  so that  HF clogging of small 
or i f ices  (engine injectors)  appears not to be a problem. 
Other Vehicle/Hardware Effects 
None of the injectors used in the t e s t  program were damaged, and showed only 
heat discoloration. The maximum injector temperatures recorded during the 
t e s t  program are shown in Table 10. In general , the temperatures are qui te  
reasonable and in l ine with that  predicted from the injector demonstration 
t e s t s .  In the diffuser tests  the thermocouple wire burned o f f ,  b u t  recorded 
14SB0R (811°K) in the process - this  was not the injector  temperature, The 
centerline straight-pipe injector a f t e r  testing is shown in Figure 99, 
Test 
Table 10 
MAXIMUM INJECTOR TEMPERATURE 
l n j e c t o r  
7- 
Straight-Pipe - Centerl  i ne  
Stra ight-Plpe - O f f s e t  
Stra ight-Pipe - O f f s e t  
D i f f u s e r  - Center l  ine 
D l f f u s e r  - Center l ine  
Tempe r a t  u  r e  
(OR) (OK) 
- 
Thermocoup l e  w i r e  
Burned o f f  - Maximum 
81 1 
Figure 99. Centerline Straight-Pipe Injector Following Testing 
F igu re  100, O f f s e t  :'rraight-Pipe Injector Following Testing 
The offset  straight-pipe injector  i s  shown in Figure 100, The IW detector 
instal la t ion i s  clearly vis ible  attached to the outside of the flange, The 
diffuser injector  i s  shown in Figure 109, Note the heat/flow patterns near 
the holes in the injector.  
Foll owing the s traight-pipe/centerl ine injector t e s t s ,  some of the c r i t i c a l  
instrumentation had apparently fa i  1 ed; especi a1 ly  the 1 eve1 sensors and flux- 
meter instal la t ions.  The tank was opened and entered while changing to  the 
straight-pipeloffset  injector.  During th is  time the tank in t e r io r  was 
inspected and the instrumentation repaired. When the tank was opened a f t e r  
hot G N 2  purging for  several hours the smell of HF was s t i  11 qui te  strong. 
The tank sump i s  shown i n  Figure 102; I t  was coated with a white powdery 
film, and many lumps of white caked powder were found. The fluxmeter from 
the top dome was found in the sump. I t  i s  shown lying on the flow diverter  
i n  Figure 102 and was severely abused by overheating. The white powder was 
identified as the 731 RTV s i l a s t i c  used to  bond the fluxmeters t o  the 
channels. Apparently the chilldown/heating cycles had removed a l l  of the 
excess RTV used for  potting of the f rag i le  fluxmeter wires, plus any excess 
used in the bonding process. The tank in ter ior  i s  shown in Figure 103. 
The tank was very clean and apparently undamaged. Heat marks may be seen in 
the top dome which follow the external ribs (compare w i t h  Figure 60). HF 
etching marks were vis ible  on the tank sidewall about halfway down a t  tank 
s tat ion 480. This was probably the HF me1 ting region from the previous 
t e s t  (No. 7 ) .  Some of the instrumentation damage can be seen from close 
examination of Figure 103. The fluxmeter on the smooth sheet had debonded 
and was hanging by i t s  wires. The severe heat had debonded several of the 
fluxmeter temperature sensors, and the ceramic coating on several of these 
sensors had been attacked by the HF until  the platinum element was exposed 
and broken, These sensors were replaced. The carbon res i s tors  which had 
fai led had been severely attacked by HF - others nearby had not been affected. 
This was perhaps due to  some shielding of the res i s tor  from the ullage flow 
f i e l d ,  A few of the type 1012-1 gas temperature sensors (which were not 
completely shielded as were the 1080-1 sensors) had the ceramic element 
attacked by WF, Generally, however, these sensors survived be t te r  than the 
wafer type sensors, The thermop i les  and teflsn-covered w i r e  were unaf fec ted  
by the testing, 
gure 101. Centerl ine Di f fuser  I n j ec to r  Fol lowing Testing 
Figure 102. lest  Tank Sump Foll~wing lest 7 

During the t e s t  program, the foam insulation also deteriorated t o  some degree, 
T h i s  was not unexpected because of the f a i r ly  large thickness. The foam 
cracked from a combination of thermal s t ress  and tank pressurization. The 
cracks averaged about 1/8 inch ( .00318M) wide and were repaired each day with 
RTV s i l a s t i c  potting compound. The external heat leak through the insulation 
increased somewhat as the t e s t  program progressed. 
Analysis of the tank self-pressurization rate  (with the vent closed) gave the 
apparent tank heat leak shown in Figure 104. The large deviation above the 
l ine  by the 50 percent and 90 percent ullage cases i s  thought t o  be caused by 
continuing chilldown of the tank and insulation with low liquid levels.  The 
conditions in the tank system had not ye t  s tabi l ized in the short  times shown 
in Figure 104, and thus an apparent excessive heat leak was computed. Actually, 
boiling in the bulk 1 iquid as the system chi 1 led down a f t e r  loading was 
probably the reason. The heat leak through the tank walls was used in  the 
analysis of the data for  the analytical model, b u t  the heat leak was n o t  
s ignif icant  compared to the pressurization heat input, except for  t e s t  11, 
where i t  was calculated to reduce the GF2 pressurant requirements by about 
27 percent. 
Loading Cycles 
516 5/7 5 / 8  5/12! 5/13 5/18 5/19 5/20 5/2 1 
Date 
F i g u r e  104. Appar-en? Test  l a n k  Ex te rna l  Heat l e a k  
SPACE V E H I C L E  PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS 
APPLICABILITY TO THE FULL RANGE OF H Y  DROGEN-FUELED SPACE VEHICLES 
The MTI pressurization computer program H819 was developed for  use over the 
fu l l  range of hydrogen fueled space vehicles. The generalized tabu1 ar  inputs 
ut i l ized in the program enable the user to  specify v i r tua l ly  any reasonable 
tank configuration, duty cycle and operating conditions and t o  compute a 
mathematical solution for the GF2 usage and resulting gas and wall temperatures. 
While the operation of the computer program i s  straightforward, i t s  use in the 
study of a new vehicle and/or mission should include three general steps: 
f i r s t ,  assessment of the applicabili ty of the model for  the imposed conditions; 
second, selection and sizing of the injector system for  the most effect ive 
operation; and th i rd ,  calculation of the fluorine usage and other performance 
data. These steps are interrelated and i t e ra t ive ,  b u t  are discussed separately 
below. 
The applicabili ty of the model i s  related t o  the tank configuration, duty cycle 
and operating conditions. The most c r i t i ca l  aspect of the model i s  the ullage 
mixing process and i t s  effectiveness. The ullage mixing model correlates quite 
well with the experimental MTI resul ts .  The t e s t  tank configuration was a 
3 3 
cylindrical tank of 1000 f t  (28.3 M ) volume and L / D  = 2.5. The original 
G H 2 / L H 2  data correlated with the ullage mixing analysis was obtained w i t h  a 
3 29 f t 3  ( .82 M ) cylindrical tank and L / D  = 3 (Reference 9 ) .  Additional G H 2 / L H 2  
pressurization data showing ullage mixing with s t ra ight  pipe injectors are 
reported for  spherical tanks ( L / D  = 1 ) of 65 f t 3  (1.84 M ~ )  and 11 50 f t 3  (32.5 M ~ )  
in References 18 and 19, respectively. I t  was not possible for  th is  investi-  
gation to  correlate these data with the ullage mixing analysis; however, the 
presence of the mixed ullage region i s  quite evident from the reported t e s t  
data. The ullage mixing model i s  expected to be valid for  an L / D  range of 
a t  leas t  1 to  3. The ullage volume should n o t  d irect ly  influence the val idi ty  
~f the model although the injector must be properly scaled,  Far low L / D ,  a 
smaller value of the mixing factor f, may be appropriate. 
The ullage mixing effectiveness and the mixing fraction fm are discussed in 
the section on Analysis of Experimental Results, The attainment of less than 
complete mixing to  the fu l l  j e t  penetration depth i s  apparently a flow f i e l d  
e f fec t  in the u l l a g e ,  The resulting flow f i e ld  could be influenced by the 
tank configuration as well as duty cycle factors such as the ullage volume, 
injectant velocity, on-time fract ion,  e t c .  The flow f i e ld  could not be pre- 
cisely defined from the present t e s t  resul ts  b u t  i t s  e f fec t  on the data was 
apparent. Use of the value fm = 0.8 for  straight-pipe injectors gave good 
resul ts  and was generally conservative in predicting performance of the few 
cases which did not agree well with th is  assumption. The factor  fm appears 
to compensate for  flow f ie ld  e f fec ts ;  however, this  aspect of the analysis 
i s  not fu l ly  understood. 
A wide range of the various duty cycle parameters were used in the t e s t  pro- 
gram and correlated by the theoretical computations. Any physically reason- 
able duty cycle i s  expected to produce valid results from the computer program. 
The most important factor in the general vehicle operating conditions i s  the 
acceleration level , particularly the low-g environment. The gravity level i s  
included in the analysis as an input variable and influences b o t h  the f r ee  
convection component of gas-wall heat transfer and the buoyancy force term in 
the j e t  penetration analysis. The equations should remain valid;  however, 
no t e s t  data have been obtained under low-g conditions to check t h i s  part  of 
the MTI analysis. Ullage mixing i s  essentially a forced convection process 
driven by the i n l e t  j e t  energy and should not be adversely affected by low-g 
levels.  The occurrence of excessive j e t  penetration depth into the l iquid 
( X L )  may have effects n o t  pred icted by the program. The possible disorienta- 
tion of the propellant i s  n o t  desirable,  and the interface heat t ransfer  
empirical factors were evaluated a t  moderate values of XL. Injector con- 
figuration and injectant conditions should be chosen to  avoid excessively high 
XL in low-g. Ullage injection i s  assumed; therefore, the LH2 should be 
reasonably we1 1 se t t l ed ,  with a reasonably f l a t  interface. 
While any general system can be i n p u t  to  the program, i t  may n o t  be clear  a t  
the outset how the injector configuration and conditions should be specified. 
T h i s  -information must be developed j teratfvely by successive computer program 
calculations.  The primary influence on the solution i s  the jet  penetration 
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The GF2 flew control or i f ice  i s  integral to  the injector  valve. The pressure 
switches may be made redundant i f  fa i lure  analysis indicated tha t  such 
redundancy would contribute significantly to system re l i ab f l i t y ,  The GF2 
storage conditions are assumed to be a t  400 psia (2760 x lo3 N/M') and 50Q0R 
(278°K). The low storage pressure was chosen because i t  i s  appropriate fo r  
adequate injection velocity, yet avoids the storage, f i l l i n g ,  handling, and 
leakage problems inherent in high pressure GF2 storage. The ambient tempera- 
ture (500°R (278°K)) i s  assumed since th i s  provides ease of loading, and will  
assure re l iab le  ignition with controllable levels of 02 contaminant i n  the 
GF2. The system i s  a t  the forward (payload) end of the tank. Achieving th is  
warm temperature through the proper use of standoffs from the L H 2  tank, 
orientation, thermal control coatings, e t c . ,  should n o t  be a problem. 
I t  was assumed that  during prepressuri zation the propellants were se t t l ed  
with the g-levels shown in Table 11, and that  ullage injection of GFp was 
used. Previous studies of MTI performance in low gravity (see the section 
on Experiment Design) indicated tha t  a diffuser injector  should be used to  
reduce liquid penetration to acceptable levels.  Figure 35 indicated tha t  
in - 10" ge ,  a 26-hole -15' (.262 radian) diffuser would have about 
the same penetration characteristics as a straight-pipe injector  of equal 
flow area in 1-ge. 
The maximum ullage volume and GF2 flow requirements were about the same as 
the Thor t e s t  tank, and therefore i t  was assumed, as a f i r s t  t r i a l ,  t h a t  the 
diffuser should have 26 holes of .ZOO-inch (.0051 M )  diameter arranged in a 
15" (.262 radian) cone. This i s  equivalent to  a one-inch (.0254 M )  diameter 
basic GF2 flow and plumbing system. I t  was assumed that  the diffuser  was 
situated inside the tank one-foot ( .3048 M )  from the wall as shown in 
figure 105. A preliminary calculation indicated that  less than one pound 
(.45 Kg) total  GF2 would be required. I t  was assumed that  3 pounds (1.36 Kg) 
of GF2 would be stored a t  400 psia (2760 x lo3 N/M') and 500°R (278°K) to  
assure that  a t  the end of the third (1000 f t 3  (28.3 M 3 ) )  pressurization, 
there would be suff ic ient  GF2 storage pressure to  provide adequate penetra- 
tion of the 1 arge ullage, A summary of the study resul ts  i s  shown in  Table 12. 
The t o t a l  GF2 required i s  .863 i b  ( -392  Kg). The injector valve cycled on 
twice during prepressurization cycles 1 and 2 ,  b u t  only once during prepres- 
surization in cycle 3. The required hold times could almost be performed 
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with no i n j ec to r  valve cycles  a t  a1 4 ,  This was because the ullage stayed 
very cold ,  and  the tank wall , because sf i t s  very 1 ow heat  capacity,  was 
essen t ia l ly  always i n  thermal equilibrium with the  ullage;  hence, very l i t t l e  
energy loss t o  the wal l ,  and very slow pressure decay in the tank. 
3 2 The f i na l  GF2 s torage sphere pressure was 250 psia (1724 x 10 N / M  ) which 
gives adequate GF2 reserve in  case the in te r face  heat t r ans fe r  uncer ta in t i es  
w i t h  the small u l lage  case cause e r ro rs  in GF2 usage predict ions.  The  1.06 f t 3  
3 ( .03 M ) GF2 s torage sphere i s  15.2 inches ( .  386 M )  i n  diameter, has an 
.050-inch (.0013 M )  thick wall ,  i s  fabr ica ted from 2014-T6 aluminum and weighs 
3.6 Ibs ( 1  -63 Kg) (assuming a 50 percent boss weight f a c to r ,  and a sa fe ty  
fac to r  of 1 . 2 5  on y ie ld  s t reng th . )  The 2014-T6 aluminum alloy has a high 
strength/weight r a t i o  and i s  f u l l y  compatible w i t h  GFp Because of the  low 
ullage temperatures, the d i f fuse r  in jec to r  requires l e s s  heat-soak capacity,  
and can be fabr ica ted from thin (.060-inch (.0015 M ) )  copper sheet  a t  an 
approximate weight of 2.0 lbs (.91 Kg). The i n j ec to r  valve and flow plumbing 
weigh about 3.6 Ibs (1.63 Kg) and 0.5 Ibs (.227 Kg), respectively.  The 
f 1 i gh tweight pressure swi tches and quick di sconnect/rel i e f  valve could weigh 
0.5 Ibs (.227 Kg) and 3.5 lbs (1.59 Kg), respectively f o r  a t o t a l  system weight 
of 16.7 I b s  (7.59 Kg). 
The system i s  qu i te  simple and lightweight, and compared t o  an ambient helium 
system, should save about 150 I bs (68.1 Kg), (based on the experimental he1 i u m  
requirements in Reference 20) . 
CONCLUSIONS 
As a resu l t  of th is  comprehensive analytical and exnerimental program uti 1 i zi ng 
a large-scal e f l  ight-wei g h t  t e s t  tank, a number of s ignif icant  conclusions can 
be drawn regardi ng the appl i cabi 1.i ty of a fluori  ne-hydrogen MTI pressurization 
system to a large-scale hydrogen-fueled f l igh t  vehicle: 
A sophi s t i  cated analyti cal technique has been devel oped whi ch 
incorporates models for  heat transfer, injection j e t  penetration, and 
ul 1 age mi xi n g ,  and which accurately predi cts the performance of 1 arge- 
scale MTI pressurization systems. The model was used to  successfully 
correlate the large-scale exnerimental resul t s  . The correlat i  ons 
i ndi cated that there was 1 i t t l e  radi a1 temperature variation, that  
the ullage gas was generally deeply penetrated by the injectant  j e t ,  
and generally we1 1-mixed, (a1 though usually not completely mi xed.) 
The analytical method accurately predicted the GF2 usage, the tank 
temperature dis t r ibut ions,  and the quantities of L H  evaporated, 
over a wide range of operating conditions and injec g or configurations. 
2. The experimental program successful ly demonstrated the operati on of a 
complete MTI pressurization control sys tem in a 1 arge-scale f l i gh t -  
weight LH2 tank. The t e s t s  indicated controllable pressurization, 
reasonable ul lage gas and tank wall temperatures, and e f f i c i en t  
GF2 usage. The straight-pipe injectors provided more e f f i  c ient  
(cooler) pressurization than the diffuser injector ,  as predicted 
by the analysis. 
The MTI reaction product, H F ,  had been of concern with large-scale 
MTI application . The tankage and major structural components were 
unaffected by the HF. Some of the instrumentation, when unprotected, 
was attacked by HF (together with severe heating/cool ing temperature 
cycles.) This could be avoided with suitable design. Sampling fo r  
HF in the LH2 expelled from the tank was inconclusive, b u t  the 
resul ts  implied that there was very l i t t l e  HF in the eff luent  L H 2  
( l ess  than 1 part  per thousand.) 
4. Fl uori ne-hydrogen I4TI pressurization has been tested and evaluated 
extensively enough that  f l  i  ght-vehi c le  anpl i cati  on can be confidently 
undertaken. Analysis of a typical advanced upper-s tage vehi cl e with 
mu1 tiple-burn mission, performed with the MTI pressurization 
computer program, has indicated superior performance and substantial 
weight savings, compared to  conventional helium prepressurization. 
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